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 This dissertation consists of three essays that collectively address the importance 

of accounting for spatial heterogeneity and spatial dependence of environmental assets 

and natural resources in policy making.  

 The first essay examines the value of different wetland ecosystem services using 

an expanded meta-dataset of valuation studies in North America. The purpose of this 

essay is to explore the sources of variation in wetland values from valuation methodology, 

ecosystem functions, and site-specific geographic, demographic and socio-economic 

characteristics. This essay used panel random effect models stratified “by study”, “by 

state” and “by wetland site” to address the issues of correlation between wetland value 

estimates. Results indicated that wetland welfare measures reported by the same study 

and in the same wetland site are correlated. By comparing regression results and 

conclusions from this study with two internationally scoped meta-analysis studies, this 

essay found that the wetland valuation literature is not robust to regional characteristics, 

and wetland welfare estimates are sensitive to geographic extent.  

 The second essay extends the first essay to investigate spatial spillover effects of 

wetland welfare estimates in North America. The primary purpose of the essay is to 



 
 

explore whether wetland values are correlated across space and what determines the 

correlation. The goal is accomplished by incorporating spatial econometric methods into 

the meta-analysis framework. The essay constructed three spatial weight matrices based 

on threshold distances, the ecological similarity and the economic similarity of wetland 

sites in the metadata. Results indicate that spatial proximity is an important predictor of 

wetland values regardless of wetland type and function. In part this is captured through 

shared contexts including resource availability and market characteristics. However, 

similar ecological and economic profiles are insufficient to capture shared values when 

transferring value estimates across spatial areas. Results from this study also raised 

questions on whether ecological functions and economic markets are sufficient for 

improving international transfers when studies are beyond geographic thresholds. 

 The third essay incorporates spatial econometric models into a stochastic 

optimization framework to explore the consequences of ignoring the spatial linkage of 

management units in land management outcomes. The integrated framework combines an 

economic decision model, a spatial fire simulation model, a spotted owl population 

prediction model to maximize the expected post-fire and post-treatment NSO population 

under a budget constraint. Results from this essay inform us that ignoring spatial habitat 

connections leads to an underestimate of the fuel treatment disturbance and an over-

estimate of the expected post-fire and post-treatment NSO population. However, the 

negative externality of habitat conversions depends on the degree of habitat connections. 

Additionally, the amount of total treatment area depends on the degree of habitat 

connections. The optimization outcome suggests less fuel treatment for a landscape with 

a higher degree of habitat connections. Moreover, the optimization outcome informs us 

that the spatial configuration of fuel treatment matters for the NSO population protection. 

Ignoring the spatial habitat connections leads to a fragmented treatment pattern and fails 

to protect the core NSO habitat from treatment disturbances.   
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 Spatial considerations are an important part in economic decisions. Spatial 

heterogeneity and dependence are almost intrinsic when we attempt to model people’s 

preferences or management decisions across a large geographic area. Two important 

applications are valuations of environmental assets and land use management decisions 

across space. Although they are very different topics, spatial considerations are important 

yet often ignored in the modeling process in both research areas. For example, 

researchers often face challenges of systematically evaluating determinants of people’s 

preferences on ecosystem services across geographic regions. Part of the variation in 

preferences is driven by characteristics of environmental assets and the economic market. 

However, spatial patterns and the spatial correlation of preferences also represent 

important considerations. Similarly, the spatial spillover effect of land management 

activities should be an important factor to consider in the land use decision process. 

Public land managers often face challenges to optimally allocate resources across space 

for conservation purposes. However, decision makers often fail to recognize that land 

management units are not isolated entities, and spatial externalities of management 

decisions should be explicitly considered. For example, changing the land cover 

condition in one management unit does not only impact the stand itself, but also affect the 

conditions in nearby stands. Ignoring the spatial externalities of land management 

decisions may create suboptimal spatial management patterns and outcome.  

In the past decades, there is fairly substantial and growing literature that attempts 

to value wetland ecosystem services. As the literature in wetland valuation studies keeps 

growing, researchers started to use meta-analysis to synthesize findings from a large 

collection of relevant literature. Most of these studies use the meta-regression approach, 

in which the dependent variable is a standardized wetland value estimate drawn from 

wetland valuation primary studies, and independent variables characterize primary study 

methodology, ecological, and site context characteristics. Although these studies 

attempted to draw conclusions from a large number of studies conducted across space, 

spatial heterogeneity and spatial dependencies of wetland welfare estimates have been 

ignored in the modeling process. A very small portion of this literature addresses 
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questions of spatial heterogeneity of wetland value through including variables that 

describe geographic characteristics in their econometric model, such as wetland size, 

local population density and regional dummy variables (Brander, Florax, & Vermaat, 

2006; Ghermandi, Van Den Bergh, Brander, de Groot, & Nunes, 2010; Woodward & 

Wui, 2001). However, few studies adopt specifically spatial approaches beyond the 

measurement of differences and common findings between studies.  

 Another important application of spatial modeling is in the land use literature. 

One good example is the spatial allocation of resources to protect the northern spotted 

owl (NSO) population from fire risk. Each year the USFWS spends a large amount of 

funding and put great efforts on protecting the NSO population from fire through fuel 

treatment – a land management practice that intentionally removes small diameter trees 

and ground fuels to reduce the fire spread rate and the burning severity. NSOs are highly 

selective in habitat configuration and extent. They prefer contiguous, structural complex 

landscape with a minimum threshold of undisturbed areas (Roloff et al., 2005; USFWS, 

2011). When fire or fuel treatment activities degrade a stand, the nearby stands will no 

longer be considered as a suitable habitat area for the NSO population. Therefore, 

explicitly accounting for spatial externalities of fuel treatment decisions is critical to 

reach the optimal management goal.  

 This dissertation consists of three essays that collectively address the importance 

of considering spatial heterogeneity and spatial dependence of environmental assets and 

natural resources in policy making. The first two essays use meta-analysis to investigate 

the provision of wetland ecosystem services from an economic perspective. The first 

essay explores sources of variations in people’s preferences on wetland ecosystem 

services. Spatial considerations include spatial heterogeneity of wetland services and 

correcting for data dependencies introduced by multiple measures from the same 

geographic regions. However, it does not restrict to model spatial heterogeneity and 

correlation in wetland meta-analysis. Instead, it aims to conduct a comprehensive wetland 

meta-analysis following the best-practice guidelines of meta-analysis (Nelson & Kennedy, 
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2009), and to compare the results with existing literature in the same field. The second 

essay extends the first essay by modeling the spatial linkages between wetland welfare 

estimates. It aims to explore the sources and patterns of spatial dependence on wetland 

welfare estimates. The third essay focuses on the importance of accounting for spatial 

externalities of land management activities in the decision process. The problem is 

illustrated by integrating spatial econometric models with a stochastic optimization 

framework to optimally protect the NSO population from fire risk through fuel treatment.  

 The first essay, Meta-Analysis of Wetland Valuation Studies in North-America: 

Modeling Welfare Estimates and Correcting for In-Sample Correlations, examines the 

value of different wetland ecosystem services using an expanded meta-dataset of 

valuation studies in North America published from 1974 to 2011. The purpose of this 

essay is to explore the sources of variation in wetland values from valuation methodology, 

ecosystem functions, and site-specific geographic, demographic and socio-economic 

characteristics. It explicitly account for site specific characteristics, including wetland 

size, distance of the wetland site to the nearest city, wetland area in 50 km radius as the 

substitution effect (Ghermandi et al., 2010), whether the wetland site is listed as 

internationally important in RAMSAR convention, the local population density and 

education level. The analysis procedure of this essay followed the best-practice 

guidelines for meta-analysis suggested by Nelson and Kennedy (2009). In addition, this 

essay examined sources of in-sample correlation and explored the consequences of 

ignoring the data dependency issues. In sample correlation refers to primary estimates of 

wetland welfare effect-sizes may not be independent of one another due to the use of 

multiple estimates from the same primary study or from the same geographic region 

(Nelson & Kennedy, 2009). This essay uses panel random effect models stratified “by 

study”, “by state” and “by wetland site” to address the issues of correlation between 

wetland value estimates. Moreover, the essay systematically compares this study with 

five previous meta-analysis studies on wetland valuation in terms of geographic extent, 

moderator variable categories and methodology differences. Through comparing across 

studies, the essay aims to draw implications on meta-analysis modeling, including the 
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importance of the spatial extent of market, the data heterogeneity and poolability, and 

concerns on international benefit transfer.  

 The second essay, Meta-Analysis of Wetland Valuation Studies in North America: 

Modeling Dependencies of Welfare Estimates across Space, uses the wetland valuation 

meta-dataset and extends the first essay to investigate spatial spillover effects of wetland 

welfare estimates in North America. The primary purpose of the essay is to explore 

whether wetland values are correlated across space and what determines the correlation. 

The goal is accomplished by incorporating spatial econometric methods in the meta-

analysis framework. The essay attempts to identify the sources of spatial dependencies of 

wetland values by constructing different spatial weight matrices. Three groups of spatial 

weight matrices are constructed and incorporated in the spatial econometric analysis 

models. Each type of spatial weight matrix describes a neighborhood criterion 

characterizing the underlying spatial linkages between wetland sites. The spatial weight 

matrices are constructed based on threshold distances, the ecological similarity and 

economic similarity of wetland sites in the metadata. Spatial econometric models were 

compared to the Ordinary Least Square model, and specification tests were conducted to 

examine the significance of each type of spatial correlation. In addition, the essay 

implemented a bootstrap procedure to remove the effect of multiple measures from the 

same wetland sites. Specification tests were implemented to examine whether three 

groups of spatial correlation are robust after the within-site correlation is removed. The 

framework provides implications on spatial spillover effect of wetland ecosystem 

services and on spatial considerations when using meta-analysis for benefit transfer.  

 The third essay, Optimal Allocation of Fuel Treatment to Protect the Northern 

Spotted Owl Population in a Heterogeneous Landscape: Modeling Spatial Habitat 

Connections and Stochastic fire, incorporates spatial econometric models into a 

stochastic optimization framework to explore the consequences of ignoring the spatial 

linkage of management units in land management outcomes. The integrated framework 

combines an economic decision model, a spatial fire simulation model, a spotted owl 
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population prediction model to maximize the post-fire and post treatment NSO 

population under a budget constraint. The optimization framework uses forest stands in a 

real heterogeneous landscape as management units. The study area is a 156-stand BLM 

landscape in Southern Oregon. The framework accounts for stochastic fire ignition 

locations, spatially endogenous fire spread patterns and spatial externalities of habitat 

conversion. The optimization framework uses forest stands in a real heterogeneous 

landscape as management units. Spatial econometric models were constructed to predict 

the post-fire and post-treatment NSO habitat quality and to account for spatial 

externalities of habitat conversions. To illustrate the potential inefficiency caused by 

ignoring the spatial spillover effect of habitat conversions, the paper compares the 

optimal management outcomes with a scenario where no spatial habitat linkage is 

considered. In addition, the paper examines the differences when the stand spatial 

linkages are defined differently. Four different neighborhood structures were constructed 

to demonstrate the spatial habitat connections between neighboring stands - two based on 

contiguity criteria and two based on the NSO activity range. These neighborhood 

structures were defined through spatial weight matrices. Finally, the paper explores 

optimal spatially fuel treatment configurations derived from different spatial models.  
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2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Background and motivations  

Wetlands, the special landscape area found at the interface of terrestrial and 

aquatic systems, have been recognized as among the most important and biologically 

diverse ecosystems on earth (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA), 2005; Mitsch 

& Gosselink, 2007). Wetland ecosystems, including marshes, swamps, and coastal areas, 

are of great value to people worldwide.  They provide a range of ecological and social 

benefits including water purification, flood and storm abatement, carbon storage, wildlife 

habitat, recreation, and other amenities (MEA, 2005). In North America, estimated areas 

of wetlands are 43.6 million hectares (ha) in the lower 48 states, 71 million ha in Alaska, 

and 127 million ha in Canada. The total area represents about 30 percent of the world's 

wetlands; and 117 sites are listed as internationally important in the Ramsar Convention 

(de Groot, Stuip, Finlayson, & Davidson, 2006; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007).  

Prior to the mid-1970s, wetland management usually meant wetland drainage to 

many policy makers. Landowners were encouraged through government programs to 

drain and fill wetlands to make land suitable for agricultural, residential, or commercial 

uses (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007). The most common alterations of wetlands have been 

highway construction, hydrologic modification, mining and mineral extraction, coastal 

development, and water pollution (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007) . It is estimated that 53 

percent of the wetland area in the conterminous United States was lost from the 1780s to 

the 1980s (Dahl, 1990). Some states such as California and Ohio have reported 90 

percent loss of their wetlands (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007).  

Only since the 1970s, ecological and social values of wetlands have been 

gradually recognized. Efforts have been made by government agencies, NGOs and 

through international cooperation to conserve and restore wetland ecosystems. Formed in 

1971, the Ramsar Convention is an intergovernmental treaty that provides the framework 

for national action and international cooperation for the conservation wetlands. More than 

150 countries are participating in the agreement, with over 150 million hectares of 
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wetlands included in the Ramsar List as internationally important. Private organizations 

such as Ducks Unlimited, Inc. and the Nature Conservancy have protected wetlands by 

purchasing thousands of hectares of wetlands throughout North America. The U.S. EPA, 

especially through its Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds (OWOW), the U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers (US ACE), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Natural 

Resource Conservation Service are the primary wetland management agencies in the 

United States. The "no net loss" policy of wetlands has remained the wetland protection 

policy in the United States since the late 1980s (National Research Council, 2001). 

Recognition of the range of ecological and economic benefits of wetland 

ecosystem has prompted increasing interest in nonmarket valuation studies to account for 

the values of different ecosystem services provided by wetlands. Almost all approaches 

to measuring environmental goods have been used in the context of valuing wetlands, 

including revealed preference methods (travel cost and hedonic pricing), stated 

preference (contingent valuation and conjoint analysis), and other non-demand revealing 

methods such as production functions, replacement cost, and net factor income. Although 

these studies focus on the valuation of wetland ecosystem services, they vary greatly not 

only in study method and quality, but also in time of study, geographic locations, 

biological characteristics and socio-economic factors in the study area.  

Policy makers need knowledge and information on wetland benefit measures so 

that these benefits can be incorporated into resource management, planning and decision 

making. There is an extensive literature on the valuation of wetland ecosystem services. 

Each study deals with a particular wetland or a set of wetlands in a region, which has 

unique associated attributes. The estimated wetland values vary widely by type of 

wetland, by ecosystem functions evaluated, by study methodology, by location and by 

demographic factors. When policy makers are looking for a good value estimate for a 

particular wetland, which ties to the wetland site-specific characteristics, they may find it 

difficult to use the existing single site studies for that purpose.  
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Meta-analysis, also referred to as the “study of studies”, provides a way to 

synthesize findings from a large collection of relevant literature through rigorous 

econometric analysis. Instead of lost in the flood of estimates, we can explain the 

differences among empirical economic findings through modeling the choice of data, 

estimation techniques, the underlying site specific characteristics, and other issues 

(Stanley & Jarrell, 2006). Meta-analysis is an important tool that can generate meaningful 

comparative results of empirical data to inform policy decisions.  

Several researchers have employed meta-analysis to estimate the values of 

wetland ecosystem services. Focusing solely on contingent valuation studies, Brouwer, 

Langford, Bateman, and Turner (1999) is the first attempt to carry out meta-analysis of 

wetland valuation studies. Woodward and Wui (2001) conducted a meta-analysis 

consisting 65 estimates from 39 valuations studies using different valuation functions in 

North America, Europe and Asia.  By including more value estimates from a broader 

range of primary studies, Brander et al. (2006) conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis 

on 190 wetland valuation studies worldwide producing 215 value estimates. Ghermandi 

et al. (2010) conducted a meta-analysis using 416 estimates from 170 valuation studies 

for wetland values worldwide with an emphasis on the value of constructed wetlands. 

The regression model in this paper incorporated some site specific variables that are 

unseen in previous wetland meta-analysis studies, such as a substitution factor (wetland 

and lake areas within 50 km radius of the study area), biodiversity, and the degree of 

anthropogenic pressure. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of previous meta-analysis 

analyses on wetland valuation studies in terms of the scale of meta-data, valuation 

methodology and estimation methods.  
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Table 1 A summary of existing meta-analysis studies on wetland valuation 

Authors Valuation 

methods 

included 

Number of 

estimates 

Regional 

extent 

Dependent variable  Estimation method 

Brouwer et al. (1997) 

 

 

 

 

CVM only 103 

estimates 

from 30 

studies 

US and 

Europe 

log (WTP per 

household per year) 

GLS 

Woodward and Wui 

(2001) 

Multiple 

methods 

(utility and 

non-utility 

based) 

 

65 estimates 

from 39 

studies 

Global log (value/acre/year) OLS with White's 

standard errors 

Brander et al. (2006) Multiple 

methods 

(utility and 

non-utility 

based) 

 

202 

estimates 

from 65 

studies 

Global log(value/hectare/year) OLS with White's 

standard errors 

Ghermandi et al. (2010) Multiple 

methods 

(utility and 

non-utility 

based) 

416 

estimates 

from 170 

studies 

Global log(value/hectare/year) OLS with White's 

standard errors 
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Moreover, given the highly heterogeneous nature of the meta-dataset, simply 

pooling all wetland valuation studies together does not provide reliable estimators of 

welfare measure. Value estimators from primary studies are derived from a wide range of 

economic models, including utility theoretic and non-utility theoretic models. These 

estimators also suffer from dependencies within studies and across space. Lack of 

comparability across primary studies and dependencies between estimators may distort 

the estimation model and lead to biased conclusions. Only estimates relying on well-

framed economic models, well-established econometric techniques, and reliable and 

extensive data can provide evidence of how wetland ecosystem services are valued. 

 

2.1.2 Objectives of the study  

Previous meta-analysis studies on wetland valuation provided a starting point for 

this essay. This study extends and improves upon previous studies in the following 

contexts. First, it updates the existing meta-dataset and extends it to be the most up-to-

date and comprehensive wetland valuation dataset so far for North America. Second, it 

augments the meta-dataset by including wetland site-specific ecological, geographic and 

socio-economic attributes.  Third, panel-stratification econometric models were 

developed, tested and compared to address the issues of data dependencies.  

In this essay, I use meta-analysis to investigate the provision of wetland 

ecosystem services from an economic perspective, with a focus on dealing with different 

sources of heterogeneity of primary studies.  The major objectives of this essay are three-

fold. First, through comprehensive meta-analysis, the essay seeks to find out how wetland 

values vary by geographic characteristics, by ecosystem functions, by wetland types, by 

socio-economic attributes, and by valuation methodologies. Second, the essay examines 

sources of in-sample correlations and explores the consequences of ignoring data 

dependency issues. Panel random effect models were used to address the issues of 

dependencies on wetland value estimates (Rosenberger & Loomis, 2000a, 2000b). 

Different panel stratifications were tested and compared to examine the dependencies 

within studies and geographic locations. Lastly, the essay compares the results and 
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explores the commonalities and differences in conclusions with previous wetland meta-

analysis studies. 

The essay proceeds as follows. Section II reviews literature on wetland ecosystem 

classifications, wetland valuation methodology, wetland ecosystem functions, and meta-

analysis as a tool to explore the value of environmental goods. The purpose for this 

review is to address the key factors that affect wetland welfare estimates. Findings from 

these literatures serve as the basis for the variable selection procedure for the econometric 

models. Section III introduces the meta-dataset and explores the characteristics of some 

key variables through descriptive statistics. Section IV presents the meta-regression 

methodology, the panel meta-regression models, and summarizes the meta-regression 

results. Section VI concludes and discusses the limitations of the analysis.   
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2.2 Literature Review 

2.2.1 Wetland definitions and classifications  

Wetlands have numerous definitions and classifications as a result of their great 

geographical extent and diversity, the need for resource inventory, and environmental 

regulating purposes (Tiner, 1996). The definition by US Fish and Wildlife Services 

(USFWS) is considered one of the most comprehensive definitions of wetlands and is 

widely accepted by scientists and ecologists (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007). The definition 

was presented in a report entitled Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of 

the United States (Cowardin, 1979). The definition has served as the basis for a detailed 

wetland classification system and comprehensive wetland inventory in the United States. 

The USFWS defined wetlands as “lands transitional between terrestrial and aquatic 

systems where the water table is usually at or near the surface or the land is covered by 

shallow water. For the purposes of this classification wetlands must have one or more of 

the following three attributes: (1) at least periodically, the land supports predominantly 

hydrophytes; (2) the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil; and (3) the 

substrate is nonsoil and is saturated with water or covered by shallow water at some time 

during the growing season of each year”. 

The USFWS Cowardin system (Cowardin, 1979) uses a hierarchical approach 

based on systems, subsystems, classes, subclasses, dominance types, and special 

modifiers to define wetlands and deepwater habitats precisely. Since its publication, it has 

become the national and international standard for identifying and classifying wetlands 

(Gopal, Turner, Wetzel, & Whigham, 1982; Mader, 1991). The system classified 

wetlands into five classes: marine, estuarine, riverine, lacustrine and palustrine 

(Cowardin, 1979). 

 

2.2.2 Wetland ecosystem services  

Wetlands are among the most productive habitats in the world when compared to 

adjacent terrestrial and deepwater aquatic systems (Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007; Novitski 
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et al., 1996; Tiner, 1996). Wetland functions can be grouped broadly as habitat, 

hydrologic, or water quality (Novitski et al., 1996). A wetland, based on its physical, 

geological and biological characteristics, can provide many ecosystem services such as 

water supply and purification, climate regulation, coastal protection, flood control, habitat 

for many species, commercial or recreational fishing, waterfowl hunting, tourism and 

aesthetic enjoyment (Barbier, Acreman, & Knowler, 1997; Bond et al., 1992). We can 

group the total economic value from wetland ecosystem services into two headings: use 

and non-use values. The use value is related to seeing or using the wetland ecosystem 

services. Use values can be further divided into the direct use, the indirect use and the 

option values. Non-use value or existence value is the value of knowing the wetland 

exists. Examples of non-use value include biodiversity and cultural heritage. Table 2 

summarizes the wetland ecosystem services grouped by economic value.  
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Table 2 Classification of total economic value of wetland 

Use values Non-use values 

Direct use Indirect use 
Option and Quasi-

option value 
Existence value 

Provision services Regulating Services Potential future uses Biodiversity 

        commercial fishing and hunting         flood control general preservation  Culture & heritage 

        agriculture         storm protection wetland restoration    

        fuelwood and material         water supply and recharge     

        energy provision         micro-climate stabilization     

Cultural and amenity services       

        recreational fishing       

        recreational hunting       

        non-consumptive recreation       
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2.2.3 Economic valuation methods for estimating wetland ecosystem 

benefits 

In this section, I give a brief overview of the main methods to estimate the 

economic value of environmental goods. These methods are based on utility theory and 

non-utility theory. Utility theoretic based methods are usually divided into two categories: 

revealed and state preference methods. Non-utility based methods include production 

function, market price, opportunity cost, net factor income and replacement cost methods. 

Table 3 summarizes the classification of these methods. 

 

Table 3 Valuation methods for measuring benefits from environmental services and 

goods 

Utility theoretic based methods Non-utility theoretic based 

methods 

 

 

 

Revealed preferences 

 

Stated preference 

Hedonic Price Model 

Travel Cost Model 

Contingent Valuation Model 

(CVM) 

Conjoint Analysis Model  

Production function 

Market price 

Net factor income 

Replacement cost 

Opportunity cost 

 

Revealed preference methods seek to recover people’s preferences for 

environmental services through observing their actual behavior in related markets 

(Hanley, Shogren, & White, 2007).Typical methods in revealed preference include 

hedonic price and travel cost models. They can only measure use values.  

Hedonic price models express the price of a commodity as a function of its 

attributes. The resulting estimated coefficients represent the marginal implicit prices of 

the attributes. The hedonic price model often relies on property values to infer 

environmental benefits. It provides a marginal value of living near certain open space, e.g. 

a wetland site. The travel cost models assume that the cost of a trip, including the 
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distance traveled, the actual monetary cost and the time spent, is a proxy for the price of 

visiting or experiencing an environmental resource. 

Different from the revealed preference approach, stated preference methods 

attempt to induce individuals to reveal their preferences through their conjectured 

behavior in hypothetical markets (Hanley et al., 2007; McConnell & Walls, 2005).Stated 

preference methods include contingent valuation and conjoint analysis models. Unlike 

the revealed preference methods, the stated preference approach can provide estimates of 

the full value people have for environmental goods, including use and non-use values. 

However, the reliability of results highly depends on the survey design and 

implementation.  

 The contingent valuation (CV) method directly asks people what value they are 

willing to place on an environmental amenity, recreational service or a specified change 

of environmental quality. The responses to the question can be used to estimate 

individuals’ indirect utility functions, and if truthfully measured, would be interpreted as 

compensating surplus (CS) (Freeman III, 2003). CVM has been used widely to evaluate 

the option value and major non-use values of environmental goods (Carson, 2004). The 

conjoint analysis is also a survey-based method. It seeks to uncover people’s true 

preferences by estimating their “partworth;” i.e., how each feature of a good contributes 

to their overall preferences. It provides the respondents choices among alternative options, 

defined in terms of their attributes, and through the attributes characterizes preferences 

and estimates values. By including the price as one of the attributes, one can estimate 

people’s WTP using the conjoint analysis. 

A number of other valuation methods exist, even if they are not as commonly 

used, or as precise a measure of economic value. Many of these methods are based on 

cost-derived measures of value. These methods are not utility theoretic based, and do not 

provide strict measures of economic value (Philcox, 2007). Instead, they assume that the 

cost of avoiding damages or of replacing ecosystem services provides a useful estimate of 

the value of these ecosystem services. Examples of these valuation methods include 
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replacement cost, production function, market price, opportunity cost and net factor 

income methods. 

The replacement cost method estimates the cost required to replace or restore 

damaged environmental resources to the original state. This approach is based on the 

assumption that the services are worth at least what people paid to replace them. 

Shabman and Batie (1978) listed three requirements for the replacement cost to be a valid 

measure of economic value: 1) the new site must provide services of equivalent quality 

and magnitude; 2) the new site must be the least cost alternative; and 3) people must be 

willing to incur the cost if the original natural service becomes unavailable (Freeman III, 

2003). Therefore, while this approach can help to identify some issues in valuation, it is a 

limited tool in dealing with the non-market values in a complex environment (Bond et al., 

1992). 

The opportunity cost method measures the value of certain environmental services 

as the value of next best alternative use of resources (e.g., converting the wetland to 

agricultural use). It estimates the value of environmental goods through measuring the 

total revenue associated with the next best alternative (Philcox, 2007). The production 

function methods and the Net Factor Income (NFI) methods are both based on producer 

surplus. The production function methods estimate value of ecosystem services as an 

input in production. This method is based on the assumption a non-marketed good or 

service is an input into the production of a marketed good or service. In the wetland 

valuation context, it is often used for estimating the wetland benefits for commercial 

fishing or hunting. The NFI methods measure the ecosystem services through the raise in 

incomes. For example, the water quality improvement increases the fish stock, leading to 

an increase in incomes to fishermen.  
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2.2.4 Meta-analysis as a tool to understand the social benefits provided 

by wetlands 

 Meta-analysis refers to a methodology for summarizing results from a large 

collection of individual studies for the purpose of synthesizing the findings. It has been 

extensively used in environmental economics as a tool to summarize and compare the 

findings of primary valuation studies for an environmental good or service, and to 

measure systematic relationships between reported valuation estimates to attributes of 

studies including valuation methods, sample characteristics, socio-economic factors, 

geographic, ecological and biological information, and characteristics of the service itself 

(Bal & Nijkamp, 2001; Bergstrom & Taylor, 2006).  

 The basic approach used in most valuation meta-analyses is the same. A set of 

studies is selected yielding a number of common effects (value estimates) that are 

compiled and become the dependent variable (Roberts & Stanley, 2006). The 

independent variables are the features of the underlying studies and site characteristics. In 

environmental economics, the site characteristics are often environmental attributes 

derived from the primary studies. Meta-regression analysis not only allows us to model, 

estimate, and understand the excess variation among reported empirical studies (Stanley, 

2005), but enables us to discern large differences through incorporating study specific 

characteristics. Such analysis is usually not possible in the context of a single study since 

most such attributes are held constant. In addition, meta-analysis enables the 

identification, measurement and correction for publication selection and other biases in a 

body of literature (Card & Krueger, 1995). 

Smith and Kaoru (1990) were the first to use meta-analysis in the field of 

environmental and natural resource economics, looking at values placed on outdoor 

recreation. Since then, meta-analysis has been used to study air pollution (R. F. Johnson, 

Fries, & Spencer Banzhaf, 1997; Smith & Huang, 1995), water quality management 

(Boyle, Poe, & Bergstrom, 1994; Johnston, Besedin, & Wardwell, 2003; Van Houtven, 

Powers, & Pattanayak, 2007), water supply and demand (Dalhuisen, Florax, de Groot, & 

Nijkamp, 2003; M. Espey, Espey, & Shaw, 1997; Scheierling, Loomis, & Young, 2006), 
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recreation of aquatic resources (Johnston, Ranson, Besedin, & Helm, 2006; Platt & 

Ekstrand, 2001), endangered species and biodiversity (Brander, Van Beukering, & Cesar, 

2007; Loomis & White, 1996; Tuan & Lindhjem, 2008), global warming, greenhouse 

gases and sustainability (Barker, Qureshi, & Köhler, 2006; Manley, van Kooten, 

Moeltner, & Johnson, 2005; Nijkamp & Pepping, 1998), energy markets and resources (J. 

A. Espey & Espey, 2004; M. Espey, 1996; Koetse, de Groot, & Florax, 2008), hazardous 

wastes and pesticides (Florax, Travisi, & Nijkamp, 2005; Kiel & Williams, 2007; Simons 

& Saginor, 2006), and wetland resources (Brander et al., 2006; Ghermandi et al., 2010; 

Woodward & Wui, 2001), among others.  

While many authors express optimism regarding future prospects for development 

of meta-analysis theory and methods, there are some controversies on the reliability of 

meta-analysis. Concerns have been raised in issues with publication bias, lack of 

comparability across empirical studies in methods and value measures, heterogeneity in 

quality of empirical studies, and dependence of multiple measurements from the same 

primary study. Economists have made various attempts to solve these issues through 

sophisticated techniques and using functional forms suitable for the nature of the meta-

dataset. Best practice guidelines for meta‐analysis were developed (Nelson & Kennedy, 

2009; Stanley, 2001) in order to deal with potential issues related to the heterogeneity of 

the environmental resource and inconsistent preference measures (Smith & Pattanayak, 

2002), publication bias (Hoehn, 2006; Rosenberger & Johnston, 2009; Stanley, 2005), 

heteroscedasticity, and correlation between observations (Bateman & Jones, 2003; 

Rosenberger & Loomis, 2000a) and challenges over small sample problems (Moeltner, 

Boyle, & Paterson, 2007). The importance of meta‐analysis in identifying the sources of 

variation in empirical value estimates (Johnston et al., 2003) and as a tool for benefit 

transfer (Bergstrom & Taylor, 2006; Rosenberger & Loomis, 2000b; Rosenberger & 

Phipps, 2007) is generally acknowledged.  
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2.3 Economic concept of ecosystem benefit measure –utility theoretic based models
1
 

 Changes in environmental quality can affect individual’s welfares through 

changes in the prices they pay for market goods, indirectly changes in prices they receive 

for production input, and changes in the quantities or qualities of environmental goods 

and services (Freeman III, 2003). 

Some forms of environmental quality changes affect people only indirectly 

through their effect on prices on market goods. For example, changes in wetland 

ecosystem quality may impact the prices for fish, or increase the loss from storms. Other 

forms of environmental quality changes affect the quality and quantity of environmental 

service provision. For example, a decrease in environmental quality in a wetland area 

may reduce the amount of water flow into the wetland or decrease water quality.  

Consider that an individual’s preferences are given by the following relationship 

in utility,  

                                                              (   )                                     (Equation 1) 

Where X (          ) is a vector of market goods and Q (          ) is 

a vector of public goods and environmental services flows.  

The individual seeks to maximize utility subject to a budget constraint, i.e. 

      (   ) 

                                                                                       (Equation 2) 

Where P is the price vector for market goods X, and R is the price vector for 

environmental services, and M is the total monetary income.  

First, we consider the welfare effect of a price change on market goods from P
0
 to 

P
1
. Assume the individual’s utility function is only a function of market goods. The 

                                                           
1
 The first part of this section is a summary on how ecosystem services are valued by 

people in an economic valuation framework. Most of the notation and equations are 

adapted from Freeman III (2003). The second part models an individual’s WTP for a 

policy to increase wetland environmental quality. 
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Marshallian demand function is      (   )  Substituting X into the utility function, 

the indirect utility function is, therefore,                                  

                                               (   )                                     (Equation 3) 

The individual is also assumed to minimize his total expenditure. The expenditure 

minimization model is a dual to the utility maximization model. 

                                                                                           (Equation 4) 

     ( )     

The first order derivative of the expenditure function gives the Hicksian 

compensating demand:  

                                    
  

   
    (    )                                    (Equation 5) 

There are two Hicksian measures of the consumer welfare effects of a price 

change – the compensating variation (CV) and the equivalent variation (EV). The CV 

derives the monetary value necessary to hold utility constant when the price changes. The 

EV describes the necessary income change that would lead to the new utility level as the 

change in the price. 

For a price decrease, for example, the CV can be represented using the indirect 

utility function, 

                                       (    )   (       )                     (Equation 6) 

The CV can be defined as the maximum willingness to pay (WTP) to obtain the 

opportunity to enjoy at the new price level. It can be defined as the difference between 

two levels of expenditure, 

                                     (     )    (     )     (     )         (Equation 7) 
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According to Equation 5, the CV can be expressed using the Hicksian demand 

function, 

                                ∫
  (    )

  
  

  

  
 ∫   (    )  

  

  
             (Equation 8) 

The EV is defined as the additional expenditure necessary to reach the new utility 

level    ,  

                                 (       )   (    )                           (Euqation 9) 

In other words, EV is the additional expenditure necessary to consume at the new 

utility level at the original price, and 

                           (     )    (     )   (     )             (Equation 10) 

According to Equation 5, the EV can be expressed using Hicksian demand 

function, 

                          ∫
  (    )

  
  

  

  
 ∫   (    )  

  

  
                    (Equation 11) 

Marshallian and Hicksian welfare measures are not conceptually consistent to 

each other. Some researchers do not suggest combining estimates using the Marshallian 

and the Hicksian demand functions in the meta-analysis (Nelson & Kennedy, 2009). 

However, as Willig (1976) argued, when the income effect is small, the differences 

among S (consumer surplus), CV and EV are small and “almost trivial for most realistic 

cases” (Freeman III, 2003).  

Second, let’s consider the case of changes in quantity and quality of 

environmental goods from q
0
 to q

1
. There are two monetary measures of welfare effect 

for changes in quantity and quality of environmental goods and services – the 

compensating surplus (CS) and the equivalent surplus (ES).  
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Solving for Q in Equation 2 yields a set of conditional demand function for the 

market goods in terms of the quantity of environmental goods: 

                                 (         )                                        (Equation 12) 

 The level of well-being attained by the individual is described by an indirect 

utility function:   

                              ( (         ) )     (         )          (Equation 13) 

The CS measures how much we need to take away to keep the utility at original 

level given the new quantity q
1
, 

                   (           )   (              )            (Equation 14) 

We can define CS using the expenditure function, 

          (         )    (         )      (         )     (Equation 15) 

The ES measures how much to pay to avoid the decrease in quantity or quality, 

                  (              )   (           )             (Equation 16) 

In terms of the differences in expenditure,  

            (         )    (         )   (         )       (Equation 17) 

The CS and the ES both measure the marginal value for a change in q, which is 

the Hicksian compensated inverse demand function, i.e.  
  

  
. The difference is that the 

CS measures the compensating payment to the individual to keep the original utility level, 

while the ES measures the change in income when he consumes at the new utility level, 

                                     ∫
  (        )

  
  

  

  
                            (Equation 18) 

 

                                     ∫
  (        )

  
  

  

  
                            (Equation 19) 
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 The following equations provide an example to model an individual’s decision 

responding to a policy decision of changing environmental quality from q0 to q1. We will 

take the water quality enhancement as an example. 

 An individual’s utility function is: 

   (     )                                               (Equation 20) 

 Where    – the wetland water quality 

               – a vector of wetland site specific characteristics (accessibility, 

biodiversity, size, existence of substitution sites etc.) 

    – a vector of individual’s characteristics (education, income etc.) 

 If the individual is willing to respond to the policy and consume higher water 

quality, his utility is, 

                                                       (      )                                            (Equation 21) 

And  

                                                           (      )                                 (Equation 22) 

 In terms of the indirect utility function, 

                                                        (      )                                     (Equation 23) 

                                                         (      )                                    (Equation 24) 

                                           (      )      (      )                (Equation 25) 

His WTP for the protection of wetland water quality is 

                                         (      )      (      )            (Equation 26) 
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2.4 Wetland metadata and data documentation 

2.4.1 Overview 

Wetland values used in the analyses in this study are obtained from primary 

valuation studies that reported wetland benefit measures derived from wetland ecosystem 

services. These primary valuation studies reported welfare measures estimated from 

stated preference, revealed preference, and non-utility theoretic based methods.  

The metadata is built upon previous datasets used in studies by Ghermandi et al. 

(2010) and Woodward and Wui (2001).  I update the dataset to publications until year 

2011 through an in-depth search of literatures reporting an economic measure of wetland 

value in the US and Canada. Documents are identified through a variety of printed and 

electronic databases, including Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory (EVRI), 

EconLit, Agricola, AgEcon Search, JSTOR, SSRN, Google Scholar and 

dissertation/thesis abstracts. The final meta-dataset has 181 observations collected from 

67 empirical studies. The primary studies are composed of journal articles, theses, 

dissertations, working papers, government agency reports, consulting reports, and 

proceeding papers.  

In addition, I augmented the datasets that were used in Ghermandi et al. (2010) 

and Woodward and Wui (2001)by incorporating external information of geographic, 

socio-economic and demographic characteristics in each of the underlying primary study 

areas. Using the wetland site specific information provided by primary studies as well as 

external sources such as the National Wetland Inventory (NWI) and state level spatial 

databases, I identified the location, size and shape of each wetland site in geographic 

information system software, ArcGIS. The spatial information of wetland sites allowed 

me to further explore the site characteristics in the wetland study area. These 

characteristics include the primary ecosystem type of a wetland site, distance of the 

wetland to the nearest city, whether the wetland is located in a national park, whether it is 

a RAMSAR site of internationally importance, whether it is a coastal wetland, population 

size in the wetland site area, wetland area substitution effect, county level personal 
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income, state level GDP, and education level in the wetland area. A detailed explanation 

of how these variables were created is included in Section 3.2. 

Only primary valuation studies were included in the data set; that is, benefit 

transfer studies were not considered. The 67 studies were conducted from 1974 to 2011. 

These studies include 42 journal articles, 15 working/research papers and conference 

proceedings, 5 government report, 2 book chapters and 3 MS thesis and Ph.D. 

dissertations. In terms of observations, 103 are from published journal articles, 53 are 

from conference proceedings and research papers, 12 are from government reports, 9 are 

from book chapters and 4 are from dissertations and theses. Study locations show 170 

estimates from 59 studies were conducted in the US while only 11 estimates from 8 

studies were conducted in Canada.  

 

2.4.2 Variable creation process, data explanation and summary statistics  

The master coding sheet contains 49 fields of information for each welfare 

estimate. The main coding categories include study source, study location, survey 

characteristic, valuation method, socio-economic characteristics, spatial characteristics, 

site specific ecological characteristic, and standardized welfare estimates. The relevant 

explanatory variables are categorized into groups, including (1) study attributes and 

valuation methodology, (2) wetland ecosystem types and area for each type, (3) wetland 

ecosystem services valued, (4) geographic attributes such as wetland substitution effect, 

protection level and distance to the nearest city, and (5) socio-economic and demographic 

attributes such as population size and education level. Table 4 summarizes the variables 

included in the meta-analysis and provides brief explanation on the meaning of each 

variable.   

The wetland value is standardized to “per hectare per year” and updated from 

their original study year value to 2010 US dollars using the Consumer Price Index (U.S. 

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.  

ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt.; Statistics Canada, Consumer Price 

Index Survey prepared by Saskatchewan Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Finance. 

ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/cpi/cpiai.txt
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http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/CPI_annual. Access Date: 08.09.2011). Studies reporting 

estimates in Canadian dollars are converted to US dollars. For values discounted from 

total present values, I used the discount rate for water and related resources published in 

the US Army Corps of Engineers Economic Guidance Memorandum 

(http://planning.usace.army.mil/toolbox/library/EGMs/EGM1201combined.pdf. Access 

Date: 08.10.2012).  Since the rate varies by years, I used the number corresponding to the 

study year for the wetland observation. To be consistent, I used 30 years to discount all 

total values.  

The study methodology category indicates which valuation method was used in 

the primary studies to derive the value estimates. Estimation models include both utility 

based (stated and revealed preference methods) and non-utility based models (production 

function, replacement cost and market price methods). Table 4 summarizes observation 

counts from each valuation methodology.  

 

Table 4 A summary of valuation methods used for wetland value estimates in the meta-

dataset 

  Valuation method Number of 

observations 

Utility theory based 

models 

Stated Preference CVM 42 

Conjoint analysis 8 

Revealed 

Preference 

Hedonic price 10 

Travel cost 34 

Total   94 

Non-utility theory based 

models 

  Market price 50 

Replacement cost 16 

Production function 21 

Total   87 

Total observations 181 

 

Variables in the category of wetland ecosystem types and characteristics are 

selected based on ecology literature of wetland classification (Cowardin, 1979) and 

ecological assessment of wetland functions (Carter, 1996; A. R. Hanson et al., 2008; 

Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007). 

http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/CPI_annual
http://planning.usace.army.mil/toolbox/library/EGMs/EGM1201combined.pdf
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The ecosystem type of a wetland is defined by the Cowardin Wetland 

Classification system. There are five major types of wetland: Marine, Estuarine, 

Palustrine, Riverine and Lacustrine. Once a wetland’s location and shape in the dataset 

have been determined in the GIS software, the area of each ecosystem type in the wetland 

area was calculated using the National Wetland Inventory spatial information. The 

primary ecosystem type of a wetland was determined by which ecosystem type has the 

maximum area in the wetland site. I noticed that no wetland area in our dataset was 

defined as the marine type by the NWI criteria. All marine deep water and marine 

wetland area were defined as estuarine wetlands.  

The valuation function category indicates which ecosystem services were 

evaluated for the welfare measure in the dataset. The value estimates represent a wide 

range of ecosystem services and for both use and non-use values of wetland benefits 

(Table 5).  

 

Table 5 A summary of the number of observations for different ecosystem services in the 

meta-dataset 

  
  

Observation count in 

the meta-dataset 

Use values   

      Provision services Commercial fishing & hunting 25 

 Fuel & material 5 

 Energy generation 1 

      Cultural and amenity services Amenity 16 

 Recreational fishing & hunting 39 

 Non-consumptive recreation 21 

      Regulating services Flood control & water supply 18 

 Water quality 13 

 Greenhouse gas mitigation 1 

      Option value Preservation 25 

 Restoration 9 

Non-use values   

      Existence value Biodiversity 13 
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The socio-economic characteristics category in the dataset includes information 

on the population size, state level GDP, income level and education level in the study 

area. Multiple studies have stated that demographic variables such as education and 

income are important determinants of the level of people’s environmental consciousness 

(Duroy, 2005; Hines, Hungerford, & Tomera, 1987; Krause, 1993). 

The population size in the study area is characterized as the number of people 

residing within 50 km radius of the wetland site. Geospatial data was collected from the 

NASA Socioeconomic Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) hosted by CIESIN at 

Columbia University (http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/sets/browse. Access date: 

08.10.2012). Data were processed in ArcGIS, and the total population size in the 50km 

radius was calculated for each wetland site in the meta-dataset.  

  The education level for observations in the US is evaluated as county level 

percentage of population over 25 years old that completed at least a bachelor's education 

or higher (averaged over 2005-2009). The education level in Canadian wetland site area 

is calculated as the percentage of total population aged 25 to 64 with at least a bachelor’s 

degree or higher (averaged over 2009-2011). Data for the US wetland sites were collected 

from the education attainment data from the US Census Bureau of the Department of 

Commerce (http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/usac/usatable.pl. Access date: 08.16.2012). 

Data for Canadian wetland sites were collected from Statistics of Canada 

(http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-582-x/2012001/tbl/tbld6.3-eng.htm#n_8. Access date: 

08.16.2012).  

 The income level in the wetland study area is evaluated as the income in year 

2010 in the county (counties) where the wetland is located. Data for all US wetlands were 

collected from US Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce 

(http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=1&isuri=1&acrdn=4. Access 

date: 08.20.2012). Data for Canadian wetlands were collected from provincial 

governments. Specifically, these data were collected from the Ontario Ministry of 

Finance (http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/economy/ecupdates/factsheet.html. Access date: 

08.20.2012), Bureau of Statistics in the Government of Saskatchewan 

http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/sets/browse
http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/usac/usatable.pl
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-582-x/2012001/tbl/tbld6.3-eng.htm#n_8
http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=1&isuri=1&acrdn=4
http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/economy/ecupdates/factsheet.html
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(http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/Default.aspx?DN=b2e511d6-2c66-4f7d-9461-69f4bffd3629. 

Access date: 08.20.2012), and the Government of Alberta (Alberta Government fact sheet. 

http://albertacanada.com/SP-EH_facts_on_Alberta.pdf. Access date: 08.20.2012).  

Spatial and geographic variables include the size of the wetland in hectares, the 

distance from the wetland site to the nearest urban center, wetland abundance in the 

nearby area and the protection level at the wetland site. The wetland size data were 

collected from primary studies. The distance to the nearest city was calculated in ArcGIS 

using the wetland location data and the US city center data from the TIGER 2010 Urban 

Area shapefile published by US Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/cgi-

bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi. Access date: 08.22.201). Wetland abundance is 

characterized as total wetland area (in hectare) within 50km radius of the wetland study 

area. The data was calculated using the NWI wetland data and was processed in ArcGIS 

using the buffer function. The wetland protection level is evaluated as whether a wetland 

is listed as internationally important by the RAMSAR convention. The RAMSAR site 

information was collected from the RAMSAR Convention searchable database 

(http://ramsar.wetlands.org/Database/Searchforsites/tabid/765/Default.aspx. Access date: 

10.12.2012).  

Table 7 provides summary statistics for variables in the meta-dataset.  Table 8 

summarizes the log scaled wetland value per hectare per year by category.  

 

http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/Default.aspx?DN=b2e511d6-2c66-4f7d-9461-69f4bffd3629
http://albertacanada.com/SP-EH_facts_on_Alberta.pdf
http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi
http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi
http://ramsar.wetlands.org/Database/Searchforsites/tabid/765/Default.aspx
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Table 6 Descriptions of the variables in the meta-dataset 

Variable Description 

Welfare measure – log scaled 
Natural logged estimated value on wetland ecosystem service per hectare per year 

(indexed to 2010 dollars). Dependent variable. 

 

Wetland ecosystem characteristics (Carter, 1996; A. R. Hanson et al., 2008; Mitsch & Gosselink, 2007) 

Log(Size of wetland) Quantitative variable. Natural logged size of the wetland (hectare) 

Hydrology Existence of controlled /modified hydrology 

 

Study attribute 

Regression model Binary variable: 1 if value estimated from a regression model; 0 otherwise 

Sample size N = number of observations if used a regression model. N = usable responded sample in a 

survey if not using a regression model.  

Scope of study Categorical variable: 1 if regional study; 2 if local study 

Publication type Categorical variable: 1 if journal article, 2 if government report, 3 if working/research 

paper or conference proceeding, 4 if book chapter and 5 if MS thesis or PhD dissertation 

Year of publication Year of publication 

Year of study Year of study conducted 

Country Binary variable: 1 if wetland in the US; 0 if wetland in Canada. 

 

Study methodology  

CS/PS dummy Binary variable: 1 if producer surplus measure; 0 if consumer surplus measure. 

State/Revealed/PS Category 
Categorical variable: 1 if measured by stated preference method; 2 if by revealed 

preference; 3 if by non-utility based method 

  
CVM Binary variable:1 if Contingent valuation method used; 0 otherwise 

Conjoint Binary variable:1 if Conjoint analysis method used; 0 otherwise 

HP Binary variable:1 if hedonic price model used; 0 otherwise 

TCM Binary variable:1 if travel cost model used; 0 otherwise 

Replacement Cost Binary variable:1 if replacement cost method used; 0 otherwise 
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Variable Description 

NFI Binary variable:1 if net factor income method used; 0 otherwise 

Market prices Binary variable:1 if market price model used; 0 otherwise 

Marginal value 1 if measured marginal value; 0 if measured average value 

Capitalized dummy 1 if value estimate was derived from capitalized value; 0 otherwise 

  
Wetland ecosystem type (wetland classification) (Cowardin, 1979) 

Estuarine Binary variable:1 if type of the studied wetland is estuarine; 0 otherwise 

Riverine Binary variable:1 if type of the studied wetland is riverine; 0 otherwise 

Palustrine Binary variable:1 if type of the studied wetland is palustrine; 0 otherwise 

Lacustrine Binary variable:1 if type of the studied wetland is lacustrine; 0 otherwise 

 
Ecological Value function (Barbier et al., 1997) 

Use/Non-use dummy 
Binary variable: 1 if model estimated wetland use value; 0 if estimated non-use value (e.g. 

biodiversity, habitat, cultural etc) 

Flood control and storm buffering 
Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for flood control and storm buffering; 

0 otherwise 

Water supply Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for water supply; 0 otherwise 

Water quality improvement 
Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for water quality improvement; 0 

otherwise 

Support for commercial fisheries and 

hunting 

Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for commercial fisheries and hunting; 

0 otherwise 

Recreational hunting and fishing Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for recreational hunting; 0 otherwise 

Materials and fuel wood 
Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for provision of  material/fuel wood; 0 

otherwise 

Non-consumptive recreation 
Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for non-consumptive recreation; 0 

otherwise 

Amenity Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for amenity; 0 otherwise 

Biodiversity Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for biodiversity; 0 otherwise 

Greenhouse gas mitigation 
Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for greenhouse gas mitigation; 0 

otherwise 

Energy Binary variable:1 if model estimated wetland value for energy provision; 0 otherwise 
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Variable Description 

Restoration Binary variable:1 if model estimated people's WTP for wetland restoration; 0 otherwise 

Preservation general Binary variable:1 if model estimated people's WTP for wetland preservation; 0 otherwise 

 

Geographic information 

National park/natural reserve Binary variable:1 if the study site is in a national park or natural reserve area; 0 otherwise 

Distance to the nearest city Distance to the nearest city (km) 

Wetland area in 50km radius Total area of wetlands (hectare) in 50 km radius 

Wetland and lake in 50km radius Total area of wetlands and lakes (hectare) in 50 km radius 

 
Socio-economic factors 

GDP at state level State level GDP in year 2010 

Population in 50km radius Population size in 50 km radius in year 2010 

Personal income Mean personal income per capita (in 2010 US dollars) in the counties where the wetland 

site is located 

Education County level percentage completed bachelor's education or higher for people older than 25 

years old. For US sites: averaged over 2005 to 2009. For Canadian site: average over 2009 

to 2011. 
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Table 7 Summary statistics of the variables included in the meta-regression analysis 

    Obs Mean 

Std. 

Dev. Min Max 

Wetland value/ha/year - log scaled Numerical variable 179 5.88 2.69 -1.50 11.95 

Wetland area (ha) - log scaled  Numerical variable 181 8.70 4.05 0.05 16.73 

Economic literature Binary variable 181 0.64 0.48 0 1 

Regional study Binary variable 181 0.44 0.50 0 1 

       Riverine Binary variable 181 0.12 0.32 0 1 

Palustrine Binary variable 181 0.38 0.49 0 1 

Lacustrine Binary variable 181 0.11 0.31 0 1 

Estuarine Binary variable 181 0.40 0.49 0 1 

       CVM Binary variable 181 0.23 0.42 0 1 

TCM Binary variable 181 0.19 0.39 0 1 

Conjoint Analysis Binary variable 181 0.04 0.21 0 1 

Hedonic Price Binary variable 181 0.06 0.23 0 1 

Market Price Binary variable 181 0.28 0.45 0 1 

Replacement Cost Binary variable 181 0.09 0.28 0 1 

Production Function Binary variable 181 0.12 0.32 0 1 

       Biodiversity Binary variable 181 0.07 0.26 0 1 

Commercial fishing & hunting Binary variable 181 0.14 0.35 0 1 

Amenity Binary variable 181 0.09 0.28 0 1 

Flood control & water supply Binary variable 181 0.10 0.30 0 1 

Preservation Binary variable 181 0.14 0.35 0 1 

Restoration Binary variable 181 0.05 0.22 0 1 

Water quality Binary variable 181 0.07 0.26 0 1 
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    Obs Mean 

Std. 

Dev. Min Max 

Recreational fishing & hunting Binary variable 181 0.22 0.41 0 1 

Non-consumptive recreation Binary variable 181 0.12 0.32 0 1 

Fuel & material Binary variable 181 0.03 0.16 0 1 

       RAMSAR site dummy Binary variable 181 0.28 0.45 0 1 

Wetland area in 50km radius (ha) Numerical variable 180 255.09 251.18 0.09 783.93 

Population in 50km radius -log 

scaled Numerical variable 181 12.16 1.76 7.46 15.12 

Education level (percentage) Numerical variable 180 23.50 9.02 11.00 45.40 

Distance to the nearest city (km) Numerical variable 178 14.51 53.91 0.00 496.36 
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Table 8 Summary statistics for the dependent variables by categories 

  
Mean standardized wetland 

value - log scaled 

Std. 

Dev. Min Max 

Valuation methodology         

CVM 6.42 2.52 2.88 10.91 

TCM  5.57 2.01 0.61 8.18 

Conjoint analysis 7.31 2.92 4.24 11.81 

Hedonic 8.60 2.86 4.47 11.47 

Market price 4.63 2.63 -1.50 10.82 

Replacement cost 7.82 2.03 3.48 10.49 

Production function 5.08 2.15 1.19 8.77 

     Primary wetland type 

    Riverine 7.32 2.14 3.49 10.68 

Estuarine 5.79 2.69 0.61 11.81 

Palustrine 5.31 2.66 -1.50 10.52 

Lacustrine 6.50 2.27 3.46 11.47 

     Valued ecosystem services 

    Preservation 6.54 2.36 3.33 10.91 

Restoration 7.71 2.58 4.24 11.81 

Water quality 6.85 2.21 3.57 10.30 

Flood control and water supply 6.27 3.29 1.56 10.82 

Amenity 5.17 4.46 -1.50 11.47 

Recreational fishing and 

hunting  5.69 1.69 0.61 8.77 

Non consumptive recreation  6.04 2.32 1.49 10.72 

Biodiversity 5.17 3.06 1.67 10.26 

Commercial fishing and 

hunting 4.52 1.77 1.19 7.06 
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2.5 Methods and meta-regression models 

To explore the factors determining wetland’s welfare estimates, I started from a 

pooled Ordinary Least Square (OLS) meta-regression model, and then constructed three 

panel random effect models by specifying different random group specific elements. The 

econometric models are based on a hypothesis that the measured wetland value per acre 

per year is a function of the economic valuation methodology used, the ecosystem 

characteristics of the wetland, services provided, and other context variables describing 

demographic, socio-economic and geographic characteristics in the wetland site. The 

wetland monetary estimates and the wetland area are transformed to the log scale to 

better satisfy the normal distribution assumption of the continuous data in the model.   

The base pooled OLS meta-regression model is specified as follows,  

                       ∑           ∑                

                                                                                                          (Equation 27) 

where the independent variable      is the standardized wetland monetary value 

estimates in log scale;   is the constant term; 

     is the categorical variable indicating the economic valuation methodology 

used to obtain the wetland value; 

    is the categorical variable indicating the primary wetland type defined by the 

Cowardin System for wetland i; 

    is an indicator variable for one of the k1=9 wetland ecosystem services valued; 

and  

    is a site specific context variable. In our model, there are k2 = 5 context 

variables, including wetland area, accessibility, county level population and education 

level and wetland abundance in the nearby area. 
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In addition to the pooled OLS model, three panel stratified models were estimated 

to explore the in-sample correlation issues in the meta- dataset. Panel effects in meta-data 

refer to instances where more than one observation come from the same group, i.e. one 

empirical study  or one wetland site that reports multiple value estimates for a single 

issue. The 181 observations in the meta-dataset were collected from 67 studies. Among 

them, 42 studies reported more than one observation with the highest one yielding 12 

observations (Table 9). The meta-data is collected from 92 wetland sites in 29 states and 

provinces of North America. In addition, multiple observations exist for the same wetland 

sites. Among the 92 wetland sites, 39 report multiple observations with the highest one 

yielding 16 observations (Table 10). Correlated value estimates imply biased standard 

errors (Nelson & Kennedy, 2009), and may lead to inefficient and inconsistent parameter 

estimates (Rosenberger & Loomis, 2000a). To address and adjust for the correlation 

among observations, I constructed two groups of panel random effects models.  
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Table 9 A summary of the number of within-study observations 

Number of observations 

within the same study 

Count of primary 

studies 

1 24 

2 16 

3 7 

4 7 

5 4 

6 4 

7 3 

12 1 

Total 66 

 

 

Table 10 A summary of the number of within wetland site observations 

Number of observations 

within the same wetland 

site 

Count of wetland sites 

1 53 

2 22 

3 7 

4 5 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 

8 1 

16 1 

Total 92 
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 The metadata are stratified “by study” and “by geographic location” to capture the 

dependencies between estimates provided in a single primary study or in the same area. 

Specifically, three panel stratifications were constructed to explore the sources of data 

dependency: 

1) Panel stratified by primary studies, 

2) Panel stratified by states where the wetland are located, and 

3) Panel stratified by wetland sites. 

The basic empirical framework for the random effect model is of the form 

          ,                                                                           (Equation 28) 

where Y is the     vector of response, which is the standardized wetland value 

in natural log form, 

  is the     fixed effect explanatory variable matrix,  

  are the fixed effect coefficient matrix, 

  is a     random effect design matrix, 

  are the random effects, and  

  is the residual term, and  

[
 
 
]   [

  
   

   
] , 

Where the elements of   are measured as the variance components. 

To explore the in-sample stratification effects, I used panel random effect models 

by specifying a random intercept variable identifying each panel. 
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           ,                                                             (Equation 29) 

where the    is the random effect term indicating random intercepts on indicator 

variables identifying each panel, and  

The panel random effect model is specified as, 

                            ∑         

  

 ∑         

  

        

                                                                                                         (Equation 30) 

where    is the random heterogeneity specific to the ith estimated observation, 

which can be thought of as a group specific random element for the study or the site 

effect. It is constant across stratified groups. All other variables are the same as in the 

pooled OLS model except that they were stratified into panel j.  
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2.6 Results 

2.6.1 Specification test results  

The meta-analysis model fitting process followed the Best-Practice Guidelines by 

Nelson and Kennedy (2009). I started from exploratory analysis by fitting bivariate 

models and by graphically plotting the data. A careful stepwise model selection process 

was performed to get the pooled OLS model. A series of diagnostic tests were conducted 

to examine outliers, heteroskedasticity and dependencies between observations. Outliers 

were examined using the Leverage, the Cook’s Distance and the Standardized residual 

statistics. Three wetland value estimates were identified as outliers and excluded from the 

final meta-regression model. I used the Breusch-Pagan test to examine the 

heteroskedasticity for the pooled OLS model. The test reports a Chi-square statistic of 

0.41 with p-value of 0.52 indicating no evidence of heteroskedasticity. Breush-Pagan 

Lagrange Multiplier (B-P LM) test for cross-sectional correlation among the panels was 

used to test whether the panel random effect is significant in each stratification model 

(Table 12). Significant evidence of the existence of random effect was found for the 

within-study and within-wetland-site panel models (Prob >    = 0.00 and =0.06, 

respectively). The test statistics confirmed the hypothesis of in-sample correlation of 

these two types of panels. However, the B-P LM test found no evidence of within-state 

correlation, with a highly significant of Chi-square statistic of 0.00 (Prob >    = 1.00).  
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Table 11 Breush-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity result for the pooled OLS model 

Breusch & Pagan test for heteroskedasticity 

 Ho: Constant variance 
   ( ) statistic     =     0.41 

Prob >       =   0.52 

 

 

Table 12 Specification test results for the random effect models 

Breusch & Pagan 

Lagrangian Multiplier 

test for random effects 

Within-study correlation  Ho: No random effect    ( ) =     20.90 

Prob >    =   0.00 

Within-state correlation  Ho: No random effect    ( ) =     0.00 

Prob >    =   1.00 

Within-wetland-site 

correlation 

 Ho: No random effect    ( )       =     2.47 

Prob >     =   0.06 
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2.6.2 Regression results  

 The regression results from the pooled OLS model, the random effect models 

stratified “by study” and “by wetland site” were summarized in Table 13. Because of the 

insignificance of the B-P LM test (Prob >    =   1.00), the regression result for the 

within-state panel model was not included in the discussion. 

 The panel random effect model instead of the fixed effect model was used in this 

essay since multiple variables of interest are invariant within panels. Using fixed effect 

models would cause no estimation for these variables resulting in a loss of information in 

the regression model. The significant B-P LM tests for random effect in both panel 

models suggest that welfare measures reported by the same study and in the same 

wetland site are correlated. Inferences across the three models are fairly consistent. The 

signs on almost every variable are unchanged across three models, except that an 

insignificant variable, the RAMSAR site dummy, in the panel by wetland site model 

turned negative. After the stratifications, the education level is no longer significant. 

However, the distance vs. education interaction is significant across all three models 

(two-sided p-value = 0.02, 0.02 and 0.01, respectively). In the panel wetland site model, 

none of the wetland types are significant, suggesting that the significant higher estimation 

for riverine wetlands might be due to multiple correlated measures for the same wetland 

sites. The magnitude of the coefficients especially for valuation methods and ecosystem 

services changed greatly after the panel stratifications. I found that the differences in 

magnitude among valuation methods, among wetland types and among valuated 

ecosystem services, were reduced after the panel stratifications. The result informed us 

that part of the variations in these categories was actually caused by within sample 

dependencies. Ignoring the data dependencies may lead to biased estimates for the 

determinants of wetland welfare measures. 
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Table 13 Meta-regression results 

  OLS Random effect model Random effect model 

 
  stratified by studies stratified by wetland sites 

  

Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|t|   Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|z|   Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|z|   

Intercept -3.52 2.52 0.17   -1.40 2.62 0.33   -4.50 2.81 0.11   

Wetland area (ha) - log scaled  -0.13 0.07 0.07 *1 -0.21 0.07 0.01 ** -0.14 0.08 0.10 . 

Economic literature dummy 1.18 0.56 0.04 ** 1.46 0.73 0.08 * 0.96 0.63 0.13 

 Regional study dummy 0.71 0.49 0.15 

 

0.13 0.63 0.70 

 

0.05 0.62 0.94 

 

             Economic Valuation methodology (using Travel Cost Method as the reference group) 

Contingent Valuation 1.62 0.71 0.03 ** 1.38 0.63 0.04 ** 1.56 0.67 0.02 ** 

Conjoint Analysis 3.11 1.30 0.02 ** 3.96 1.10 0.00 *** 4.09 1.20 0.00 *** 

Hedonic Price 7.08 1.50 0.00 *** 4.36 1.27 0.00 *** 5.12 1.35 0.00 *** 

Market Price 1.86 0.98 0.06 * 3.40 0.94 0.00 *** 2.67 0.99 0.01 ** 

Replacement Cost 4.17 1.12 0.00 *** 3.94 1.12 0.00 *** 3.62 1.12 0.00 *** 

Production Function 1.15 0.89 0.20 

 

2.34 0.85 0.01 ** 2.20 0.85 0.01 ** 

 Wetland ecosystem type (use Estuarine as the reference group) 

Riverine 2.11 0.74 0.01 ** 1.80 0.83 0.01 ** 1.20 0.84 0.15 

 Palustrine 0.47 0.67 0.48 

 

0.38 0.73 0.41 

 

0.55 0.73 0.46 

 Lacustrine 0.95 0.74 0.20 

 

1.22 0.90 0.16 

 

1.26 0.96 0.19 

 

             Ecosystem services valued 

Preservation 2.98 1.20 0.01 ** 2.18 1.16 0.08 * 2.58 1.10 0.02 ** 

Restoration 1.43 1.34 0.29 

 

1.26 1.33 0.38 

 

0.61 1.35 0.65 

 Water quality 1.77 1.26 0.16 

 

1.05 1.10 0.37 

 

1.35 1.13 0.24 

 Flood control & water supply 1.29 1.21 0.29 

 

1.24 1.06 0.29 

 

1.07 1.10 0.33 

 Amenity -2.70 1.04 0.01 ** -1.74 0.95 0.06 * -2.34 1.03 0.02 ** 

Recreational fishing & hunting 2.55 1.19 0.03 ** 1.77 1.13 0.21 

 

1.69 1.14 0.14 

 Non-consumptive recreation 3.24 1.11 0.00 *** 1.93 1.06 0.10 . 2.29 1.07 0.03 ** 

Biodiversity 1.37 1.20 0.25 

 

1.38 1.06 0.21 

 

1.08 1.10 0.33 

 Commercial fishing & hunting 1.49 1.24 0.23 

 

0.46 1.20 0.92 

 

0.33 1.18 0.78 
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  OLS Random effect model Random effect model 

 
  stratified by studies stratified by wetland sites 

  

Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|t|   Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|z|   Coefficient Standard 

Error  

P>|z|   

 

Geographic and socio-economic characteristics 

Ramsar Site dummy2 0.14 0.50 0.77 

 

0.19 0.59 0.74 

 

-0.56 0.62 0.36 

 Wetland area in 50km radius (ha)/1000 - log 

scaled -0.24 0.13 0.07 * -0.35 0.14 0.07 * -0.21 0.13 0.12 

 Population in 50km radius-log scaled 0.39 0.17 0.02 ** 0.41 0.17 0.01 ** 0.60 0.19 0.00 *** 

Education (county level)3 0.06 0.03 0.03 ** 0.03 0.03 0.18 

 

0.04 0.03 0.16 

 Distance to the nearest city (km) 0.07 0.03 0.02 ** 0.07 0.03 0.02 ** 0.08 0.03 0.02 ** 

Education × Distance to nearest city -0.002 0.001 0.02 ** -0.002 0.001 0.02 ** -0.003 0.001 0.01 ** 

             N 164 

   

164 

   

164 

      50.10% 

           Breusch-Pagan test for heteroskedasticity  Prob >    =   0.52 

        Breusch-Pagan test for random effect 

    

          Prob >    =   0.00                             Prob >    =   0.06 

   (within group variation) 

    

1.66 

    

1.41 

     (between group variation) 

    

1.35 

    

1.29 

    (intraclass correlation)         0.60 

    

0.54     
1. Significance code: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Difference in valuation methods 

 From the regression results, I found convincing evidence that valuation 

methodology has a significant effect on the estimated wetland value.  The travel cost 

method was used as the reference group in all regression models. All method categories 

were found statistically significant in two panel models. In the pooled OLS model, almost 

all methods are significant except the production function methods. The travel cost 

method produces the lowest mean wetland value estimates, followed by the contingent 

valuation method (CVM). In all three regression models, the hedonic price model yields 

higher value estimates than other methods. The replacement cost model also produces 

high value estimates. The results are consistent with the summary statistics for the 

wetland value by categories in Table 8. The results are also consistent with the findings in 

the Woodward and Wui (2001) study (Table 2 of the W&W paper). 

 It is not surprising that the replacement cost method gives such high estimates, 

since by definition, the method estimates the cost required to replace damaged 

environmental assets or to restore the ecological function(s) to the original state. Often, 

engineered solutions for delivering ecosystem services are quite costly compared to 

retaining natural systems. Hedonic price model uses the housing transaction data and the 

attributes associated with the properties to approximate the marginal willingness to pay 

for environmental amenity. The validity of the hedonic derived estimates depends on the 

control of key factors associated with the property price. Information for households’ 

choice sets and decision criteria is usually limited. When relevant information is missing, 

the estimates on the marginal WTP for environmental goods could be biased upward 

compared to estimates derived from other methods.  

 Comparing the stated preference methods, I found that the conjoint analysis 

method provides a consistently higher value estimates than CVM.  In the pooled OLS 

model, the conjoint measure is over twice as large as the CVM estimate. In the two panel 

models, wetland values estimated from conjoint studies are about three times higher than 

those estimated from CVM. This result is consistent with previous studies comparing the 
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conjoint and contingent valuation analysis in the context of non-market valuation of 

environmental goods (Barrett, Stevens, & Willis, 1996; Boxall, Adamowicz, Swait, 

Williams, & Louviere, 1996; Desvousges, Smith, & Fisher, 1987). Boxall et al. (1996) 

found that WTP estimates derived from conjoint studies are significantly larger than 

those obtained from the CVM in estimating environmental quality change in hunting 

areas. Barrett et al. (1996) compared the results from three conjoint models with the 

CVM for two types of water purification programs, and concluded that conjoint WTP 

estimates were four to five times larger than the corresponding CVM estimates. 

Desvousges et al. (1987) compared CVM and contingent rankings for water quality 

improvement in the Monogahela River. Mean water use values derived from the 

contingent ranking approach was more than three times higher than the values estimated 

from the CVM.  

 To explore the reasons of the deviations between the conjoint and CVM, we need 

to go back to the design of the two valuation methods and the nature of non-market 

valuation. In most cases of CVM in the context of wetland valuation, people were asked 

about the maximum amount they are willing to pay for certain wetland recreational 

services. Under perfect information and truthful responses, the CVM estimated values 

should be a direct expression of people’s compensating surplus (Freeman III, 2003). 

However, the accuracy of a CVM estimated value depends on how the survey is designed, 

how questions are set up, and whether sufficient information has been provided to the 

respondents. Although the conjoint analysis is also survey-based and the accuracy 

depends on the survey design as well, it seeks to uncover people’s true preferences by 

asking what tradeoffs they are willing to make between different combinations of choice 

attributes. Cost (or people’s willingness to pay) is often included as one of the attributes. 

Magat, Kip Viscusi, and Huber (1988) argued that given the CVM approach asks directly 

for a monetary value, it creates incentives for respondents to understate the true value for 

environmental goods while the choice-based method reduces this incentive, thereby 

producing more accurate WTP estimates.  
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Magnitude of estimated coefficients for valuation methods 

 The magnitudes for estimated coefficients of valuation methods are large. One 

major reason is due to the limited number of observations in some method categories 

such as the conjoint analysis, the hedonic price and the replacement cost methods (Table 

14). Given the highly heterogeneous nature of the estimated wetland values in the 

metadata, extreme wetland values in each methodology category will have a greater 

influence on the coefficient if only limited observations exist in that method group. 

Therefore, when we interpret the differences in magnitude from study methods, we need 

to pay extra attention to these methods with limited observations.  

 However, the MRA models still give us consistent results with the summary 

statistics (Table 8) and the two-way plot of the wetland value and the methodology. The 

mean wetland value estimates from the conjoint analysis, hedonic price and the 

replacement cost method indeed are higher than those values from the other methods 

according the summary statistics and the two-way plot.  

 Also of note is that the ranking of the effect on different methods changed after 

we stratified data by groups (Table 15). Rankings on methods between the two panel 

models are exactly the same. The ranking on utility based methods are consistent across 

all three models. The hedonic price method gives the highest mean wetland value 

estimate, followed by the conjoint analysis, the CVM and then the travel cost method.  
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Table 14 Number of observations in valuation method groups in the meta-dataset and in 

the regression models 

  
Observation count in the 

meta-dataset 

Observation count used in 

the regression models 

CVM 42 40 

TCM 34 31 

Conjoint Analysis 8 6 

Hedonic Price 10 8 

Market Price 50 45 

Replacement Cost 16 14 

NFI 21 20 

Total 181 164 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Natural log scaled wetland value plotted against valuation methodology 
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Table 15 Ranking of valuation methods according to estimated coefficients in MRA 

models 

 Ranking of methods according to the estimated coefficients 

Pooled OLS model Hedonic > Replacement cost > Conjoint> Market price > CVM 

> Production function > TCM 

Panel model stratified by 

studies 

Hedonic > Conjoint > Replacement cost > Market price > 

Production function > CVM > TCM 

Panel model stratified by 

wetland sites 

Hedonic > Conjoint > Replacement cost > Market price > 

Production function > CVM > TCM 

 

 

Difference in wetland ecosystem types and valued services 

 Wetlands in the meta-dataset fall into one of the four categories: estuarine, 

palustrine, riverine and lacustrine. Using the estuarine wetlands as the reference group, I 

found that only riverine wetlands have statistically significantly higher values than the 

estuarine wetlands. This is equivalent to saying that estimated mean values on estuarine, 

palustrine and lacustrine wetlands are not significantly different from each other after 

controlling for other factors in the meta-regression models. According to summary 

statistics, the riverine wetlands also are the most valued wetland type (Table 8).  

 Not many wetland ecosystem services variables are significant, indicating that the 

value of the specific wetland service does not significantly differ from the mean value of 

all wetland ecosystem services. This result is consistent with the Woodward and Wui 

(2001) study. Values for preservation and non-consumptive recreation ecosystem services 

are significantly higher than the average wetland value. The non-consumptive fishing & 

hunting is significant in the pooled OLS model. Overall, significantly higher values fall 

into two categories: recreational services and general preservation as option value.   

 The amenity variable has a negative sign in all three models. Note that 9 out of 16 

observations for estimating value of amenity came from the hedonic price model. After 
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controlling for the high hedonic price method effect and by separating the amenity value 

from recreational values, the average value estimate for a wetland amenity is lower than 

the average value of all wetland services. 

 

Difference in geographic and socio-economic characteristics 

 The wetland abundance within 50 km radius is significant in the pooled OLS 

model and in the panel stratification by study model. The degree of wetland abundance in 

the nearby area is negatively related to the wetland value, indicating a significant 

economic substitution effect (Ghermandi et al., 2010). Population within 50 km radius 

and distance of wetland site to the nearest city are highly significant in all models, 

indicating that wetland values are a function of the size of the affected population or 

market area.  This result illustrates the importance of determining the spatial scale or 

extent of the market for certain wetlands, especially when using the literature to perform 

benefit transfers (Johnston & Rosenberger, 2010). 

 Education is significant in the pooled OLS model. This result indicates that 

people’s education level is significantly related to their awareness of environmental 

assets, and has a positive impact on how they value wetland ecosystem services. The 

result is consistent with multiple social science studies on the determinants of people’s 

environmental awareness. These studies have shown that increasing in levels of education 

is associated with increased environmental consciousness (Duroy, 2005; Hines et al., 

1987; Krause, 1993). 

 Education and distance to city interaction is significant in all models, with a 

negative sign. A significant interaction term means that the effect of people’s education 

level on the wetland value depends on the distance to city, and vice versa. As the wetland 

is further away from the urban area, people’s education level turns to be more important 

in their perspective on the wetland value. Equivalently, as people’s education level 
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increases in the area, the distance of the wetland to city turns to be less important in 

determining the value of the wetland.  

 The RAMSAR site dummy variable is insignificant in all models. This variable 

tells whether a wetland site is listed as internationally important by the RAMSAR 

convention. Fifty observations from 22 wetlands were indicated as RAMSAR sites. The 

result indicates that the ecological importance of a wetland site does not significantly 

impact how people value a wetland. One possible explanation of this result is that the 

lack of information and education to surveyed people regarding the wetland ecological 

value when conducting primary studies. I found no primary studies conducted on the 

RAMSAR sites mentioned the degree of the ecological importance of the studied 

wetlands. On the other hand, multiple studies on environmental education have shown 

that people’s pro-environment behavior is not necessarily determined by their 

environmental knowledge (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2002). These studies indicate that 

most people do not know enough about environmental issues and technical details to act 

in an environmental conscious way (Kempton, Boster, & Hartley, 1996). 

 

Negative wetland values 

 Two welfare estimates in the original meta-data were negative. Since all welfare 

estimates were logged to satisfy the normal distribution assumption of the regression 

model, these two estimates could not be included in the meta- regression analysis. Both 

negative observations were estimated using the hedonic price model. One is a rural 

wetland in Carteret County, South Carolina (Bin & Polasky, 2005). The other one is an 

urban wetland in Minneapolis area, Minnesota (Doss & Taff, 1996). Both wetland sites 

are palustrine forested wetlands. Using the same method and the data from the same area, 

Doss and Taff (1996) found positive values for nearby wetlands for open-water wetlands, 

scrub-shrub wetland and emergent-vegetation wetlands.  
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 Hedonic price has an advantage over other valuation methods in that it could 

capture how people value the proximity to amenity as well as dis-amenity. The Bin and 

Polasky (2005) study tries to set up an association between negative welfare measures 

and rural wetlands. The Doss and Taff (1996) study, however, informs us that wetland 

value is also determined by its type and associated ecosystem services.  
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2.7 Discussion and Conclusions 

 This essay uses a comprehensive meta-data of wetland valuation studies in North 

America to synthesize findings from existing wetland valuation studies and to explore 

what drives people’s preferences on wetland ecosystem services. The meta-regression 

model incorporated explanatory variables including study methodology, wetland 

ecosystem types, wetland ecosystem services valued, and spatial and socio-economic 

information in the study area. The analysis procedure followed the best-practice 

guidelines for meta-analysis suggested by Nelson and Kennedy (2009). The meta-

regression model was obtained through careful data exploratory analysis, graphical 

representation, outlier detection and step-wise model selection process. Specification 

tests were conducted to examine the effects of heteroskedasticity and muticolinearity. In 

addition, this essay examined sources of in-sample variations and explored the 

consequences of ignoring the data dependency issues. Panel random effect models 

stratified “by study”, “by state” and “by wetland site” were examined to address the 

issues of correlation between value estimates. I found that wetland welfare measures 

reported by the same study and in the same wetland site are correlated. 

 The results from the panel stratification analysis informed us that ignoring the 

dependencies on primary estimates can lead to biased estimates of wetland welfare 

measures. The magnitude of the coefficients of valuation methods and ecosystem services 

changed greatly after the panel stratifications. The differences in magnitude among 

valuation methods, among wetland types and among valuated ecosystem services, were 

reduced after the panel stratifications. The results indicated that part of the variations in 

these categories is actually caused by within sample dependencies. 

 The panel stratification by state analysis indicated strong variations in estimated 

wetland values between states. The BP-LM test failed to reject the hypothesis that the 

within-state correlation is zero with a p-value of 1.0 and an intraclass correlation of 

nearly zero, indicating that all variations are explained by between-state variations. The 

result agrees with the conclusion from the Hoehn (2006) study. The Hoehn (2006) study 
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used a two-stage Heckman model to evaluate and correct for the research priority 

selection bias in wetland values in the US. The selection bias is caused by using 

observations from certain states with abundant wetland resources to draw conclusions 

and to represent the overall wetland resources in the United States. Hoehn (2006) found 

that the estimated wetland value based on a model without correcting for the state 

selection bias was about 4 times larger than the value estimated from the selection 

corrected model. The results from both studies informed us that wetland values from 

different states are very different. Ignoring the state variation could lead to increased 

benefit transfer errors.   

 I have identified five meta-analysis studies in wetland valuation that have been 

conducted prior to this essay (Brander et al., 2006; Brouwer et al., 1999; Ghermandi et al., 

2010; Hoehn, 2006; Woodward & Wui, 2001). A systematic comparison of six meta-

analysis studies on wetland valuation is summarized in Table 16. The table compares the 

studies in terms of the meta-data and the geographic scope, the standardized dependent 

variable, valuation methods calibrated, the meta-regression model, moderator variables 

and key regression results.  

 Some results from previous wetland meta-analysis studies are confirmed by this 

study. By including geographic and socio-economic context variables, the meta-analysis 

model informs us that the distance to urban area (Brander et al., 2006), local economic 

status (Ghermandi et al., 2010) and population density in study area (Ghermandi et al., 

2010) are important factors determining people’s willingness to pay for wetland 

ecosystem services. Wetland value exhibits decreasing returns to scale, and it is 

negatively related to the wetland size (Brander et al., 2006; Ghermandi et al., 2010; 

Woodward & Wui, 2001). Wetland value is negatively related to wetland abundance in 

surrounding area (Ghermandi et al., 2010). In addition to the common findings, I found 

that a higher education level is associated higher willingness to pay for wetland 

ecosystem services. The impact of education level on the wetland value depends on the 

distance of wetland site to urban area, and as the wetland is further away from the urban 
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area, people’s education level turns to be more important in their perspective on the 

wetland value. One shortcoming in Woodward and Wui (2001) and Brouwer et al. (1999) 

papers is that their models did not incorporate any site specific context information.  

 Meta-data used in the six meta-regression analyses are very different in their 

geographic scopes. Comparing results from this study with previous meta-analyses on 

wetland valuation, I found that the literature is not robust to regional characteristics, and 

wetland welfare estimates are sensitive to geographic extent. This essay reached some 

common conclusions from the Woodward and Wui (2001) study. However, conclusions 

are very different between this study and two international scoped studies (Brander et al., 

2006; Ghermandi et al., 2010). This essay focuses on studies conducted in North America. 

The data in Woodward and Wui (2001) study consists of 65 observations, of which 63 are 

from North America and Europe, and 53 are from the United States. These areas are 

considered wealthier regions on a global basis. Wetland welfare estimates depend on 

socio-economic and geographic factors, for example, site specific income and education 

level, historical context or cultural background. Therefore, the relative importance of 

various wetland ecosystem services can be very different in different regions depending 

on the needs of the local residents. For example, both my study and Woodward and Wui 

(2001) study found that wetland non-consumptive recreation value (Woodward and Wui 

coded the category as bird watching) is higher valued than the average wetland value. In 

addition, I found significant evidence that the option value of wetland (general purpose 

preservation) is highly valued in North America. Other international scoped studies did 

not reach the same conclusion. Ghermandi et al. (2010) found that water quality value is 

significantly higher than the average value of wetland services. Same evidence was not 

found in this study. One explanation might be that for regions such as Africa and Asia, 

where accessing to clean water is less abundant or the overall population density is 

significantly higher, water quality is an important factor for appreciation of wetland 

ecosystem services.  
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 Although combining studies from different regions for meta-analysis provides 

flexibility, larger sample size, and ease for international benefit transfer, it also brings in 

challenges in terms of study site heterogeneity, sample selection and study quality 

considerations. In addition, the spatial distribution of the data lacks randomness since few 

observations are from regions outside the North America and Europe. These concerns 

place questions on the data poolability. A data category with limited observations and 

distributes differently from the rest of the data creates large standard errors and can be 

highly influential on the results. The consequence of combining such data could be biased 

estimation and distorted conclusion. For example, some counter-intuitive results were 

found in Brander et al. (2006) study. These results included that Africa has the highest 

wetland value estimates, North America has the lowest wetland value, and European 

wetlands have the second lowest estimated value. Estimated mean wetland value in 

Africa is more than three times higher than that in North America. Although Brander et al. 

(2006) used a continent categorical variable and Ghermandi et al. (2010) used a GDP 

variable to control for the regional variation, concerns still exit on whether a variable 

could explain all sources of heterogeneities. I suggest that separate the data for different 

regions and conduct sensitivity analysis to compare models for different regions, in order 

to further explore the variations in wetland values across different regions in the world.  

 The meta-analysis combined wetland welfare estimated from various economic 

valuation methods, including utility theoretic based and non-utility theoretic based 

models. Multiple literature on meta-analysis and benefit transfer theory have discussed 

concerns of combining observations derived from different valuation methods 

(Bergstrom & Taylor, 2006; Johnston & Rosenberger, 2010; Smith & Pattanayak, 2002). 

In this essay, sensitivity analysis indicated no significant evidence on structural variation 

between value estimates from utility based and non-utility based models, and from stated 

preference and revealed preference models. Comparing across different valuation 

methods, however, this essay found that value estimates derived from different valuation 

methodologies are highly variable, with hedonic price and replacement cost methods 

producing higher estimated wetland values. For stated preference models, the conjoint 
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analysis model provides the value estimate three times higher than the contingent 

valuation model. 

 Wetland value estimates collected from primary studies were highly 

heterogeneous in the meta-dataset used for this essay. Estimated wetland value depends 

on the valuation method, type of ecosystem function of interest and site specific context 

information. The result of this essay provides some guidance to understand people’s 

preference on wetland ecosystem services. However, the result also calls for careful use 

of existing wetland valuation studies for benefit transfer, and site specific study is still 

recommended.    

 Although the dataset is by far the most up-to-date and comprehensive meta-data 

of wetland valuation studies in North America, limited data are from certain valuation 

methodology and certain ecosystem services. Limited observations are found in certain 

study methodology categories, such as hedonic price, conjoint analysis and replacement 

cost methods. Observations are also very limited for certain ecosystem service functions, 

such as wetland restoration, greenhouse gas mitigation, energy generation, and fuel and 

material provision. Insufficient observations in methodology and ecosystem services 

introduced large standard errors and large estimated coefficients. Conclusions should be 

drawn with caution for categorical variables with insufficient observations. Because of 

too few observations in greenhouse gas mitigation service (1 observation), energy 

generation service (1 observation) and fuel and material provision service (5 

observations), these categories were not included in the final meta-regression models. 

This fact also calls for the need of more site-specific valuation studies on these less 

studied yet important ecosystem services, in order to allow us draw conclusions on 

people’s preferences on a broader range of wetland ecosystem functions.  
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Table 16 A comparison of six meta-analysis studies on wetland valuation 

 

Brouwer et al. (1999) Woodward and Wui (2001) Hoehn (2006) Brander et al. (2006) Ghermandi et al (2010) Bu (2013) Essay 

Dependent variable WTP per household per 

year

Wetland value per acre per 

year

Wetland value per acre per 

year

Wetland value per hectare 

per year

Wetland value per hectare per yearWetland value per hectare 

per year

Meta-regression model GLS OLS with White's Standard 

Error

Heckman's two-stage model of 

incidental truncation. The 

purpose of the paper is to 

evaluate and correct for the 

research priority selection 

bias.The selection bias is caused 

by using observations from 

certain states with abundant 

wetland resources to draw 

conclusions and to represent 

the overall wetland resources in 

the United States. 

OLS with White's Standard 

Error

OLS with White's 

Standard Error

Panel random effect 

model stratified by study, 

by state and by wetland 

sites

Meta-data sample size 

and scope

92 observations from 

30 studies from US and 

Europe with two-thirds 

of observations from 

the US. 

65 observations from 39 

studies. 63 of the 65 

observations are from North 

America and Europe. Among 

them 53 observations are 

from the US.

Used Woodward and Wui 

(2001) dataset

215 observations from 80 

studies from 25 countries 

worldwide. Among them 

52% observations are from 

North America. 

416 observation from 

189 wetland sites.

181 observations from 

wetland sites in North 

America. 164 of them 

were used in meta-

analysis.

Valuation methodology CVM only Combined observation 

derived from utility and non-

utility methods

Combined observation derived 

from utility and non-utility 

methods

Combined observation 

derived from utility and 

non-utility methods

Combined observation 

derived from utility and 

non-utility methods

Combined observation 

derived from utility and 

non-utility methods

Specification tests 

implemented

Kruskal-Wallis test to 

test variable 

significance for model 

selection.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Chchran's C test and 

ANOVA for 

homoskedasticity.

Graphical exploration, 

bivariate analysis and 

Breaush-Pagan test for 

heteroskedasticity

Graphical exploration, 

bivariate analysis and 

Breaush-Pagan test for 

heteroskedasticity

Graphical exploration, 

bivariate analysis, Outlier 

tests, Test of 

multicollinearity and 

Breaush-Pagan test for 

heteroskedasticity

Graphical exploration, 

bivariate analysis and 

stepwise model selection.        

Outlier tests (Leverage, 

Cook's D and Standardized 

residuals)                                              

Test of multicollinearity         

Breaush-Pagan test for 

heteroskedasticity                      

Breaush-Pagan test for 

random effects                      
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Table 16 continued 

 

 

Brouwer et al. (1999) Woodward and Wui (2001) Hoehn (2006) Brander et al. (2006) Ghermandi et al (2010) Bu (2013) Essay 

Study context Survey response rate. 

Year of publication was 

tested but not included 

in the model.                                       

Year of publication, study 

quality (Strong/weak study 

dummy based on subjective 

assessments)

NA Year of publication Study quality (economic 

literature dummy). Year 

of publication tested but 

noted included.

Valuation methodology CVM only. An income 

tax method dummy. 

Methodology dummies Methodology dummies Methodology dummies Methodology dummies

Wetland ecology type NA Coastal dummy Categorical variable 

indicating mangrove, salt , 

fresh wetland etc.

NWI Cowardin categories NWI Cowardin categories

Wetland ecosystem 

services valued

Four types of 

ecosystem services 

(flood control, water 

generation, water 

quality and 

biodiversity).

Yes. Use and non-use values. Yes. Use and non-use values.Yes. Use and non-use values.Yes. Use (including option 

value) and non-use values.

Geographic 

characteristics

A North American site dummyWetland size Wetland size, Latitude, 

Continent indicator, an 

urban wetland dummy and 

RAMSAR proportion.

Wetland size Wetland size, regional 

wetland dummy, distance 

to the nearest city and 

RAMSAR site dummy

Socioeconomic 

characteristics

NA NA GDP per capita and 

population density

GDP per capita and 

population density

Eeducation 

level,population density 

amd a education * 

distance to city 

interaction term. Personal 

income and local GDP 

variables were tested but 

not included in the final 

model due to insignificant 

results and 

multicolinearity.

Other variables included Marginal value dummy Substitution effect 

(wetland area 50 km 

radius), Marginal value 

dummy and Level of 

Substitution effect 

(wetland area 50 km 

radius)

Moderator variables included
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Table 16 continued 

 

 

Brouwer et al. (1999) Woodward and Wui (2001) Hoehn (2006) Brander et al. (2006) Ghermandi et al (2010) Bu (2013) Essay 

Valuation methodology Income tax method 

returns almost twice as 

higher average WTP 

than any other 

payment vehicle.

Valuation methods have 

significant effect on the 

estimated wetland value. 

Contigent valuation methods 

tend to find lower value than 

other utility theoretic based 

methods. Non-utility based 

methods have lower value 

than utility-based methods. 

Hedonic price model gives 

significant higher value 

estimates than all other 

methods followed by the 

replacement cost. In a 

reduced model (Model B in 

paper), the travel cost 

method is significant and 

gives the lowest value among 

all methods. 

The only significant 

method is CVM. It gives 

significant higher wetland 

value estimates than all 

other methods.

None of the valuation 

methodology is 

significant

1. Sensitivity analysis 

indicates no significant 

evidence on structural 

variation between value 

estimates from utility 

based and non-utility 

based models.     2. 

Valuation methods have 

significant effect on the 

estimated wetland value. 

Hedonic price and 

replacement cost methods 

produce higher estimated 

wetland values compared 

to other valuation 

methods. For stated 

preference models, the 

conjoint analysis model 

provides three times 

higher value estimate than 

the contingent valuation 

model.                                                              

3. The magnitude of the 

coefficients for valuation 

methods changed greatly 

after the panel Wetland ecosystem 

services valued

Flood control is most 

highly valued among 

three ecosystem 

services. Water quality 

is the second highest 

valued, followed by the 

water quality and finally 

the biodiversity.

Non-consumptive recreation 

(bird watching) has 

significant higher value. 

Amenity is less valued than 

all other services after 

controlling for the hedonic 

price method effect. 

Recreational hunting, 

material and fuel wood 

services are less valued 

than average wetland 

value. Wetlands with 

higher RAMSAR 

proportion are less valued.

Water quality service is 

higher valued. 

Recreational hunting and 

fuel wood services are less 

valued.

1. Non-consumptive 

recreation and general 

preservation are 

significantly higher 

valued.      2.The 

magnitude of the 

coefficients for ecosystem 

services changed greatly 

after the panel 

stratifications. 

Results and conclusions
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Table 16 continued 

 

Brouwer et al. (1999) Woodward and Wui (2001) Hoehn (2006) Brander et al. (2006) Ghermandi et al (2010) Bu (2013) Essay 

Geographic 

characteristics

Average WTP is 

substantially higher in 

North America than in 

Europe.

Negative effect of wetland 

size on wetland value

The estimated wetland value 

based on a model without 

correcting for the state 

selection bias was about 4 times 

larger than the value estimated 

from the selection corrected 

model. Testing and correcting 

for selection bias is an 

important step in meta-

regression for benefit  transfer. 

Africa has the highest 

wetland value estimates. 

North America has the 

lowest wetland value. 

European wetlands have 

second lowest estimated 

value. Estimated wetland 

value is more than three 

times higher than that in 

North America.

1.Negative effect of 

wetland size on wetland 

value.            2. 

Significant sustitution 

effect - the degree of 

wetland abundance in the 

nearby area is negatively 

related to the wetland 

value. 

1. Negative effect of 

wetland size on wetland 

value.      2.No evidence 

of RAMSAR sites being 

higher valued.         3. The 

degree of wetland 

abundance in the nearby 

area is negatively related 

to the wetland value 

(Ghermandi et al. 2010).

Socio-economic 

characteristics

GDP and population 

density have significantly 

positive relation with the 

wetland value

1. GDP and population 

density have significantly 

positive relation with the 

wetland value.  2. The 

higher human pressure, 

the higher wetland value 

.Human made wetland is 

significantly higher 

valued than other types 

of wetlands

1. Population density is 

positively related to 

wetland value, indicating 

that wetland values are a 

function of the size of the 

affected population or 

market area.    2. Distance 

of wetland site to the 

nearest city is negatively 

related to wetland value .     

3. A higher education 

level is associated with 

higher WTP for wetland 

ecosystem services. The 

impact of education level 

on the wetland value 

depends on the distance of 

wetland site to urban area. 

As the wetland is further 

away from the urban area, 

people’s education level 

turns to be more 

important in their 

perspective on the 

wetland value. 

Results and conclusions
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3.1 Introduction 

 Wetland ecosystems, including rivers, lakes, marshes, and coastal areas, provide a 

wide range of services that contribute to ecosystem functioning and human well-being 

(Barbier et al., 1997). Since the 1970s, ecological and social values of wetlands are 

increasingly recognized. Efforts have been made by government agencies, NGOs and 

through international cooperation to conserve and restore wetland ecosystems. 

Recognition of the range of ecological and economic benefits of wetland ecosystem has 

prompted increasing interest in valuation studies to account for the values of different 

ecosystem services provided by wetlands.  

 Despite the increasing amount of literature in wetland economic valuation, limited 

attempts have been found to explore the spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity of 

wetland value estimates. Wetlands are a complex ecosystem, which are not isolated from 

each other. The underlying ecosystem linkage between wetlands directly determines 

which types of ecosystem functions wetlands perform, and thus determines their 

ecological value. In addition, the welfare estimate of a wetland does not only depend on 

its ecological value, but also on how local people value wetland ecosystem services and 

environmental assets in general. Ignoring the spatial heterogeneity and spatial correlation 

of wetland welfare estimates could lead to biased estimates of wetland values and 

increased error in benefit transfer.  

  Some economic literature seeks to explore the spatial variations in urban and rural 

wetland values, and examine whether urban and rural people value these resources 

similarly. Mahan, Polasky, and Adams (2000) estimated the value of wetland amenities 

in the Portland metropolitan area using a hedonic price model. They found that the 

proximity to a wetland and the size of the nearest wetland lead to increased residential 

values. Boyer and Polasky (2004) reviewed 30 papers on valuing urban wetlands. A few 

hedonic studies (Doss & Taff, 1996; Lupi, Graham-Tomasi, & Taff, 1991; Mahan et al., 

2000) in their review show that urban wetlands are more highly valued by nearby 

property owners than their rural counterparts. Bin and Polasky (2004) found that closer 
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proximity to and a larger size of wetlands are associated with reduced property values in 

rural locations regardless of wetland type.  

 As the number of valuation studies on wetland ecosystem services increases, 

researchers started using meta-analysis to synthesize findings from the collection of 

relevant valuation literature. The commonality of the existing wetland meta-analysis 

literature is that they attempt to explore the differences among empirical findings through 

modeling the choice of data, estimation techniques, the underlying site specific 

characteristics, and other issues. Although these analyses take a large number of 

observations from a wide range of geographic areas, the use of spatial econometric 

models to explicitly model the spatial dependence and spatial heterogeneity of wetland 

welfare estimates has not been conducted.  

 Some of the existing wetland meta-analysis literature considers the spatial 

heterogeneity of wetland value estimates through incorporating site specific variables in 

the meta-regression analysis. Focusing solely on contingent valuation studies, Brouwer et 

al. (1999) was the first meta-analysis of wetland valuation studies. The meta-dataset 

consists of 103 estimates from 30 valuations studies in the US and Europe. A dummy 

variable indicating whether the studied wetland is located in North America is included in 

the meta-analysis. Woodward and Wui (2001) conducted a meta-analysis consisting of 65 

estimates from 39 valuations studies in North America, Europe and Asia.  The effect of 

acreage of the studied wetland was controlled in addition to study methodology, 

publication characteristics and wetland ecosystem services valued. Brander et al. (2006) 

conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis on 190 wetland valuation studies worldwide 

producing 215 value estimates. This paper incorporated some geographic and socio-

economic variables in the meta-regression model including GDP, population density, 

wetland size, latitude and longitude, and a categorical variable indicating the continent 

where the wetland is located. Ghermandi et al. (2010) conducted a meta-analysis using 

416 estimates from 170 valuation studies for wetland values worldwide with an emphasis 

on the value of constructed wetlands. Site specific variables included in the analysis are a 
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wetland substitution factor (wetland and lake areas within 50 km radius of the study area), 

GDP per capita, population in 50km radius and the degree of local anthropogenic 

pressure.  

 The primary purpose of this paper is to investigate whether wetland values are 

correlated across space and what determines the correlation. It uses a comprehensive 

wetland valuation meta-dataset in North America and incorporated spatial econometric 

analysis in the meta-analysis framework. It attempts to identify the source of spatial 

dependencies of wetland values by constructing different spatial weight matrices. Each 

type of spatial weight matrix describes a neighborhood criterion characterizing the 

underlying spatial linkages between wetland sites. The spatial econometric models 

incorporate different weight matrices, and account for wetland attributes including 

valuation methodology, wetland ecosystem type, wetland ecosystem function valued, and 

site specific geographic and socio-economic factors. The spatial econometric models 

were compared to the Ordinary Least Square model, and specification tests were 

conducted to examine the significance of each type of spatial correlation.  

 Three groups of spatial weight matrices are constructed. Specifically, this paper 

seeks to find out whether the wetland welfare estimates are more correlated among 

geographically proximal sites, among ecologically similar sites or among economically 

similar sites.  The first group of weight matrices is based on geographic distance between 

wetland sites. Multiple distance based weight matrices are constructed and tested to 

examine the extent of the threshold effect. The second type of weight matrix is 

constructed according to the ecological similarities of wetlands. Wetland sites are 

grouped into different Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 2 watershed boundaries. Wetlands 

locating within the same HUC2 boundary are considered as neighbors. The third type of 

weight matrix is based on the economic similarity of wetland sites. Multivariable 

hierarchical clustering analysis was conducted on four site specific socio-economic 

variables to categorize wetland sites into different groups. The four socio-economic 
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variables include local GDP, personal income level, population size and education level 

in the wetland study area.  

 Ecological literature provides scientific background for using the HUC2 

watershed boundaries as the grouping criterion to describe wetland ecological similarity. 

Wetlands are complex ecosystems. The hydrology of a wetland determines what 

functions it will perform. Each wetland is unique, but those with similar hydrologic 

settings generally perform similar functions (Carter, 1996). Wetland ecological functions 

can be grouped broadly as habitat, hydrologic, or water quality (Novitski et al., 1996). 

The geographic location may determine its habitat functions, and the location of a 

wetland within a watershed may determine its hydrologic or water-quality functions.  

Watershed is a hydrologically defined geographic unit, which includes not only 

the water resource, but also the surrounding land from which the water drains. It is 

defined as "the geographical region from which water drains into a particular stream or 

wetland (equivalent to catchment)" (Moore, 2007). The "no net loss" policy report by the 

National Research Council (2001) indicates that studying wetland ecology and wetland 

management in a watershed context would improve decision making. The US EPA 

describes the watershed approach as the most effective way to address water resource 

challenges by focusing on the ecosystem level.  

 The rationale behind constructing an economic similarity weight matrix is that 

wetland welfare estimates depend on how people value wetland ecosystem services. 

Wetland sites located in area with similar socio-economic characteristics may have 

correlated welfare estimates since people’s perspective on environment assets is similar. 

Although not in the field of environmental economics, Liu and Wang (2010) conducted a 

spatial econometric study to explore the similarity of housing returns in near cities in the 

US. In their analysis, the economic similarity weight matrix is defined using the 

Pearson’s Correlation of local GDP. Conducting exploratory meta-regression analysis 

and bivariate analysis using the meta-dataset, I found that socio-economic factors such as 

personal income level, local GDP, population size and education level are important 
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factors determining wetland values. The purpose of using multivariate hierarchical 

clustering analysis is to group observations into clusters that have similar values in 

measured socio-economic variables.  

 In the discussion section, the paper explores the spatial correlations between 

different wetland sites by removing the effect of multiple measures from the same 

wetland sites. A bootstrap procedure is conducted that draws one observation from each 

wetland site, repeating this procedure to form 1000 sample datasets. For each spatial 

weight matrix defined model, spatial econometric analyses are performed and tested 

against the OLS model for each sample dataset. The purpose of this step is to explore 

whether the spatial correlation effect defined by a specific neighborhood criterion 

remains robust after removing potential in-sample correlation.   

In summary, this paper extends the existing wetland meta-analysis literature in the 

following ways: 

1. It incorporates spatial econometric analysis in a meta-analysis framework; 

2. In addition to the more common threshold distance based spatial weight 

matrices, two spatial weight matrices based on ecological and economic similarities of 

wetland sites are constructed and tested;  and 

3. A bootstrap procedure was implemented to examine the robustness of spatial 

correlation after removing the potential correlation caused by multiple measures for the 

same wetland sites.  

This paper proceeds as follows. Section II introduces the meta-dataset and gives 

summary statistics of the explanatory variables in the meta-regression model. Section III 

presents the spatial econometric theoretic model, and explains how spatial weight 

matrices are constructed. Section IV summarizes the spatial econometric analysis results 

and presents the key findings. Section V discusses the robustness of the spatial weight 

matrices through sensitivity analysis by removing possible correlations driven by 
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multiple measures on the same wetland sites. The last section draws conclusions based on 

the analysis.   
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3.2 Data 

 Wetland values used in the analyses of this study are obtained from primary 

valuation studies that reported wetland welfare measures derived from wetland ecosystem 

services. These primary valuation studies reported welfare measures estimated from 

stated preference (CVM and Choice Experiment models), revealed preference (Travel 

Cost and Hedonic Price models), and non-utility theoretic based methods (Market Price, 

Replacement Cost and Production Function models).  

 The metadata is built upon previous datasets used in studies by Ghermandi et al. 

(2010) and Woodward and Wui (2001).  The dataset was updated to publications until 

year 2011 through an in-depth search of literatures reporting an economic measure of 

wetland value in US and Canada. The final meta-dataset used in the regression analyses 

has 163 observations collected from 67 empirical studies. The primary studies are 

composed of journal articles, theses, dissertations, working papers, government agency 

reports, consulting reports, and proceeding papers. In addition, the dataset is augmented 

by incorporating external information of geographic, socio-economic and demographic 

characteristics in each of the primary study areas. 

The dependent variable for the regression analysis is the log scaled wetland 

welfare estimate standardized to per hectare per year in 2010 US dollars. The relevant 

explanatory variables are categorized into groups, including (1) study attributes and 

valuation methodology, (2) wetland ecosystem types and area for each type, (3) wetland 

ecosystem services valued, (4) geographic attributes such as wetland substitution effect 

and distance to the nearest city, and (5) socio-economic and demographic attributes such 

as personal income, population size and education level.  

Using the wetland site specific information provided by primary studies as well as 

external sources such as the US National Wetland Inventory (NWI) and state level spatial 

databases, I identified the location, size and shape of each wetland site in geographic 

information system software, ArcGIS. The spatial information is used to identify the 

coordinate information for each wetland site, which is later used to construct different 
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spatial weight matrices for spatial econometric analysis. A more detailed explanation on 

why and how specific weight matrices are constructed is given in Section 3.1.  

Socio-economic characteristics in the dataset include information on the 

population size, personal income level and education level in the study area. Population 

size in the study area is characterized as the number of people residing within a 50 km 

radius of the wetland site. Geospatial data is collected from the NASA Socioeconomic 

Data and Applications Center (SEDAC) hosted by CIESIN at Columbia University 

(http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/sets/browse. Access date: 08.10.2012). Data are 

processed in ArcGIS, and the total population size in the 50km radius is calculated for 

each wetland site in the meta-dataset.  

 The education level for observations in the US is evaluated as county level 

percentage of population over 25 years old that completed at least a bachelor's education 

or higher (averaged over 2005-2009). Education level for Canadian wetland sites is 

calculated as the percentage of total population aged 25 to 64 with at least a bachelor’s 

degree or higher (averaged over 2009-2011). Data for the US wetland sites are collected 

from the education attainment data from the US Census Bureau of the Department of 

Commerce (http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/usac/usatable.pl. Access date: 08.16.2012). 

Data for Canadian wetland sites are collected from Statistics of Canada 

(http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-582-x/2012001/tbl/tbld6.3-eng.htm#n_8. Access date: 

08.16.2012).  

 The income level in the wetland study area is evaluated as the personal income in 

year 2010 in the county (counties) where the wetland is located. Data for all US wetlands 

are collected from US Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce 

(http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=1&isuri=1&acrdn=4. Access 

date: 08.20.2012). Data for Canadian wetlands are collected from provincial governments. 

Specifically, these data are collected from the Ontario Ministry of Finance 

(http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/economy/ecupdates/factsheet.html. Access date: 

08.20.2012), Bureau of Statistics in the Government of Saskatchewan 

(http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/Default.aspx?DN=b2e511d6-2c66-4f7d-9461-69f4bffd3629. 

http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/data/sets/browse
http://censtats.census.gov/cgi-bin/usac/usatable.pl
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-582-x/2012001/tbl/tbld6.3-eng.htm#n_8
http://www.bea.gov/iTable/iTable.cfm?ReqID=70&step=1&isuri=1&acrdn=4
http://www.fin.gov.on.ca/en/economy/ecupdates/factsheet.html
http://www.stats.gov.sk.ca/Default.aspx?DN=b2e511d6-2c66-4f7d-9461-69f4bffd3629
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Access date: 08.20.2012), and the Government of Alberta (Alberta Government fact sheet. 

http://albertacanada.com/SP-EH_facts_on_Alberta.pdf. Access date: 08.20.2012).  

Spatial and geographic variables include the size of the wetland in hectares, the 

distance from the wetland site to the nearest urban center, wetland abundance in the 

nearby area and the protection level at the wetland site. The wetland size data are 

collected from primary studies. The distance to the nearest city is calculated in ArcGIS 

using the wetland location data and the US city center data from the TIGER 2010 Urban 

Area shapefile published by US Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/cgi-

bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi. Access date: 08.22.2012). Wetland abundance is 

characterized as total wetland area (in hectare) within 50km radius of the wetland study 

area. The data are calculated using the NWI wetland data and processed in ArcGIS using 

the buffer function. The wetland protection level is evaluated as whether a wetland is 

listed as internationally important by the RAMSAR convention. The RAMSAR site 

information was collected from the RAMSAR Convention searchable database 

(http://ramsar.wetlands.org/Database/Searchforsites/tabid/765/Default.aspx. Access date: 

10.12.2012).  

Table 17 summarizes the variables included in the meta-analysis. 

  

http://albertacanada.com/SP-EH_facts_on_Alberta.pdf
http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi
http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/layers.cgi
http://ramsar.wetlands.org/Database/Searchforsites/tabid/765/Default.aspx
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Table 17 Summary statistics for the variables included in the meta-regression model 

  Mean St. Dev. Min Max 

Wetland welfare estimate/ha/year in 2010 USD -log 

scaled 5.85 2.65 -1.50 11.81 

Wetland area (ha) - log scaled  8.46 4.02 0.05 16.73 

Economic literature dummy 0.63 0.48 0 1 

Regional study dummy 0.42 0.50 0 1 

     Valuation methodology (binary variables) 

CVM 0.24 0.43 0 1 

Choice Experiment 0.04 0.19 0 1 

Travel Cost  0.19 0.39 0 1 

Hedonic Price 0.05 0.22 0 1 

Market Price 0.28 0.45 0 1 

Replacement Cost 0.09 0.28 0 1 

Production Function 0.12 0.33 0 1 

     Wetland ecosystem type (binary variables) 

Estuarine 0.40 0.49 0 1 

Riverine 0.10 0.31 0 1 

Palustrine 0.39 0.49 0 1 

Lacustrine 0.11 0.31 0 1 

     Ecological function valued (binary variables) 

Preservation 0.14 0.35 0 1 

Restoration 0.05 0.22 0 1 

Water quality 0.07 0.26 0 1 

Flood control & water supply 0.10 0.31 0 1 

Amenity 0.09 0.28 0 1 

Recreational fishing & hunting 0.23 0.42 0 1 

Non-consumptive recreation 0.12 0.33 0 1 

Biodiversity 0.07 0.26 0 1 

Commercial fishing & hunting 0.15 0.36 0 1 

     Geographic and socio-economic characteristics 

Ramsar Site dummy 0.29 0.46 0 1 

Wetland area in 50km radius (ha) 236832.30 244033.30 85 783930 

Population in 50km radius 616957 970885 5661 3700000 

Education (county level) 23.66 9.26 11 45.4 

Distance to city (km) 14.80 56.02 0 496.364 

     N 163       
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3.3 Spatial weight matrices and the econometric model  

3.3.1 Spatial weight matrices  

 To model the spatial relationships of the wetland sites, I constructed three types of 

spatial weight matrices to represent how wetlands are neighbors with each other under 

different spatial neighborhood definitions. Define an     spatial weight matrix C, 

where N is the total number of spatial entities. Each spatial weight element     reflects the 

spatial influence of location j on location i, and  

     {
                                     
                                                         

 . 

 All diagonal elements     are set to zero to exclude self-influence. The matrix C is 

row standardized into matrix W, where     
   

∑    
 
   

 . 

 The first type of weight matrix is threshold distance based.  The centroids of each 

wetland site are used to calculate the Euclidean distance. Any two wetlands are 

considered as neighbors if the centroid-to-centroid distance is within a specified threshold. 

Multiple threshold distance matrices are constructed and tested. I started from the 50 km 

threshold and conducted sensitivity analysis by gradually increasing the distance to find 

out the extent of the spatial distance linkage. 

 The second type of weight matrix characterizes the ecological similarity of 

wetland sites. Wetland neighbors with ecological similarity are defined through 

hydrologic watershed boundaries. Two wetlands are defined as neighbors if they are 

located in the same watershed region. The Hydrologic Unit Digit 2 (HUC2) boundary is 

used to classify the wetlands in the meta-dataset. The HUC2 boundaries are defined by 

the US Geologic Survey (USGS) (http://water.usgs.gov/GIS/huc.html. Access date: Dec. 

5
th

, 2012). According to the USGS hydrologic definition, the United States is divided and 

subdivided into different HUC units based on surface hydrologic features. The HUC2 

unit, which is also the first level of the classification, divides the entire US into 21 

regions (Figure 2, USDA NRCS online document 

http://water.usgs.gov/GIS/huc.html
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http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1042207.pdf. Access 

date: Dec. 5
th

, 2012). The next level of classification further divides the entire country 

into 221 sub-regions. The HUC2 is selected to group the wetlands since it is the only 

suitable HUC level that is big enough to not divide the area of any wetland in the meta-

dataset. The HUC2 boundary data is downloaded from USDA National Resource 

Conservation Service spatial data warehouse (ftp://ftp.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/pub/wbd/. 

Access date: Dec. 5
th

, 2012).  The Canadian wetland sites are grouped using the Canadian 

hydrologic boundary GIS data defined as drainage basins. The spatial data including 

wetland shapes and locations and watershed boundaries are processed in ArcGIS to 

classify each wetland site into different watershed groups. 

 

  

Figure 2 The HUC2 boundaries defined by the USGS (USDA NRCS online document 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1042207.pdf. Access 

date: Dec. 5
th

, 2012) 

 

 The third type of weight matrix classifies wetland sites according to their socio-

economic characteristics. Economic similarity is defined based on four socio-economic 

factors associated with each wetland site: the county level average personal income, 

county level education attainment, the population size within 50km radius in the wetland 

http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1042207.pdf
ftp://ftp.ftw.nrcs.usda.gov/pub/wbd/
http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdb1042207.pdf
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study area, and the state level GDP of the wetland study area. Multivariate meta-

regression analysis and bivariate analyses are conducted to confirm the significant 

relationship between the wetland welfare estimates and each economic variable. 

Multivariate hierarchical clustering analysis incorporating these four factors is used to 

group the wetland sites. The multivariate clustering analysis is a well-established 

statistical method to group observations into clusters that have similar values of measured 

variables.  

 The economic similarity of two observations (wetland locations) is measured by 

the Euclidean distance (not in geographic but in mathematical sense) between two p-

dimensional observations               ] and               ], where p is the 

number of variables to characterize each observation (R. A. Johnson & Wichern, 2001). 

The Euclidean distance between two observations is calculated as  

  (   )  √(     )  (     )    (     )  

    = √(   ) (   )                                                             (Equation 31) 

 Hierarchical clustering with complete linkage is used to merge similar wetlands 

into groups.  The grouping result is illustrated in Figure 3 known as a dendrogram. The 

dendrogram displays the mergers at successive levels according to the similarities of 

wetland sites (R. A. Johnson & Wichern, 2001). The wetland sites are classified into 40 

groups. Wetland sites that are classified into the same group are defined as neighbors. 

Note that the neighbors defined in this criterion are not necessarily the neighbors in a 

geographic sense. For example, Point Pelee and Long Point Marsh in Ontario, Canada are 

considered neighbors according to the economic similarity criterion. They are 

geographically close to each other as well, and both are located in the north shore of Lake 

Erie. However, the Terrebonne parish, a coastal wetland in Louisiana is considered to be 

one of their economically similar neighbors, which is geographically very distant from 

the two wetland sites in Ontario.
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Figure 3 A hierarchical clustering dendrogram for wetland sites grouped using multivariate clustering analysis
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3.3.2 Spatial econometric model and specification tests  

 The weight matrices are incorporated into the spatial econometric model to 

explore the spatial linkage effect on wetland welfare estimates. The spatial lag 

econometric model is stated as 

                                                                                             (Equation 32) 

 where Y, X and   are defined in the same way as they are in the OLS model; W 

is the weight matrix;   is the spatial lag (or spatial autoregressive) parameter and   is the 

i.i.d error term as defined in the OLS model (Anselin, 1988, 2003). Each element of Y is 

a log transformed, standardized wetland welfare estimate per hectare per year in 2010 US 

dollar in a wetland location.  X is the explanatory data matrix.  

 The predicted variable, i.e. the standardized wetland welfare estimate, is defined 

as 

                                              ̂  (    )    ̂                                       (Equation 33) 

 where   ̂ is the predicted standardized wetland value,   is an identity matrix, and 

 ̂ is the estimated coefficients through the spatial lag model. The (    )   term is the 

spatial multiplier (Anselin, 2005).  

 The econometric model estimates the measured wetland value per acre per year as 

a function of the economic valuation methodology used, the ecosystem characteristics of 

the wetland, ecosystem services provided, and other context variables describing 

demographic, socio-economic and geographic characteristics for the wetland site. 

More specifically,   

       ∑    
 
                            ∑           ∑           

                                                                                                                         (Equation 34) 
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where the independent variable      is the standardized wetland monetary value 

estimates in natural log scale;   is the constant term;   is the spatial autoregressive 

parameter; 

    is the (   )   element of the    weight matrix W; 

    is the categorical variable indicating the economic valuation methodology 

used to obtain the wetland value; 

    is the categorical variable indicating the primary wetland type defined by the 

Cowardin System for wetland i; 

    is an indicator variable for one of the k1=9 wetland ecosystem services valued; 

and  

    is a site specific context variable. In our model, there are k2 = 5 context 

variables, including wetland area, accessibility, county level population and education 

level and wetland abundance in the nearby area. 

Three groups of spatial econometric models with different weight matrices are 

estimated and compared to the OLS model. The significance of the spatial effect is tested 

for each econometric model using a log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test.  

 Define the spatial lag model as the unrestricted model and the OLS model as the 

restricted model. A LLR test compares the two models through 

                                    (
  

  
)     (     )                                (Equation 35) 

 where    and    are the log-likelihood of the unrestricted and restricted model, 

respectively. The restricted model is the OLS model which does not have the spatial 

lagged component     . The test statistic is asymptotically chi-square distributed. A 

significant likelihood ratio test statistics indicates that the unrestricted model, which in 

our case is the spatial lag model, fits better than the OLS model. In other words, a 
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significant LLR test indicates significant spatial dependencies of wetland value estimates 

defined by a specific spatial neighborhood criterion.  

 All analysis steps including the construction of spatial weight matrices, the 

multivariate clustering analysis, the spatial econometric analysis and specification tests 

are performed in the R software. The library spdep written by Bivand et al. (2011) was 

implemented for the spatial econometric analysis.  
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3.4 Econometric estimation results 

 Table 18 presents the econometric results using the three types of weight matrices, 

and compares them with the OLS model. The R-square in the OLS model is 49.56%. The 

value on the R-square indicates a reasonable fitness of the OLS model. The decreased 

Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and the highly significant likelihood ratio test 

statistics in all spatial lag models compared to the OLS model indicate that spatial models 

improve model fit. 

 All three groups of spatial models have significant likelihood ratio test statistics. 

This result implies strong spatial spillover effect on wetland welfare estimates defined by 

these spatial neighborhood relationships. The spatial autoregressive parameter   is 

significant and positive in all spatial models, indicating significant and positive 

correlation in welfare estimates for wetland neighbors.  

 For the distance based spatial models, I started from the 50 km threshold and 

conducted sensitivity analysis by gradually increasing the distance to test for the extent of 

the distance effect. I found that significant spatial linkage on estimated wetland values 

exists for wetland sites within 150 km radius. The spatial autoregressive parameter   for 

the 50km, 100km and 150km models is 0.176, 0.143 and 0.138, respectively.  The LLR 

test statistic is 17.280, 10.196 and 8.749 for 50km, 100km and 150km models, 

respectively. The significance level for the LLR test gradually decreases, and the p-value 

for the three distance models are <0.000, = 0.001 and =0.003, respectively. Note that the 

spatial autoregressive parameter  , the likelihood ratio test statistics and the significance 

level of the test statistic gradually decrease as the distance increases, meaning that the 

spatial dependence effect decays as the threshold distance increases, disappearing when 

the distance goes beyond 150km.  

 The HUC2 model has a highly significant spatial lag effect as well. The LLR test 

statistic is 8.70 and is significant at less than 1% level (p-value=0.003). However, the 

spatial correlation is about as strong as that in the 150km threshold distance model. 

Comparing three groups of spatial models, I find that the economic similarity model has 
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the least significant spatial effect. This is reflected in the magnitude of the spatial 

autoregressive parameter   (       ), the significance level of the LLR test (p-

value=0.036), and the AIC value (=722.80). This result suggests that the spatial 

dependence effect of wetland value based on geographic similarity (defined by distances 

and watershed boundaries) is more significant than the effect based on economic 

similarity.  

 The estimates and the significance level for explanatory variables are fairly 

consistent across the OLS and all spatial models. However, ignoring the spatial 

autoregressive effect, i.e. the (    )   component, would lead to biased wetland 

welfare estimates.  

 Using the travel cost method as the reference group, I found that all valuation 

methodologies are significant in the spatial models. In the OLS model, wetland value 

estimated using the production function method is not significantly different from that 

using the reference group method. All regression models provide the same ranking of the 

estimation magnitudes by different valuation methodologies. The ranking of the valuation 

methodologies in terms of estimation magnitudes is as follows: 

                                                  

                                                   

 I found that the hedonic price model gives consistently and notably higher 

wetland value estimates than any other valuation method. The replacement cost method 

also returns a significantly higher wetland value estimates than other valuation methods. 

Comparing the stated preference methods, I found that the wetland value estimates by the 

choice experiment method almost doubled their counterparts by the CVM.  

 The economic literature dummy indicates whether the primary study is performed 

by economists or published in an economic journal. Studies published in the economic 

literature provide significantly higher wetland value estimates than non-economic studies. 

The survey design, estimation modeling, and study quality are critical to obtain accurate 
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monetary estimate of nonmarket goods. Non-economic studies might have a higher 

chance to use less appropriate methods to model wetland value. The result might provide 

evidence that if less accurately modeled, the welfare estimates of wetland ecosystem 

services could be undermined.  
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Table 18 Meta-regression results for the OLS model and the spatial lag models 

  Spatial model 

 OLS Threshold distance Ecological 

similarity 

Economic 

similarity 

  50km lag 100km lag 150km lag   

 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

Intercept -3.72   -3.71 * -3.80 * -3.93 * -4.90 ** -3.98 * 

Wetland area (ha) - log scaled  -0.12 

 

-0.08 

 

-0.13 ** -0.12 * -0.05 

 

-0.12 * 

Economic literature dummy 1.19 **
1
 0.90 * 0.94 * 0.95 * 0.95 * 0.99 * 

Regional study dummy 0.67 

 

0.61 

 

0.85 ** 0.82 * 0.14 

 

0.61 

 

             Valuation methodology (Travel Cost Method as the reference group) 

CVM 1.66 ** 2.01 *** 2.08 *** 2.06 *** 1.84 *** 1.60 ** 

Choice Experiment 3.14 ** 3.54 *** 3.49 *** 3.52 *** 3.39 *** 3.34 *** 

Hedonic Price 7.13 *** 6.80 *** 7.24 *** 7.40 *** 6.71 *** 6.86 *** 

Market Price 1.99 ** 2.13 ** 2.13 ** 2.28 ** 2.20 ** 1.81 ** 

Replacement Cost 4.27 *** 4.26 *** 4.22 *** 4.45 *** 4.49 *** 3.99 *** 

Production Function 1.20 

 

1.95 ** 1.85 ** 1.89 ** 1.85 ** 1.49 * 

             Wetland ecosystem type (Estuarine as the reference group) 

Riverine 2.00 ** 1.00 

 

1.75 ** 1.82 ** 1.81 ** 1.62 ** 

Palustrine 0.50 

 

0.39 

 

0.57 

 

0.60 

 

0.76 

 

0.55 

 Lacustrine 0.94 

 

0.88 

 

1.09 * 0.95 

 

0.82 

 

0.91 
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  Spatial model 

 OLS Threshold distance Ecological 

similarity 

Economic 

similarity 

  50km lag 100km lag 150km lag   

 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

 

Ecological function valued 

Preservation 2.89 ** 2.77 ** 3.00 *** 3.08 *** 3.04 *** 2.82 ** 

Restoration 1.49 

 

1.74 

 

1.92 

 

1.84 

 

1.92 

 

1.42 

 Water quality 1.85 

 

2.15 * 2.17 * 1.95 * 1.88 * 1.78 

 Flood control & water supply 1.30 

 

1.16 

 

1.51 

 

1.53 

 

1.56 

 

1.30 

 Amenity -2.69 ** -2.64 *** -2.52 ** -2.46 ** -2.32 ** -2.64 *** 

Recreational fishing & hunting 2.58 ** 2.28 ** 2.54 ** 2.62 ** 2.58 ** 2.34 ** 

Non-consumptive recreation 3.26 *** 3.05 *** 3.34 *** 3.42 *** 3.11 *** 3.01 *** 

Biodiversity 1.37 

 

1.47 

 

1.65 

 

1.64 

 

1.68 

 

1.46 

 Commercial fishing & hunting 1.47 

 

1.04 

 

1.48 

 

1.47 

 

1.53 

 

1.28 

 

             Geographic and socio-economic information 

Ramsar Site dummy 0.19 

 

0.46 

 

0.37 

 

0.35 

 

0.08 

 

0.00 

 Wetland area in 50km radius (ha)/1000 - log 

scaled -0.26 * -0.30 ** -0.29 ** -0.30 ** -0.27 ** -0.27 ** 

Population in 50km radius -log scaled 0.40 ** 0.26 * 0.27 * 0.27 * 0.25 * 0.38 ** 

Education (county level) 0.06 ** 0.07 *** 0.06 *** 0.06 ** 0.08 *** 0.06 ** 

Distance to city (km) 0.07 ** 0.10 *** 0.08 *** 0.08 *** 0.08 *** 0.08 *** 

Education   City -0.002 ** -0.003 *** -0.003 *** -0.003 *** -0.003 *** -0.003 *** 
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  Spatial model 

 OLS Threshold distance Ecological 

similarity 

Economic 

similarity 

  50km lag 100km lag 150km lag   

 Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 
 

N 163 

 

163 

 

163 

 

163 

 

163 

 

163 

 R
2
 49.56% 

             (spatial autoregressive parameter) 

  

0.176 

 

0.143 

 

0.138 

 

0.179 

 

0.095 

 Likelihood ratio test statistic 

  

17.280 

 

10.196 

 

8.749 

 

8.700 

 

4.419 

 P-value for the likelihood ratio test 

  

<0.000 *** 0.001 *** 0.003 *** 0.003 *** 0.036 ** 

AIC 725.70   710.02   717.10   718.55   718.60   722.80   

1. Significance code: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05 and * p<0.1. 
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 Wetlands in the meta-dataset fall into one of the four categories: estuarine, 

palustrine, riverine and lacustrine. Using the estuarine wetlands as the reference group, I 

find that riverine wetlands have statistically significantly higher values than the estuarine 

wetlands. This is equivalent to saying that estimated mean values on estuarine, palustrine 

and lacustrine wetlands are not significantly different from each other after controlling 

for other factors in the meta-regression models. Some variations exist across the spatial 

models. In the 50km threshold model, none of the wetland ecosystem types is significant. 

In the 100km threshold distance model, both the riverine and the lacustrine wetlands have 

a significantly higher value than the estuarine wetlands, with lacustrine wetlands less 

valued than the riverine wetlands.  

 Not many wetland ecosystem services variables are significant, indicating that the 

value of the specific wetland service does not significantly differ from the mean value of 

all wetland ecosystem services. This result is consistent with the Woodward and Wui 

(2001) study. Values for preservation, non-consumptive recreation and recreational 

fishing & hunting ecosystem services are significantly higher than the average wetland 

value. Overall, significantly higher values fall into two categories: recreational services 

and general preservation as option value.   

 In the geographically defined spatial models (the threshold distances and 

watershed boundaries models), the water quality service has a significantly higher value 

than the mean value of wetland ecosystem services. This may be due to the spatial lag 

model accounting for externality effects by explicitly modeling the spatial neighborhood 

effect. By its definition, the water quality in one wetland will affect the value of its 

neighbors. For example, the positive externality of a good water quality upstream wetland 

would result in increased value of downstream wetlands. The overall effect is reflected in 

the regression output where wetlands that perform the water quality functions are higher 

valued than the average wetland value.  

 The amenity variable has a negative sign in all three models. The wetland amenity 

value is often estimated using the hedonic price model. Note that, in the meta-dataset, 9 
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out of 16 observations for estimating the value of amenities come from the hedonic price 

model. After controlling for the high hedonic price method effect and by separating the 

amenity value from recreational values, the average value estimate for a wetland amenity 

is lower than the average value of all wetland services. 

 The wetland abundance within 50 km radius is significant in all models and is 

negatively related to the wetland value, indicating a significant economic substitution 

effect (Ghermandi et al., 2010). Population within 50 km radius and distance of wetland 

site to the nearest city are highly significant in all models, indicating that wetland values 

are a function of the size of the affected population or market area.  This result illustrates 

the importance of determining the spatial scale or extent of the market for certain 

wetlands, especially when using the literature to perform benefit transfers (Johnston & 

Rosenberger, 2010).  

 The magnitude of the population size is smaller in geographically defined spatial 

models than in the OLS and the economic similarity models. The geographic defined 

spatial models account for the correlation between nearby wetland sites. However, these 

wetland sites may not have similar population density. Note that the extent of the spatial 

linkage in these spatial models is fairly large. For example, in geographic distance 

models, wetlands in a metropolitan area are considered correlated with those in the 

nearby rural area. The population density effect would be diluted due to explicitly 

controlling for the neighborhood dependence.  

 Education level has a significant and positive impact on the wetland value. 

Education and distance to city interaction is significant in all models, with a negative sign. 

A significant interaction term means that the effect of education level on wetland values 

depends on the distance to city, and vice versa. As the wetland is further away from the 

urban area, education level becomes more important in their perspective on the wetland 

value. Equivalently, as education level increases in the area, the distance of the wetland 

to city becomes less important in determining the value of the wetland.  
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 Although being listed as a RAMSAR convention internationally important 

wetland is an good indicator of the wetland ecological quality, the RAMSAR dummy 

variable is not significant in any of the regression models. This result might reflect 

deviation between the actual wetland ecological value and people’s recognition of 

wetland value, which depends on other socio-economic characteristics in the wetland area.  
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3.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

One of the concerns with the meta-dataset is the interdependencies within 

multiple observations from the same wetland sites. The meta-dataset is a highly 

unbalanced panel dataset collected from 80 wetland sites from 29 states and provinces of 

the North America. Multiple observations exist for the same wetland sites. Among the 80 

wetland sites, 39 report multiple observations, with one providing 16 observations.  

A spatial weight matrix takes the location information from each wetland site and 

determines whether wetlands are neighbors to each other according to a specified 

neighborhood criterion. The observations from the same wetland site have the same 

location coordinates, and therefore are defined as neighbors to each other. One 

complication might be raised – how to separate the spatial dependence caused by 

different neighboring wetland sites and by multiple measures from the same site. In other 

words, a question might be asked that whether the significant spatial spillover effect is 

caused by the dependence between different nearby wetland sites or by the 

interdependence of multiple estimates taken from the same wetland site.  

According to other meta-analyses and econometric literature, two major 

approaches were used to solve the unbalanced panel estimation issue –imputation of the 

dataset (Hirano, Imbens, Ridder, & Rebin, 1998; Liu & Wang, 2010) and the single value 

approach. In the single value approach, one observation is taken from each panel to form 

a smaller dataset for estimation. The single value could be the average measurement for 

each panel (Rosenthal, 1991; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1986; Schmidt & Hunter, 2004), the 

median measurement (Rosenthal, 1991; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1986), or through a random 

selection of one observation from each panel (Lodish et al., 1995).  Imputation is not used 

for our meta-dataset because of two reasons: 1) the panel dataset is highly unbalanced 

and to construct a balanced panel would bring in too many simulated data; and 2) both 

the dependent variable and some independent variables need to be imputed. Many of the 

independent variables are categorical with certain categories having limited observations.  
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 To test the robustness of the spatial spillover effect between different nearby 

wetlands, this paper extends the existing literature by conducting a bootstrap process to 

form a large number of sub-datasets with a single observation from each wetland site and 

examine the significance of spatial dependence defined by each of the weight matrices. 

Specifically, the analysis is conducted by randomly drawing one sample from each 

wetland site, and the process repeated 1000 times. This procedure gives us 1000 datasets 

where each dataset has a single observation from each wetland site. For every 

neighborhood criteria, spatial lag regressions are conducted on each of the 1000 samples.  

Likelihood ratio test is conducted for each dataset and summarized for each spatial 

weight matrix model. The number of significant likelihood ratio tests out of 1000 spatial 

regressions is recorded for each spatial weight matrix defined model. A binomial test is 

conducted for the count of the significant LLR tests for each spatial weight matrix model. 

 The binomial test tells us whether the spatial spillover effect appears by chance in 

1000 samples. Define two categories of the LLR test results: significant and insignificant 

spatial lag parameter. The null hypothesis of the binomial test is that two categories are 

equally likely to occur. In other words, rejecting the binomial test means the spatial effect 

occurs not by chance and concludes the existence of strong spatial dependencies in 

wetland welfare estimates for the single value model. Table 19 summarizes the count of 

significant LLR tests and the binomial test results for each spatial weight matrix defined 

spatial model.  
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Table 19 The likelihood ratio rest results for different spatial weight matrices from the 

bootstrap procedure 

Weight matrix Count of significant 

LLR test results out 

of 1000 runs at 

        level 

Binomial 

test 

p-value 

Count of significant 

LLR test results out of 

1000 runs at         

level 

Binomial 

test  

p-value 

50 km threshold distance 933 p<0.000 984 p<0.000 

100km threshold distance 908 p<0.000 957 p<0.000 

150km threshold distance 747 p<0.000 874 p<0.000 

Ecological similarity 

weight 49 p=0.58 107 p=0.24 

Economic similarity 

weight 12 p=1 45 p=1 

 

  Results in Table 19 suggest that, for single value datasets, inconclusive evidence 

of spatial correlation in wetland value is found for the ecological and economically 

similar wetlands. The binomial test results are highly significant for all threshold distance 

weight matrices, indicating strong evidence of spatial dependencies of wetland welfare 

estimates for wetlands close to each other in geographic distance sense.  

 Although the binomial test suggests inconclusive evidence of spatial correlation 

for the ecological and economic similarity defined wetland neighbors, there are still 

samples with strong spatial dependencies (Table 19). Especially for the HUC2 defined 

ecological similarity model, about 5% of the samples have significant LLR test results at 

the        level, and over 10% of the samples are significant at        level. Table 

20 takes the sample with the most significant LLR test result from each spatial model and 

summarizes the spatial econometric output for different spatial weight matrices.  

 The R-square in the OLS model is 64.47%, which can be considered a good fit for 

such a small dataset with only 80 observations. The decreased Akaike Information 

Criteria (AIC) and the highly significant likelihood ratio test statistics in all spatial lag 

models compared to the OLS model indicate that spatial models improve model fit. 

 The inference is fairly consistent across all models. However, special attention 

should be paid to magnitudes of the categorical variables for the valuation methodologies 
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and the wetland ecological functions. The increased coefficients in these variables may 

largely be due to limited observations within each category. None of the socio-economic 

factors is significant in the economic similarity model after we classify the wetland sites 

into similar economic groups. The distance to city and education variables are still 

statistically significant in the ecological similarity model. However, the tiny magnitude of 

the variables indicates no practical significance of these variables. 

 In the pooled dataset model, I found a clear decreasing trend of the spatial 

autocorrelation effect for the threshold distance model. However, this trend did not 

appear in the random sample model, this is because that each spatial model uses the 

sample with the most significant LLR test and they can be different samples for different 

models.  
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Table 20 Meta-regression results for the sample dataset from the OLS and the best performance spatial lag models 

      Spatial lag model 

 

OLS Threshold distance weight Ecological 

similarity weight 

Economic 

similarity 

weight 

  

50km lag 100km lag 150km lag 

  Estimate 

 

Estimate   Estimate   Estimate   Estimate   Estimate   

Intercept 0.62   -3.76   3.21   3.28   -1.56   3.72   

Wetland area (ha) - log scaled  -0.30 ***1 -0.21 

 

-0.27 *** -0.25 *** -0.22 

 

-0.30 *** 

Economic literature dummy -0.36 

 

-0.58 

 

-0.54 

 

-0.72 

 

0.38 

 

0.37 

 Regional study dummy 1.39 * 0.93 

 

0.99 * 0.90 * -0.36 

 

1.05 * 

 Valuation methodology (Travel Cost Method as the reference group) 

CVM 0.07 

 

1.23 

 

1.39 * 1.36 * 1.29 

 

0.54 

 Choice Experiment 4.85 ** 5.31 *** 3.84 *** 4.56 *** 1.28 

 

4.06 ** 

Hedonic Price 11.68 *** 10.51 *** 12.29 *** 13.49 *** 10.21 *** 10.75 *** 

Market Price -0.01 

 

1.89 * 2.65 ** 3.17 ** 1.62 

 

2.73 ** 

Replacement Cost 3.80 ** 3.49 *** 2.57 ** 3.32 *** 2.41 * 3.38 ** 

Production Function -0.07 

 

1.72 * 2.08 ** 2.35 ** 0.48 

 

1.21 

 

 Ecological function valued 

Preservation 6.64 ** 6.74 *** 2.59 ** 2.91 ** 5.41 ** 1.67 

 Restoration 4.03 

 

5.41 ** 2.46 * 2.12 

 

8.72 *** -1.34 

 Water quality 3.86 

 

5.61 ** 1.87 

 

0.82 

 

6.23 ** -0.24 

 Flood control & water supply 4.05 

 

4.61 ** 2.02 

 

2.20 

 

6.83 ** 1.83 

 Amenity -1.65 

 

-1.23 

 

-7.26 *** -7.68 *** -1.61 

 

-7.17 *** 

Recreational fishing & hunting 7.15 ** 7.38 *** 2.78 ** 3.18 ** 6.96 ** 1.70 

 Non-consumptive recreation 7.41 ** 7.65 *** 3.41 *** 3.76 *** 7.13 *** 2.71 ** 

Biodiversity 8.06 ** 9.34 *** 5.66 *** 6.27 *** 7.85 *** 4.06 *** 

Commercial fishing & hunting 6.06 ** 4.79 ** 0.54 

 

0.45 

 

6.68 ** -0.09 
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      Spatial lag model 

 

OLS Threshold distance weight Ecological 

similarity weight 

Economic 

similarity 

weight 

  

50km lag 100km lag 150km lag 

  Estimate 

 

Estimate 

 

Estimate 

 

Estimate 

 

Estimate   Estimate   

 

Ecological function valued 

Ramsar Site dummy -0.70 

 

-0.11 

 

-0.53 

 

-0.48 

 

-0.65 

 

-0.86 

 Wetland area in 50km radius (ha)/1000 - log 

scaled -0.12 

 

-0.16 

 

-0.21 * -0.22 ** -0.23 * -0.14 

 Population in 50km radius -log scaled 0.11 

 

0.17 

 

-0.07 

 

-0.10 

 

0.01 

 

0.13 

 Education (county level) 0.01 

 

0.05 * 0.06 ** 0.04 * 0.02 

 

0.01 

 Distance to city (km) 0.05 

 

0.09 *** 0.07 ** 0.07 ** 0.000056 * 0.04 

 Education * City -0.002 

 

-0.003 *** -0.002 ** -0.002 ** -0.000002 ** -0.001 

 

             N 80 

 

80 

 

80 

 

80 

 

80 

 

80 

 R-square 64.47% 

           Rho 

  

0.22 

 

0.27 

 

0.29 

 

0.23 

 

0.16 

 LLR test statistic 

  

13.82 

 

25.83 

 

27.80 

 

8.16 

 

10.39 

 P-value for the LLR test 

  

<0.000 *** <0.000 *** <0.000 *** <0.000 *** <0.000 *** 

AIC 371.33   339.09   334.81   332.84   365.16   360.82   

1. Significance code: *** significant at 1% level; ** significant at 5% level; * significant at 1% level.  
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3.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

This paper used spatial econometric methods in a meta-analysis framework to 

investigate spatial spillover effects of wetland welfare estimates in North America. The 

purpose of the study is to explore whether wetland values are correlated across space, the 

patterns and sources of spatial dependence of wetland values. Three groups of spatial 

weight matrices were constructed and incorporated in the spatial econometric analysis to 

examine the underlying spatial relationships that drive the dependencies of wetland 

values across space. Spatial weight matrices were constructed based on threshold 

distances, the ecological similarity and economic similarity of wetland sites in the 

metadata. The ecological similar neighbors were defined for those located within the 

same HUC2 boundary. The economic similar neighbors were classified using hierarchical 

clustering analysis incorporating the average personal income, local GDP, education level 

and population size in the study area.  

The spatial econometric output and specification test results showed that positive 

spatial spillover effect exists in wetland values for all three types of spatial neighborhood 

criteria. The threshold distance defined correlation appeared to be strongest and most 

significant, followed by the correlation based on the ecological similarity and then by that 

based on the economic similarity. Sensitivity analyses were conducted to explore the 

extent of the threshold distance effect. The empirical results suggested that the spatial 

dependence on wetland value decreases as the threshold distance increases, and finally 

turns insignificant when wetlands are more than 150km away from each other.  

The paper further explored the spatial correlations between different wetland sites 

by removing the effect of multiple measures from the same wetland sites using a 

bootstrap procedure. After the potential within-site correlation was removed, results 

suggested that ecological and economic similar wetlands have inconclusive evidence of 

spatial correlation in estimated values. The threshold distance models stay robust. Strong 

evidence of positive spatial correlation was found in all three threshold distance models. 
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 The results informed us that, not accounting for spatial correlation among 

metadata, theoretically and empirically may lead to biased and inconsistent parameters in 

estimated meta-analysis regression models. Policies based on these results may be 

misleading, although the estimated parameters in this paper seemed to be robust to 

varying model specifications.  However, in a benefit transfer application, whether using a 

non-spatial meta-analysis function or individual study estimates, transfer errors may not 

be reduced if presuming ecological or economic similarity of non-proximal wetlands. 

Results of this study suggested that spatial proximity is an important predictor of wetland 

values regardless of wetland type and function. 

The meta-regression analysis used a comprehensive meta-data of wetland 

valuation studies in North America, and incorporated attributes including valuation 

methodology, wetland ecosystem types, wetland ecosystem functions valued, and site 

specific geographic and socio-economic factors. Valuation methodologies, education 

level, population size, wetland site accessibility and wetland abundance in the study area 

are important factors determining wetland welfare estimates. Value estimates derived 

from different valuation methodologies are highly heterogeneous, with hedonic price and 

replacement cost methods producing consistently higher estimated values compared to 

other valuation methods. Wetlands that provide general preservation and recreational 

services (fishing, hunting and non-consumptive recreation) have higher estimated values 

than the average wetland value.  

Wetlands are a complex ecosystem, which are not isolated from each other. 

Spatial econometric models endogenously consider the spatial correlation of wetland 

values, and explicitly account for the spatial externality of wetland ecosystem services. 

Comparing results from the OLS and the geographically defined spatial models 

(threshold distance and the HUC2 models), I found that multiple ecosystem service 

function variables that are not significant in the OLS model turned to be highly 

significant in spatial models. For example, in the 50km threshold distance model, 

restoration, water quality, flood control and water supply turned to be significant. The 
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magnitudes of almost all ecosystem service variables increased notably. The results 

informed us that using the OLS model to draw policy implications may ignore the nearby 

ecosystem linkage and underestimate ecological benefits provided by nearby wetlands. In 

addition, wetland ecosystem service and benefit transfer should account for the impact 

from nearby ecosystem.   

Spatial modeling using meta-data faces certain limitations. First, wetland sites are 

predetermined by the meta-data. Therefore, there is little control on the spatial data in 

terms of their location, size and ecosystem types. For example, in this essay, due to the 

heterogeneity of wetland sizes, although we have the concern that HUC2 is too large to 

serve as a grouping unit, it is the only feasible hydrology boundary to define ecological 

neighbors. In addition, spatial modeling using meta-data can be lack of flexibility. In 

threshold distance based models, for example, it may be difficult to do sensitivity 

analysis for the distance effect if there are not enough observations locating spatially.  

  The approach and empirical results in this essay appear to be the first attempt of a 

spatial econometric model in a meta-analysis framework. Future research is needed to 

explore whether spatial patterns found in this application are consistent across different 

valuation literatures.  Also, it is unknown what the implications of geographic proximity, 

ecological and economic similarity are when conducting international benefit transfers. 

That is to say, when studies are beyond geographic thresholds, are ecological functions 

and economic markets sufficient for improving international transfers? Moreover, further 

research is needed to explore the influences on wetland welfare estimates drawn by 

different spatial models, such as Generalized Method of Moments (Conley, 1999; 

Kelejian & Robinson, 1997), geographically weighted regression (Fotheringham, 

Brunsdon, & Charlton, 2002), Baysian spatial autoregressive models (LeSage, 1997, 

2000) and Bayesian modeling for space-time interaction (Dowd & LeSage, 1997; LeSage 

& Krivelyova, 1999).  
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4.1 Introduction 

 Public land managers often face challenges to optimally allocate resources across 

space to protect endangered species from catastrophic events such as fire. These efforts 

aim to reduce the risk from a catastrophic event by changing land cover conditions and 

creating buffer zones in the landscape. One example is protecting northern spotted 

population (NSO) through protecting its habitat from fire risk. Each year the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service (USFWS) spends a large amount of funding and effort on protecting 

the NSO population from fire through fuel treatment. It intentionally removes ground 

fuels, lower level branches and small diameter trees to reduce the fire spread rate and 

burning severity.   

 It is important to recognize that spatial habitat linkages and conservation pattern 

matter for efficient habitat protection. Previous ecological literature on using fuel 

treatment to protect NSO habitat mainly focuses on how much landscape should be 

treated instead of where the treatment resources should be placed (A.A. Ager, Finney, 

Kerns, & Maffei, 2007; Alan A Ager, Vaillant, & Finney, 2010; C. T. Hanson, Odion, 

Dellasala, & Baker, 2009). Changing the stand land cover conditions, either because of 

management activities or fire, not only changes the habitat quality in the stand itself, but 

also impacts habitat quality in the nearby stands. Ignoring the spatial externalities of 

stand habitat changes can lead to an underestimate of disturbances and inefficient 

outcome.  

 The NSO population size depends upon the spatial pattern of habitat as well as the 

extent of habitat.  They prefer contiguous, old growth and structural complex forest 

(USFWS, 2011). In addition, they require a minimum undisturbed area to support their 

activities (Meyer, Irwin, & Boyce, 1998). Consequently, when fire or fuel treatment 

activities degrade a stand, the nearby stands are no longer able to sustain NSOs’ activities.  

 In this paper, I developed an integrated optimization framework to protect the 

NSO population accounting for spatial fuel treatment decisions, the endogenous fire risk, 

and spotted owl population responses to land management decisions and fire damage. It 
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models a public land manager whose goal is to maximize the post-treatment and post-fire 

NSO population in a heterogeneous landscape under a budget constraint. The framework 

combines an economic decision model, a spatial fire simulation model, and a spotted owl 

population prediction model to explore the optimal spatial configuration of fuel treatment 

locations to protect the spotted owl population from the fire risk. 

 The integration framework accounts for stochastic fire ignition locations and 

endogenous spatial fire spread pattern.  In other words, the framework takes into 

consideration of all possible treatment combinations, ignition locations and post-

treatment fire spread patterns, and identifies the NSO population’s responses to all 

possible post-fire and post-treatment landscape conditions. I use a Bureau of Land 

Management landscape in the Elk Creek Watershed, Oregon as the case study area. The 

landscape consists of 156 forest stands, which are used as the management units in the 

optimization program. Considering all possible post-fire and post-treatment landscape 

patterns creates dimensionality problem for ecological simulations. To solve this problem, 

I constructed econometric models to proxy the relationship between NSO habitat quality 

and land cover conditions, and then the relationship between the NSO population and the 

habitat quality.  

 In addition, I develop methods to explore the consequences of ignoring spatial 

externalities of habitat conversions in land management outcomes. I illustrate the 

problem by incorporating a spatial econometric habitat quality prediction model into a 

stochastic optimization framework to explore the optimal spatial configuration of land 

management decisions to protect NSO population under fire risk. To model the spatial 

habitat connections, I developed four different spatial neighborhood structures to describe 

NSO’s habitat requirements and incorporated them into the spatial econometric habitat 

models. Neighbors are defined through spatial weight matrices. I defined four types of 

weight matrices: 367 meter and 505 meter threshold distance, first order queen and first 

order rook. To illustrate the potential inefficiency caused by ignoring the spatial spillover 

effect of habitat conversion, I compare the optimal management outcomes with a 
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scenario where no spatial linkage of wildlife habitat is considered. In addition, the paper 

explores the differences in management implications when we define spatial habitat 

neighbors in different ways.  

 There are sizable papers in the reserve site selection and land use allocation 

literature to explore the optimal location of conserved parcels in a landscape. Some of 

them put constraints on connectivity and compactness to find less fragmented reserve 

networks.  However, these studies did not consider the externalities of management 

practice and risk from catastrophic events on the conserved the habitat. Hof and Raphael 

(1997) derive an optimization model with connectivity constraints to explore optimal 

conservation patterns for protecting NSOs. Fischer and Church (2003)’s optimal reserve 

site selection model seeks to create a compact, low fragmentation reserve through 

minimizing the perimeter of the reserve. Önal and Briers (2003) derived a reserve site 

selection model and put a minimum-boundary reserve constraint in the objective function. 

Williams (2008)’s optimization model included distance requirements. Nalle, 

Montgomery, Arthur, Polasky, and Schumaker (2004) constructed a spatially explicit 

optimization model to maximize timber benefit with habitat and budget constraints while 

achieving a contiguous and compact reserve pattern.  

 The paper extends previous studies in the following ways. First, it implemented 

spatial econometric models to explicitly model the spatial externality of treatment 

decisions and fire damage, and integrates the spatial econometric prediction models into 

an economic decision model that optimally allocate fuel treatment to protect NSO 

population. Second, it models spatial endogenous fire risk and fire spread in a real 

heterogeneous multi-stands landscape, which allows us to explore the effect of stand 

shape, size and edge in the decision process. It also enables us to examine the spatial 

configuration of management decisions. Third, it models the tradeoffs between the fuel 

treatment disturbances and the stochastic fire damage by integrating a fire simulation 

mode and a spotted population prediction model with an optimization decision model. 
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 Results from this paper inform us that ignoring the spatial habitat connections 

leads to an underestimate of the fuel treatment disturbance and an over-estimate of the 

expected post-fire and post-treatment NSO population. However, the negative externality 

of habitat conversions depends on the degree of habitat connections. When there is less 

spatial habitat dependence, the difference in the optimal outcome between spatial and 

non-spatial models decreases. Additionally, the amount of total treatment area depends 

on the degree of habitat connections. The optimization outcome suggests less fuel 

treatment for a landscape with a higher degree of habitat connections. The optimization 

model suggests not treating the landscape if degree of habitat connections is too high. 

Moreover, optimization outcome informs us that the spatial configuration of fuel 

treatment matters for the NSO population protection. Ignoring the spatial habitat 

connections leads to a fragmented treatment pattern and fails to protect the core NSO 

habitat from treatment disturbances.  

 The paper proceeds as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the case study area and its 

landscape characteristics. Section 4.3 introduces the ecological simulation models and the 

data sources. Section 4.4 explains the methodology. It introduces how spatial weight 

matrices were constructed, and presents the two-step econometric method that was used 

to estimate the post-fire and post-treatment spotted owl population. Section 4.5 presents 

the stochastic optimization model and the optimization method. Section 4.6 summarizes 

optimization results and explores the optimal spatial treatment patterns derived from 

different models. The last section draws conclusions based on the analysis, and discusses 

the limitations of the study.  
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4.2 Case study area  

 The demonstration area is a 2286 hectare (about 5645 acre) tract of land located in 

the Elk Creek Watershed in Southern Oregon, near the city of Medford. The area consists 

of 156 Bureau of Land Management (BLM) forest stands (Figure 4). I selected this 

region as the demonstration area because it is an area with high habitat quality according 

to the habitat quality data and high fire risk according to the simulation data of fire 

burning probability and severity.  

 These 156 forest stands are used as management units (MU) in the optimization 

program. They are highly heterogeneous in terms of size, shape and topology. The size of 

the MUs ranges from 0.3 to 91.7 hectares. The elevation in the study area ranges from 

560 to 1200 meters, where the highest elevation area is in the southwestern edge and the 

lowest area is in the northeast and north direction. The dominant tree species in the study 

area is Douglas fir. Other species include Ponderosa pine, White pine, Pacific madrone 

and Oregon White oak (GIS metadata from the BLM Forest Cover Operations Inventory 

(http://www.blm.gov/or/gis/data.php. Access date: 07.20.2012). The landscape stand 

boundary shapefile for the study area was downloaded from US BLM Forest Cover 

Operations Inventory (http://www.blm.gov/or/gis/data.php).  

 Habitat quality in the study area is represented using the Habitat Suitability Index 

(HSI), an index ranging from 0 to 100, where 100 represents perfect habitat condition for 

spotted owl. The habitat quality score map is downloaded from the Northwest Forest Plan 

Interagency Regional Monitoring Program (http://www.reo.gov/monitoring/reports/10yr-

report/map-data/index.shtml). This map is in 30 meter by 30 meter resolution. This 

habitat quality map was overlaid with the landscape stand boundary shapefile for the 

study area, and processed using the Zonal Statistics function in ArcGIS to calculate the 

mean habitat quality score for each management unit. The mean HSI per stand in the 

study area ranges from 4.6 to 76.5, and 24 stands (a total of 14.4% study area) have HIS 

score higher than 60. The core NSO habitat locates in the center of the landscape.  

   

http://www.blm.gov/or/gis/data.php
http://www.reo.gov/monitoring/reports/10yr-report/map-data/index.shtml
http://www.reo.gov/monitoring/reports/10yr-report/map-data/index.shtml
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Figure 4 A map representation of the study area.The left side map shows where the study 

area is located in the Elk Creek Watershed. The right side map is an enlargement of the 

study area showing the boundaries and shapes of the forest stands.  
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4.3 Ecological models 

 The ecological simulation models provide necessary data for the economic 

optimization decision process. This section introduces the fire simulation model and the 

NSO population dynamic model, and the data requirement for simulation.  

 Specifically, the fire model is used to simulate the spatial fire spread pattern for 

an ignition location across landscape. The fire spread pattern depends on the landscape 

fuel condition, which is a function of fuel treatment decisions. The NSO population 

depends on the landscape habitat quality. Both fuel treatment and fire could impact the 

NSO population through changing its habitat. The NSO population simulation model uses 

the landscape condition from the fire simulation model as the input information and 

estimates the NSO population outcome.  

  

4.3.1 Fire simulation model and spatial landscape data  

 The FlamMap (Finney, 2006) model was used to simulate the fire growth pattern 

from an ignition point in the study area before fuel treatment. FlamMap uses spatial 

landscape information along with weather and wind files to simulate the fire spread and 

intensity across a specific landscape. In each simulation, FlamMap takes a specified 

ignition location and simulates the fire spread behavior including fire growth area and 

shape, fireline intensity in the burnt area and fire traveling direction and spread rate at 

each location point of the burning area.  

 The fire duration was assumed to be 24 hours in simulation. Fire was assumed to 

ignite from 156 stand centroids, and the ignition probability from each stand was 

assumed to be identical. The fire burning pattern before fuel treatment was simulated for 

each ignition location.   

 Data required for FlamMap falls into two categories: spatial landscape GIS 

information and weather information. The initial spatial land cover GIS data including 

the surface fuel model, canopy cover, crown base height, crown bulk density and stand 
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height as well as topology data (slope, aspect and elevation) are the same files used for 

the analysis in Roloff et al. (2005) study, which is a part of the Southwest Oregon Risk 

Demonstration project. The landscape stand boundary shapefile is overlaid with these 

land cover condition and topology files and processed in the GIS to calculate the mean 

value of each variable in each management unit. Weather data include land fuel moisture 

content, wind direction and wind speed. The mean wind direction and wind speed data 

were summarized from the ten year monthly time series weather data in fire season (July 

to October) of two RAWS stations (Remote Automated Weather Stations USA), namely 

Evans Creek and Zim (http://www.raws.dri.edu/cgi-bin/rawMAIN.pl?orOEVA), which 

are closest to the study region.  

 

4.3.2 The Minimum Travel Time Algorithm  

 One of the major complexities of the framework in this paper derives from 

stochastic fire ignition locations and spatially endogenous fire behavior. Fire burning 

pattern is a function of the ignition location and the spatial fuel conditions. Fuel treatment 

alters the quantity and the distribution of fuel, and thus changes the burning pattern.  

Accounting for all fuel treatment combinations in the landscape creates large dimensions 

of possible burning patterns. The difficulty of incorporating all possible post-treatment 

fire simulation outcomes into optimization is solved through the Minimum Travel Time 

(MTT) algorithm (Cheng & House, 1996; Finney, 2002; Wei, 2012). 

  The MTT algorithm mathematically transforms the fire simulation process used 

in the FlamMap, and endogenously models the post treatment fire spread and fire damage. 

In the MTT algorithm, a fuel treatment decision alters fuel conditions in the treated 

stands, and changes the timing when fire spreads into other stands, and consequently 

changes the spatial fire burning pattern. The MTT algorithm tracks the earliest time that a 

fire would spread into the center of a forest stand from any of its neighbors as (Wei, 

2012). In this study, a stand is considered burnt if over half of its land area is covered by 

the fire foot print within the fire burning duration.  

http://www.raws.dri.edu/cgi-bin/rawMAIN.pl?orOEVA
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 The fire burning characteristics before the fuel treatment from each ignition 

location are recorded from the FlamMap simulation. These spatial data serve as the input 

data for the MTT algorithm. The input data include the major fire spread direction, the 

mean spread rate, fire spread shape (dimensions fire expanding ellipses) at each spatial 

pixel. These data were and transformed to tabular data using ArcGIS. The longitude and 

latitude of each stand’s centroids along with the information of each stand’s direct 

neighbors are extracted using ArcGIS, and are used to capture the fire spreading path. 

The MTT algorithm uses these tabulated data for each management unit and calculates 

the earliest time a fire would reach each forest stand starting from an ignition location. A 

more detailed explanation of how the MTT algorithm is formulated mathematically could 

be found at (Wei, 2012; Wei, Rideout, & Hall, 2011).  

 Prescribed burning is used to represent the fuel treatment activities in the study
2
. 

The prescribed burning, in our study, removes ground fuels and tree branches lower than 

2 meter height (i.e. the stand base height is set to 2 meter), increases the fuel model to the 

9th category, and decreases the stand bulk density to 0.3 kg/m3 (Finney, Sapsis, & Bahro, 

1997; Van Wagtendonk, 1996). 

 

4.3.3 Northern Spotted Owl population simulation model  

 The NSO population is a function of the landscape habitat quality. The landscape 

habitat quality depends on the post-treatment and post fire landscape conditions. In this 

section, I introduce how the NSO population before treatment was simulated, and how 

the post-fire and post-treatment NSO population was estimated.  

 HexSim (A Life History Simulator for Terrestrial Wildlife Populations) was used 

to simulate the NSO population responses to the habitat quality before treatment in the 

                                                           
2
 There are different types of fuel treatment including prescribed burning, pile and burn, 

cut and scatter, biomassing etc. Prescribed burning is selected to represent the fuel 

treatment activity in my analysis because multiple scientific studies indicated that it is the 

most effective treatment for reducing a fire’s rate of spread, fire-line intensity, flame 

length and heat (van Wagtendonk, 1996).  
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landscape (http://www.hexsim.net/). HexSim is a spatially explicit, individually based 

demographic simulator for terrestrial, territorial, and vertebrate species developed by 

(Schumaker, 2009). The NSO habitat quality GIS map in the study area is used as the 

input data for HexSim simulation. Other input parameters include species-habitat 

preferences, territory size, vital rates (survival and reproduction), and species’ movement 

behavior. The model’s outputs include projected population sizes in the landscape, 

source-sink characteristics (e.g. deaths and births rate in each simulation hexagon), 

spatial estimates of habitat occupancy, and movement patterns.  

 Because the NSO population prediction model needs to estimate the NSO 

population response to all possible post-fire and post-treatment landscapes, the 

dimensionality challenge applies to the NSO population simulation as well. This 

challenge was solved by constructing econometrics models. In the first step, an 

econometric model was constructed to estimate the relationship between the habitat 

quality and land fuel conditions. In the second step, another econometric model was used 

to predict the NSO population as a function of the habitat quality. A more detailed 

explanation of the econometrics model is included in the Methodology section.  

    

  

http://www.hexsim.net/
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4.4 Methodology 

 This section explains how econometric models were constructed to predict the 

post-treatment and post-fire NSO population. In addition, the section presents how the 

NSO population prediction model was incorporated into a stochastic optimization 

framework to explore the optimal spatial configuration of fuel treatment. Moreover, the 

optimization outcome was used to examine the differences in management outcomes 

when we define habitat neighborhood relationship in different ways.   

 Using data from the ecological simulation models, a two-step econometric model 

was constructed to incorporate all possible post-fire and post-treatment landscape 

conditions and to predict the post-fire and post-treatment NSO population. In the first 

step, a spatial econometric model was constructed to estimate the spotted owl habitat 

score in each forest stand after the stand condition altered by fire and fuel treatment, and 

to account for the spatial externality of habitat conversion on the neighbors. Different 

spatial weight matrices were constructed and incorporated into the spatial econometric 

models to explore the differences in management outcomes when spatial neighborhood 

relationships were defined differently. The second step used the results from Step 1, and 

estimated the NSO population and the stand habitat quality relationship using an ordinary 

least square model. To avoid double-counting of the spatial dependence, the OLS instead 

of the spatial econometric model was used in the second step.  

 Finally, the stochastic optimization model considers all possible NSO population 

estimation results from the econometric models, and seeks the optimal spatial 

management configuration to maximize the expected NSO population after fuel treatment 

and after fire under a budget constraint.  
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4.4.1 Spatial weight matrices and their characteristics  

 I constructed two groups of spatial weight matrices to represent which forest 

stands are neighbors with each other under different spatial neighborhood definitions. 

Define an     spatial weight matrix C, where N is the total number of spatial entities. 

Each spatial weight element     reflects the spatial influence of location j on location i, 

and  

     {
                                     
                                                         

 . 

 All diagonal elements     are set to zero to exclude self-influence. The matrix C is 

row standardized into matrix W, where     
   

∑    
 
   

 . 

 The first group of weight matrices is contiguity based. Spotted owls prefer 

contiguous, old growth and structural complex forest (USFWS, 2011). Therefore, a unit-

specific habitat quality prediction model that only considers habitat quality in single 

forest stands ignores that the NSO habitat quality measures are sensitive to fragmentation. 

In reality, one parcel’s land cover condition has an impact on the contribution to habitat 

of neighboring parcels.  

 I define two types of contiguity based weight matrices: the first order queen and 

the first order rook. By definition, the first order queen weight matrix always includes a 

greater number of stands as neighbors compared to the first order rook. Because the first 

order rook weight matrix does not consider stands that share corners as neighbors, a NSO 

habitat quality prediction model with the first order rook criterion will ignore the stand 

edge effect. Ignoring the edge effect is not helpful for protecting NSO population because 

ecologists find a positive correlation between the amount of edge habitat and owl 

reproductive rates (Olson et al., 2004).  

 The second group of weight matrices is based on threshold distance. I define two 

threshold distance based weight matrices for 367 meter and 505 meter radius. The 367 

and 505 meter threshold distance relationships are defined according to the southern 
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Oregon minimum requirement for the NSO nesting (Roloff et al., 2005). The centroids of 

each forest stand are used to calculate the Euclidean distances between two stands. Any 

two forest stands were defined as neighbors if the centroid-to-centroid distance is within 

a specified threshold.  

 Compared to the contiguity defined neighbor structures, the number of neighbors 

included in threshold distance based matrices heavily depends on the stand size and shape. 

In areas with many small fragmented stands, threshold distance based weight matrices 

consider many stands as neighbors (Figure 5). The purple colored stands are the spatial 

neighbors for this forest stand (Stand #11). The area of Stand #11 is 8.9 hectare. It has 7 

neighbors by both the first order queen and first order rook definitions. However, it has 

only 3 neighbors according to 367 meter threshold distance rule but has 11 neighbors by 

the 505 meter threshold distance rule. The 505 meter threshold distance criterion includes 

more small fragmented stands. The big stand below the Stand #11 is not considered as a 

neighbor in the 505 meter threshold distance criterion. On the other hand, in areas with 

large stands, the model will include only a few stands as neighbors. For stands that are 

bigger than the threshold requirement, a threshold distance weight matrix would consider 

the stands as isolated islands (Figure 6). The light green color stand is the example forest 

stand (Stand ID #3) for which we define neighbors. The purple color stands are the 

spatial neighbors for this forest stand. The area of Stand #3 is 55.9 hectare. It has 17 

neighbors and 12 neighbors by the first order queen and first order rook definitions. 

However, because of its area and shape, it has no neighbor according to 367 meter 

threshold distance rule and only 3 neighbors by the 505 meter threshold distance rule. 
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Figure 5 an example of spatial neighbors defined by four different spatial weight matrix 

structures. The light green colored stand is the example forest stand (Stand ID #11) for 

which we define neighbors.  
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Figure 6 an example of spatial neighbors defined by four different spatial weight matrix 

structures for a large stand.  
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4.4.2 The econometric models  

4.4.2.1 The Step I model – estimating the stand habitat quality 

 The spatial econometric model estimates the habitat quality in a forest stand as a 

function of the stand land cover conditions and of its neighbors’ land cover conditions. 

Each forest stand’s neighbors are defined through spatial weight matrices. The spatial lag 

model predicts the NSO habitat quality score through 

                                                        (Equation 36) 

 where Y is the habitat quality score; the X is the data matrix with all stand 

condition variables; and   is the error term with all unexplained information (Anselin, 

1988, 2003). W is the weight matrix;   is the spatial lag (or spatial autoregressive) 

parameter. The error term   is assumed to be normally, identically and independently 

distributed (i.i.d). 

 Data for the Step I model are the landscape habitat quality data and the stand 

condition data that were used as the input data for the fire simulation model FlamMap. 

The X matrix in Equation 36 is a 156×10 matrix with 9 explanatory variables and one 

intercept term. These nine variables are elevation, aspect, slope, canopy height, fuel 

model (0-13 scale according to Anderson (1982), stand base height, canopy bulk density, 

canopy cover and area in hectares. The first eight variables are required input information 

for the FlamMap fire simulation procedure. The area variable is added to account for 

spatial variations in stand area.  

 The spatial lag model is used here because the spatial externality is explicitly 

taken into consideration to calculate the spotted owl habitat quality after treatment and 

fire (Anselin 2003).  

 The habitat quality score is estimated as 

 ̂  (    )    ̂                                              (Equation 37) 
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 where   ̂ is the predicted habitat quality score,   is the n n identity matrix, X is 

the data matrix for stand condition after treatment and fire, and  ̂ is the estimated 

coefficients through the spatial lag model (Anselin, 2005).  

 Equation 37 indicates that treatment activities and fire have a bigger impact for a 

model with a weight matrix including more stands as neighbors. In other words, a spatial 

econometric model with a weight matrix considering more neighbors will account for a 

higher disturbance from fire and fuel treatment to the NSO habitat. 

 Moreover, Equation 37 explicitly considers the tradeoffs between increased 

disturbances from fuel treatment and decreased fire risk. Fuel treatment reduces fire risk 

and fire damage by altering the land cover fuel conditions. However, fuel treatment also 

induces disturbance to habitat. When Equation 37 is incorporated into the NSO 

population prediction model and the optimization model, the integration framework 

enables us to account for the tradeoff effect and seek the optimal fuel treatment decisions.  

 Specifically, the habitat quality score in stand i is estimated as 

     ∑    
 
          ∑           ∑                      (Equation 38) 

where the independent variable    is the habitat quality score in stand i;   is the 

constant term;   is the spatial autoregressive parameter; 

    is the (   )   element of the    weight matrix W; 

    is one of the stand condition variables which could be altered by the 

management decisions and the stochastic fire event. These variables include canopy 

height, the stand fuel model, stand base height, canopy bulk density and canopy cover; 

and 

    is one of the site specific geographic/topologic variables. These variables 

include stand area, elevation, aspect and slope.  
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 To explore the consequences of ignoring spatial externalities of habitat 

conversions, I construct an OLS model without considering spatial habitat connections. 

The OLS models assume that observations are independent with each other. The 

predicted habitat quality in one stand will only be a function of its own stand conditions, 

and no impact from the neighboring stands will be taken into consideration. The OLS 

model is defined as 

                                                       (Equation 39) 

 where everything is defined the same way as in the spatial model, except that the 

spatial term     is omitted.  

 Table 21 summarizes the regression results from four different spatial models and 

compares them with the OLS model. 

 The regression results inform us that spotted owls prefer less elevated and lower 

slope stands with larger area, denser and higher forests, and with a certain degree of open 

canopy cover. Higher values of the fuel model and the forest base height refer to a less 

dense forest at the lower stand height level.  

 The R-square in the OLS model is 0.5135, meaning 51.35% variation in habitat 

score has been explained by the variables included in the regression model. The value on 

the R-square indicates a reasonable fitness of the OLS model. The decreased Akaike 

Information Criteria (AIC) and the increased log-likelihood statistics in all four spatial 

lag models compared to the OLS model indicate that spatial models improves the model 

fit. The log-likelihood ratio test indicates that significant spatial lag effect exists in all 

four spatial models with a p-value at less than 0.00 level (Table 22).  

 Topology variables including elevation, aspect and slope are significant on all five 

models (p-value <0.000) and are negatively related to the NSO habitat quality. Stand area 

is significant for all models but at very different levels. It is highly significant in the 367 

meter threshold distance model (p-value <0.000) but is only marginally significant in the 
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505 meter threshold distance model (p-value = 0.11). Stand area is significant at 10% 

level in the first-rook model and is marginally significant in the first-queen and OLS 

models (p-value = 0.13 and 0.12, respectively. Canopy height is significant in all models 

and is positively related to the NSO habitat quality. Canopy cover and canopy bulk 

density are significant in OLS at 10% level and marginally significant in the 367 meter 

threshold distance model. According to the model estimation, NSO prefers stands with 

higher trees, dense bulk densities and open canopy crown covers. Fuel model and stand 

base height are not significant in any of the five models.  
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Table 21 Regression results for predicting habitat quality using OLS and spatial models 

 

OLS 

 

First Order Queen 

 

First Order Rook 

 

367 m threshold distance 565m  threshold distance 

 

Coefficient Pr(>|t|) 

 

Coefficient Pr(>|z|) 

 

Coefficient Pr(>|z|) 

 

Coefficient Pr(>|z|) 

 

Coefficient Pr(>|z|) 

 
Intercept 134.00 0.00 *** 67.58 0.00 *** 63.12 0.00 *** 100.36 0.00 *** 69.58 0.00 *** 

Elevation -0.08 0.00 *** -0.04 0.00 *** -0.04 0.00 *** -0.06 0.00 *** -0.04 0.00 *** 

Aspect -0.07 0.00 *** -0.04 0.00 *** -0.04 0.00 *** -0.06 0.00 *** -0.05 0.00 *** 

Slope -0.89 0.00 *** -0.65 0.00 *** -0.60 0.00 *** -0.81 0.00 *** -0.59 0.00 *** 

Canopy height 0.70 0.00 *** 0.38 0.01 ** 0.35 0.02 ** 0.51 0.01 ** 0.35 0.02 ** 

Area (hectare) 0.09 0.12 ∙ 0.06 0.13 ∙ 0.06 0.10 *. 0.19 0.00 *** 0.06 0.11 . 

Fuel model 0.15 0.93 
 

-0.41 0.71 
 

-0.35 0.74 
 

0.20 0.88 
 

-0.67 0.55 

 
Base height -0.27 0.33 

 

-0.21 0.27 
 

-0.26 0.16 
 

-0.26 0.26 
 

-0.17 0.37 

 
Canopy bulk density 0.49 0.10 * 0.13 0.51 

 

0.10 0.60 
 

0.37 0.15 ∙ 0.002 0.99 

 
Canopy cover -0.34 0.08 * -0.15 0.23 

 

-0.14 0.26 
 

-0.23 0.15 ∙ -0.08 0.55 

 

                
R-square 51.35% 

            
AIC 1222.80 

 

1136.00 

 

1127.90 

 

1118.50 

 

1140.40 

  

Log-likelihood 

 

-600.42 

 

 

-555.99 

 

 

-551.97 

 

 

-582.23 

 

 

-558.19 

 

 Significance code: *** significant at 1% level, ** significant at 5% level, * significant at 10% level and ∙ significant at 15% level 
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Table 22 Specification test results for four spatial habitat models 

Log-likelihood ratio test 

for the spatial lag effect 

First-order queen 
   ( )   89.02 

Prob >      <0.000 

First-order rook 
   ( )   97.30 

Prob >    0.000 

367 meter threshold distance 
    ( )   36.37 

Prob >     <0.000 

505 meter threshold distance 
   ( )   84.71 

Prob >    0.000 

 

 

4.4.2.2 The Step II Model – estimating the spotted owl population 

 The predicted value of the habitat quality score from Step I is inserted in Step II 

Model to estimate the relationship between the NSO population and the habitat quality. 

The data for regression analyses are obtained by randomly selecting four subsets of 

landscapes of different spatial configurations in the study area. A total of 2500 

simulations were conducted for each sampled landscape, and each simulation produces an 

estimate of the female spotted owl population in the study area before the treatment. The 

10000 spotted owl population simulation data were used as the dependent variable to 

predict NSO population response to post-treatment and post-fire habitat quality. 

According to the simulation data, the total number of female spotted owl living in the 

study area before fuel treatment is 3.0156 with a maximum of 8 and a minimum of 1.  

 The population in stand i is predicted as 

                                                                               

(Equation 40) 

 where                        is the habitat condition in stand i after the 

treatment and fire.  
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 The regression results indicate that the NSO population is positively related to the 

habitat quality and the stand area with two-sided p-value <.0001 for both variables (Table 

23).  

Table 23 Regression result for the NSO population model 

 Estimate Standard 

Error 

Pr > |t|  

Intercept -0.0830 0.0797 0.2979 

Habitat score  0.0173 0.0016 <.0001 *** 

Area (hectare)  0.00014 0.0000 <.0001 *** 

Significance code: *** significant at 1% level 
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4.4.3 The optimization framework 

 The optimization model seeks to maximize the expected total NSO population 

after fuel treatment and fire in the landscape by selecting a group of forest stands for fuel 

treatment under a budget constraint. Previous analysis components linked to each other 

step by step, and provided necessary information for optimal fuel treatment decisions. 

Specifically, the MTT algorithm accounted for all possible fire ignition locations, and 

calculated the post-treatment landscape fire damages depending on post-treatment 

landscape fuel conditions. The NSO habitat quality prediction model estimates the post-

fire and post-treatment stand habitat quality, and accounting for different spatial stand 

habitat connections. The NSO population prediction model uses the information from the 

NSO habitat quality prediction model, and provides information on the NSO population’s 

response to all possible post-treatment and post fire landscapes. Finally, the optimization 

model considers all possible NSO population outcomes from the NSO population 

prediction model and returns the optimal treatment combination to protect the NSO 

population.  

 The control and state variables in the optimization model are illustrated using 

matrices. There are a total number of I stands in the landscape. Define the control 

variable as a decision matrix   , where each row of    is a set of treatment actions 

across the landscape. The dimension of the decision matrix is D= K×I. Therefore, each 

row (each k) will define a post-treatment, pre-fire landscape.   
  is the treatment action 

that is taken place in parcel i under the decision   . Element in    is binary i.e. possible 

management actions in each stand include only treatment or no treatment, where   
    

indicates treating stand i under decision k, and   
    indicates no management activity 

in stand i under decision k.  

 Define two state variables   
  and   

 , where 

  
  is the post-treatment and pre-fire state in the landscape, and 

  
  is the post-fire state in the landscape. 
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 There are a total of         possible post-treatment pre-fire states   
 , which 

depend on the control variable   .  Each decision k creates a unique landscape. The state 

variable   
  describes the post-treatment, pre-fire fuel conditions. The dimension of   

  is 

the same as    , and equals to D= K×I. In other words, each treatment decision uniquely 

defines a post-treatment and pre-fire state.  

 There are a total of         possible post-fire states   
 , which depend on the 

burning pattern. Each burning pattern is a function of the ignition location i and the post-

treatment state    
 . Therefore, the dimension of    

   is N, and N=I×D. The state variable 

  
  describes the post-fire stand age and fuel conditions.  

 Define the post-fire NSO habitat quality in the landscape as   (  
 )  It is a 

function of the post-fire state variable   
 . Define the post-fire and post treatment NSO 

population in the landscape as   (  (  
 ))   It is a function of the landscape habitat 

quality   . 

 The objective function to maximize the expected NSO population in the 

landscape through optimal allocation of fuel treatment is 

   (  
 )       

 (  
    

      )
    (  (  

 ))     (Equation 41) 

 subject to 

∑     
    

 
                                              (Equation 42) 

 where  (  
    

      ) is the conditional probability matrix of post-fire state   
  

occurring depending on the post-treatment and before fire state   
 ,    and ignition 

location J.    (  
 )  is the expected NSO population in the landscape after fire.  

 The objective function is subject to a budget constraint (8). This constraint 

ensures that the total treatment cost for each decision k is under a budget level, where   
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is the fuel treatment cost per acre,   
   is the management decision in stand i and    is the 

stand area.  

 The optimization framework considers all possible fuel treatment combinations 

and all possible ignition locations in a multi-stand landscape. The dimensionality is large, 

and seeking solutions using complete enumeration is unrealistic. A heuristic method, 

simulated annealing, is used to find the approximate optimal solutions.  Similar 

applications using heuristic optimization for optimal land management decisions can be 

found in Bettinger, Sessions, and Boston (1997), Boston and Bettinger (1999), Calkin et 

al. (2002) and Nalle et al. (2004).  
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4.5 Results 

 This section summarizes results from the optimization models. These 

optimization models incorporate four different spatial econometric habitat prediction 

models. The goal of this section is to present the optimization results both numerically 

and spatially, and to compare the optimization outcomes from the spatial models with the 

OLS model, and compare the outcomes across spatial models. I begin with a summary of 

the numerical solutions of the optimization models that incorporate different habitat 

quality prediction models. Next I display the optimization solutions spatially to explore 

the optimal spatial configurations derived from different spatial habitat prediction models. 

 

4.5.1 Numerical solutions of the optimization models  

 The average fuel treatment cost is assumed to be $200/acre
3
.Treating the whole 

landscape costs $1,129,000. Solutions were obtained for four spatial models and for a 

model without considering spatial externalities of habitat conversion. I solved 

optimization programs for all models with budget constraints at $100,000, $200,000, 

$300,000, $350,000, $400,000, $450,000, $500,000 levels and for a scenario without a 

budget constraint. All optimization results were compared to the control scenario, which 

is the expected NSO population after a fire that happened in a random location in the 

study area without any fuel treatment. Figure 7, 8 and 9 display and compare the optimal 

solution from all spatial and non-spatial models under all budget levels. Table 24 

summarizes the numerical solutions from all models. The workstation used for 

computation is 16-core with 125GB of RAM. The solution runtime for each scenario was 

9 hours to 96 hours depending on scenarios of budget and spatial weights. 

 Results tell us that when the budget is limited (less than or equal to $300,000, 

which could treat a maximum of 26% of the total area), the optimization program does 

                                                           
3
 Fuel treatment cost varies greatly depending on the stand and treatment types. Research 

has shown that treatment cost may vary from $500 to $1500 per acre for mechanical 

thinning, and from to $50 to $500 per acre for prescribed burning (Aplet and Morton, 

2003). 
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not suggest treating any stands (Figure 7). The reason that the optimization model 

suggests not treating the landscape when the budget is limited is because the optimization 

framework explicitly models the tradeoff between the fuel treatment disturbance and the 

stochastic fire damage to the NSO population. When the budget is limited and treatment 

options are restricted, the land manager is forced to treat a limited area of stands or to 

treat many small stands, which would cause a fragmented and spread-out treatment 

pattern. The treatment decision would not be effective enough to stop the fire from 

spreading, and would create much disturbance to the owl habitat. The results suggest that 

when the budget is limited and treatment decisions are restricted, a rational land manager 

should not treat the landscape because the treatment disturbance exceeds the benefit 

brought by the reduced fire risk.  

 Results from all four spatial models inform us that as the budget increases, the 

marginal return in treatment outcome diminishes (Table24, Figure 7). Figure 7 displays 

optimization results in terms of the improvement in the expected NSO population after 

treatment and fire compared to the control scenario. After the budget exceeds $350,000, 

the marginal improvement for every additional $50,000 spent is less than 1% from all 

spatial models. Therefore, spending extra treatment funding would bring little increase in 

the expected NSO population. The reason might because as treat area goes larger, the 

disturbance to habitat increases at an increasing rate because negative externalities of 

habitat conversions accumulate.  As a result, the cumulated disturbance offset the reduced 

fire risk. The OLS model, on the other hand, informs the policy maker that when the 

budget exceeds $500,000, the objective function increases greatly. The results inform us 

that ignoring habitat spatial connections could cause a land manager to over-treat the 

landscape and overspend the management funding. 
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Figure 7 the improvement in objective functions from optimization results for spatial and 

non-spatial models. The Y axis is the percentage improvement of the objective function 

compared to the control scenario, which is the expected spotted owl population after a 

stochastic fire without any fuel treatment. The X axis is the budget constraint.  

 

 Comparing the optimization results incorporating spatial habitat prediction 

models with those incorporating the OLS model, I found that the optimization model that 

ignores spatial externalities (i.e. with the OLS habitat quality model) significantly 

overestimates the expected NSO population after treatment and fire for scenarios with a 

sufficient budget (Figure 7). When there is no budget constraint, the optimization result 

with the OLS model indicates a 27.86% improvement in the NSO population compared 

to the control scenario. However, the improvements from the first order queen, the first 

order rook and the 367 meter threshold model are 4.50%, 6.21% and 7.26%, respectively 

(Table 24). The result informs us that if spatial externalities were ignored, policy makers 

could obtain too optimistic estimations of the existing NSO population after treatment 

and fire. The treatment disturbance and the fire damage could be significantly 

underestimated because the impact on the neighboring habitat is completely ignored. The 
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difference is reflected in the higher budget scenarios because higher budget allows the 

land manager to treat more stands, and consequently the negative spatial externality of 

treatment disturbance increases.  

 The optimization results indicate that the degree of neighborhood connections in 

the spatial habitat models determines the expected NSO population in the optimization 

outcomes. , Under the same budget level, a spatial model with a weight matrix that 

considers more neighbors gives a smaller expected post-fire post-treatment NSO 

population. The decision model that incorporates the 367 meter threshold distance habitat 

quality model consistently returns the highest improvement in the expected owl 

population compared to optimization models with three other spatial habitat quality 

prediction models. The first order rook model reports the second highest improvement in 

the expected owl population, and the first order queen reports the lowest improvement. 

The model with the 505 meter threshold distance weight suggests not treating the 

landscape regardless of the budget level. It is the underlying characteristics of the spatial 

weight matrices that determine how the spatial econometric model predicts the post-

treatment post-fire NSO population. A weight matrix that includes more neighbor 

connections accounts for larger disturbance and damage from fuel treatment and fire. 

Consequently, an optimization framework that incorporates such a weight returns a 

smaller expected owl population after fuel treatment and fire. In the demonstration 

landscape, the 505 meter threshold distance weight includes the most neighbors. 

Therefore, the econometric model using the 505 meter threshold distance weight gives 

the lowest estimates of the stand habitat quality. The first order queen weight gives the 

second lowest estimates of the stand habitat quality. The first order rook weight always 

includes fewer neighbors compared to the first order queen. In this study area, the 367 

meter threshold distance weight includes fewest neighbors among the four neighborhood 

criteria due to its short radius. 

 Comparing treated landscape area across optimization models, I found that 

optimization models that account for more neighborhood connections tend to treat a 
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smaller percentage of the total landscape (Figure 8, Figure 9 and Table 24). When budget 

constraint is released, total percentage landscape treated by the OLS, the 367 meter 

threshold, the first order rook and the first order queen is 63.12%, 60.43%, 53.11% and 

43.40%, respectively. The 505 meter threshold distance model suggests leaving the 

landscape untreated. The reason for this decreasing trend is that the spatial habitat quality 

model explicitly accounts for trades-offs between the reduced fire risk and the increased 

habitat-induced disturbance. Fire would cause a great damage to the landscape if more 

stand neighbors are connected. As the negative externality effect increases, the fuel 

treatment could not offset the fire risk enough. At the same time, the negative externality 

from the treatment disturbance is also great. Therefore, the decision model chooses to 

conduct less fuel treatment. The results inform us that when the degree of stand 

neighborhood connections is large, conducting fuel treatment may not be efficient enough 

to reduce fire risk.  

 

 

Figure 8 the percentage of area treated in optimization results from spatial and non-

spatial models. The Y axis is the percentage of the total landscape area treated. The X 

axis is the budget constraint.  
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Figure 9 the budget actually spent in optimization results from spatial and non-spatial. 

The Y axis is the total budget actually spent. The X axis is the budget constraint.  
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Table 24 Numerical optimization solutions at different budget levels 

Budget Expected value of 

Spotted Owl 

Population post-

fire and treatment 

Percentage 

improvement in 

objective 

function 

compared to 

the control 

Budget 

actually 

spent 

Percentage 

of total 

landscape 

area 

treated 

Maximum 

percentage 

of area 

allowed to 

treat under 

budget 

OLS 

Control 2.52891 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 0.00% 

$100,000  2.52891 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 8.86% 

$200,000  2.52891 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 17.72% 

$300,000  2.52891 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 26.58% 

$350,000  2.65668 5.05% $339,172.70 30.25% 31.01% 

$400,000  2.66617 5.43% $380,830.90 34.03% 35.44% 

$450,000  2.67505 5.46% $437,477.30 39.01% 39.87% 

$500,000  2.67577 5.81% $467,629.90 41.66% 44.29% 

No constraint 3.23346 27.86% $706,293.90 63.12% 100% 

367 meter threshold distance 

Control 2.54591 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 0.00% 

$100,000  2.54591 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 8.86% 

$200,000  2.54591 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 17.72% 

$300,000  2.54591 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 26.58% 

$350,000  2.69683 5.93% $339,172.70 30.25% 31.01% 

$400,000  2.70782 6.36% $380,830.90 34.03% 35.44% 

$450,000  2.71902 6.80% $437,477.30 39.01% 39.87% 

$500,000  2.72032 6.85% $488,965.90 43.63% 44.29% 

No constraint 2.73063 7.26% $675,524.20 60.43% 100% 
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Budget Expected value of 

Spotted Owl 

Population post-

fire and 

treatment 

Percentage 

improvement 

in objective 

function 

compared to 

the control 

Budget 

actually 

spent 

Percentage 

of total 

landscape 

area 

treated 

Maximum 

percentage 

of area 

allowed to 

treat under 

budget 

First order rook 

Control 2.43936 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 0.00% 

$100,000  2.43936 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 8.86% 

$200,000  2.43936 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 17.72% 

$300,000  2.43936 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 26.58% 

$350,000  2.55784 4.86% $339,172.70 30.25% 31.01% 

$400,000  2.57594 5.60% $390,308.70 34.89% 35.44% 

$450,000  2.57886 5.72% $418,477.60 37.32% 39.87% 

$500,000  2.58488 5.97% $476,005.60 42.56% 44.29% 

No constraint 2.59078 6.21% $595,381.70 53.11% 100% 

 

 

 

     

First order queen 

Control 2.42204 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 0.00% 

$100,000  2.42204 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 8.86% 

$200,000  2.42204 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 17.72% 

$300,000  2.42204 0.00% $0.00 0.00% 26.58% 

$350,000  2.51215 3.72% $339,172.70 30.25% 31.01% 

$400,000  2.52802 4.38% $390,308.70 34.89% 35.44% 

$450,000  2.52807 4.38% $418,477.60 37.32% 39.87% 

$500,000  2.53112 4.50% $486,673.60 43.40% 44.29% 

No constraint 2.53094 4.50% $486,673.60 43.40% 100% 
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 When the budget constraint is released, the optimization results do not suggest 

spending everything and treating the entire landscape (Figure 8, Figure 9 and Table 24). 

Even with the OLS model, the optimized outcome suggests that only 63% of the entire 

landscape should be treated, and the maximum amount of money needed is $706,293.00. 

The 367 meter threshold distance model suggests spending $675,524.20, and treating 

60.43% of the landscape. The first order rook model suggests spending $595,381.70, and 

treating 53.11% of the landscape. The first order queen model suggests only spending 

$486,673.60, and treating 43.40% of the landscape. The results inform us that without an 

optimization decision process, a land manager might over-treat the landscape and over-

spend treatment budget, which could bring unnecessary disturbance to NSO habitat. 

 The optimization results inform us that optimization models with threshold 

distance based weight matrices highly depend on site-specific landscape characteristics. 

In a landscape with many small fragmented stands, the habitat quality model with a large 

threshold distance weight cause the optimization algorithm to be highly selective, and 

consequently, suggest not treating the landscape. In the study area, the 505 meter 

threshold distance model includes many adjacent small stands as neighbors because of 

the large threshold radius. Therefore, treating small stands would create great 

disturbances to the habitat because the spatial model accounts for the disturbance on the 

neighboring stands. However, in areas with large contiguous stands, treating the stands 

creates a significant negative impact on the habitat because most large stands are located 

in the center of the landscape with high habitat quality. The results inform us that 

neighborhood connections defined by threshold distance weights are highly site-specific. 

Caution is recommended when we need to apply the management implications to another 

landscape.  
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4.5.2 Optimal spatial patterns of fuel treatment  

 It is not only important to know how much a landscape manager should treat the 

landscape, but also where in the landscape he should place the treatment resources. The 

spatial content of the optimal treatment decisions can be explored with maps. Spatially 

display the optimization results allow us to summarize the “rules of thumb” to create the 

optimal spatial treatment configuration to protect the NSO population from fire risk 

(Figure 10 through Figure 14).   

 Comparing the optimal spatial treatment pattern at the $350,000 budget level, I 

found that all four scenarios, namely the OLS, the first queen, the first rook and the 367 

meter threshold distance models, treat exactly the same stands. The reason might because 

a tight budget constraint restricts the possible treatment combinations. The result informs 

us that when budget is limited and decisions are restricted, considering spatial 

connections of habitat do not give us alternative management plans.  

 However, when budget increases, treatment configurations differ greatly for 

optimizations models that incorporate different spatial habitat models. To compare 

treatment configurations derived from different models, I display the optimization results 

at $500,000 level spatially (Figure 10 through Figure 14). I use the habitat quality score 

in the landscape before treatment as the base map, and highlight the selected stands from 

each model. The contiguity based optimization models seek to create a compact 

protection pattern, and avoid treating the contiguous, high quality stands in the center of 

the landscape (Figure 10). The first order queen model creates the most compact 

protection pattern.  It selected many small fragmented and low quality stands in the north 

part of the study region. The landowner seeks to reduce the fire risk and control the 

disturbance to the habitat. Treating low quality habitat surrounding the high quality 

stands creates buffer zones, which blocks the fire spread and avoids altering the core 

spotted owl habitat.  The first order rook model selects the narrow, long and bone-shaped 

stand and some small but extremely high quality edge stands in the center of the 

landscape. The treated stands divide the center core habitat into two big pieces. The 
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reason that the first order rook model creates a more fragmented protection pattern is that 

it does not consider stands share a corner as neighbors, and ignores the stand edge effect.  

 The 367 meter threshold model does not create a treatment pattern to protect the 

core habitat. Instead, it treats many large high quality parcels in the center of the 

landscape.  The outcome is due to its short threshold radius. Large stands are considered 

as islands without neighbors according this neighborhood criterion, and treating large 

stands does not bring “penalties”. The OLS model assumes every stand is independent 

from each other and it creates a highly fragmented protection pattern.  It treats many large 

high quality stands in the core habitat area, and ignores differences in the shape, location 

and connections of the stands. Instead, it has a stronger emphasis on stopping the fire 

from spreading and creates a fragmented protection pattern. It selected many large stands 

in the center and southern part of the landscape. The reason is because the wind direction 

of the fire season and the topology in the study area, which causes fire spreading from the 

southwest corner towards the center the region.   

 Results indicate that fire spread rate is an important factor determining where to 

allocate treatment activities. However, optimal treatment configurations derived from 

spatial and non-spatial habitat models are different (Figure 12). Spatial models tend to 

treat stands with high fire spread rate. The non-spatial model, on the other hand, treats 

low spread rate stands. High spread rate stands are usually smaller trees and bushes, 

which are considered low quality stands. Low spread rate stands are usually dense order 

forests with some lower ground fuel, such as dead leaves. These stands form a structural 

complex landscape, and are favored by NSOs. The reason is because optimization models 

with spatial habitat models aim on creating a spatial habitat pattern to sustain NSO 

population. The non-spatial optimization model ignores the externality of habitat 

conversion, and emphasizes on efficiently stopping the fire from spreading. Treating 

large stands with bigger trees could effectively reduce fire risk. However, the negative 

impact on NSO habitat brought by treating these stands was ignored in the non-spatial 

model.  
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 Optimization results show that the landowner selects high slope and high 

elevation areas to treat in both spatial and non-spatial models. The study area is hilly with 

almost no area under 10 degree of slope. The elevation map tells us that the center area 

and northeast corner have much lower elevation and the southwest and south area have 

the highest elevation. Most selected stands are within the range of 20 to 33 degree for all 

scenarios (Figure 10). It might be because fire ignited in high slope and high elevation 

areas may spread downwards and burn the downslope stands. In addition, the habitat 

model regression results indicate that high slope and high elevation associate with low 

NSO habitat. Selecting these low habitat stands creates less disturbance to the NSO 

population.  

 Optimization results indicate that the landowner treat stands which have 

perpendicular fire spread direction to the wind direction. By Finney’s definition (1998) 

for fire simulation, the maximum fire spread direction (degree in radians azimuth) is 

mainly determined by wind direction and slope. For all scenarios, most selected stands 

are within the range of 20 to 33 degree. The wind direction used in the simulation is 220 

Azimuth degrees, which describes where the wind is blowing from. I found that, under all 

budget scenarios, a land manager always selects stands with maximum spread direction 

in the range of 30 to 180 degree azimuth (Figure 14). The highest frequency range is in 

the 90-110 degree range, which is about perpendicular to the wind direction used in the 

fire simulation.  
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Figure 10 Habitat quality and the optimal spatial treatment configuration for spatial and 

non-spatial  
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Figure 11 Slope and the optimal spatial treatment configuration for spatial and non-

spatial models 
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Figure 12 Elevation and the optimal spatial treatment configuration for spatial and non-

spatial models 
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Figure 13 Fire spread rate and the optimal spatial treatment configuration for spatial and 

non-spatial models 
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Figure 14 Fire spread direction and the optimal spatial treatment configuration for spatial 

and non-spatial models 
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

 This paper developed an approach to examine the consequences of ignoring 

spatial externalities of habitat conversions when making land management decisions. In 

addition, the paper seeks to explore the differences in management outcomes when we 

define spatial habitat connections differently. To explore these issues, I developed an 

integration framework to optimally allocate fuel treatment efforts to protect the northern 

spotted owl population from stochastic fire in a heterogeneous landscape. I used data 

from ecological simulation models, and constructed a spatial econometric model to 

predict the post-fire post-treatment NSO habitat quality and to account for the spatial 

spillover effect of habitat conversions. The spatial econometric model was incorporated 

into an econometric NSO population model to predict the post-fire post-treatment NSO 

population. Finally, the economic decision model seeks to maximize the expected post-

fire and post treatment NSO population considering all possible treatment combinations 

and all ignition locations. To illustrate the potential inefficiency caused by ignoring 

spatial habitat connections, the paper compares the optimal management outcomes from 

spatial models with a scenario where no spatial linkage of NSO habitat is considered.  

 In general, ignoring spatial habitat connections leads to an over-estimation of the 

expected post-fire and post-treatment NSO population. However, the negative externality 

of habitat conversions depends on the degree of habitat connections. When there is less 

spatial habitat dependence, the difference between the optimal outcome decreases. 

Additionally, the amount of total treatment area depends on the degree of habitat 

connections. The optimization outcome suggests less fuel treatment for a landscape with 

a higher degree of habitat connections. When the degree of habitat connections is too 

high, both fuel treatment and fire would bring much negative impact to the landscape. 

Fuel treatment would induce great disturbance but could not offset the fire damage. The 

optimization model suggests not treating the landscape if degree of habitat connections is 

too high.  
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 Optimization outcome informs us that the spatial configuration of fuel treatment 

matters for NSO population protection. The optimal spatial configuration of fuel 

treatment is highly different between spatial and non-spatial models and among spatial 

models. Ignoring the spatial habitat connections leads to a fragmented treatment pattern 

and fails to protect the core NSO habitat from treatment disturbances. A decision model 

that considers a higher degree of habitat connections keeps the core habitat area less 

disturbed and selects small and low quality stands for treatment. However, when there is 

less spatial habitat dependence, the difference in the optimal treatment patterns between 

spatial and non-spatial models decreases. 

 This study only considered wildlife value. Other values such as timber and 

marketable fuel material were not considered. In public land such as national parks or 

USFWS defined critical NSO habitat areas, landowners may seek to solely protect 

wildlife species such as the NSO. However, private landowners may be primarily 

interested in timber value. The optimization in this study aims to create a habitat pattern 

to protect NSO population. Results from this study inform us that all spatial models 

prefer treating stands with high fire spread rate, and avoid treating low spread rate area. 

Low spread rate stands are high habitat quality area with older trees. If timber was taken 

into consideration, the optimization framework would select more of these high timber 

value stands for treatment.  

 The study assumes an equal ignition probability in the landscape to preclude the 

complication in interpreting results caused by spatially differentiated ignition 

probabilities. However, in reality, ignition probabilities are different across space. Further 

research is needs to explore the differences in management decisions if we account for 

spatially differentiated ignition probabilities. If the equal ignition probability assumption 

was relaxed, the optimization framework would choose to treatment more stands in 

higher fire risk area even these stands are high quality habitat. The optimization 

framework explicitly considers the tradeoffs between increased habitat disturbances and 

decreased fire risk. Although the disturbance to NSO population is big if we treat high 
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quality stands, when fire risk is high enough, the habitat loss from fire could be even 

bigger. 

 The study emphasizes in the spatial aspect of land management decisions. 

Therefore, the optimization program is only one period, and assumes that land cover fuel 

conditions are not changed if no fuel treatment is taken place. However, a static decision 

framework ignores land cover changes overtime and NSO population dynamics. Such a 

decision process could be myopic, and the management decisions could be suboptimal. 

Future research needs to extend the decision framework to a multi-period dynamic 

optimization. A forest growth simulator, such as FVS (Dixon, 2002), can be incorporated 

into the decision framework to provide information on land cover condition changes. 

 The study aims to use a case study example to demonstrate the importance of 

considering spatial habitat connections when making land management decisions.  The 

results derived from the four spatial models are only for the NSO population in the 

demonstration area. The NSO population may require a different spatial scale or 

threshold area to support its activities in other regions. The degree of habitat connections 

defined by threshold distance criteria highly depend on landscape configurations. The 

threshold distance neighborhood criterion considers more stands as neighbors in a 

landscape with many small fragmented stands. While in a landscape consists of mainly 

larger stands, this neighborhood definitions includes less stands. Consequently, the 

management decisions could be highly different in another landscape.  

 The study informs us that it is important to understand the underlying spatial 

habitat linkages for wildlife species. Other wildlife species may have different habitat 

requirements in terms of habitat configuration and spatial extent of habitat. Future 

research for protecting other wildlife species should explore the ecological characteristics 

and habitat requirements for these species.  

  Due to the dimensionality of the problem, a heuristic technique, simulated 

annealing, is used to solve the optimization program. Heuristic optimization techniques 
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allow us to find numerical solutions in large dimension problems, when complete 

enumeration is unrealistic to implement. It provided us numerical solutions and allowed 

us to compare the differences in management decisions across different spatial models. 

However, heuristics do not guarantee global optimal solutions. In fact, the algorithm 

depends heavily on the specified starting search point, the convergence criteria and the 

total run time. As the computer capability for handling high dimension computations 

increases, further empirical work is needed to find out the global optimal solutions. 

Additionally, the paper only used one heuristic optimization technique. Other heuristic 

optimization methods such as TABU search and Genetic Algorithm were not tested and 

could give different solutions.  
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Chapter 5 General Conclusion 
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 This dissertation has presented three essays to explore the importance of 

considering spatial heterogeneity and spatial dependence in environmental valuation and 

in land management decisions. In this section, I present summaries of results, conclusions, 

policy implications and recommendations for future research.  

 The first essay focuses on dealing with sources of heterogeneity from primary 

wetland valuation studies. Results indicate that education level, population size, wetland 

site accessibility and wetland abundance in the study area are important factors 

determining people’s willingness to pay for wetland ecosystem services. Wetlands 

providing recreation service and option value are higher valued than the average wetland. 

The paper found that value estimates derived from different valuation methodologies are 

highly heterogeneous, with hedonic price and replacement cost methods producing 

consistently higher estimated values compared to other valuation methods. For stated 

preference models, the conjoint measure is over twice as large as the contingent valuation 

estimate. One emphasis of this essay is to explore sources of within data dependencies 

introduced by multiple measures from the same study and the same geographic region. 

The essay constructed panel random effect models stratified “by study”, “by state” and 

“by wetland site” to address the issues of correlation between value estimates. Results 

indicated that wetland welfare measures reported by the same study and in the same 

wetland site are correlated. The intraclass correlation for the “by state” model is close to 

0, indicating significant between-state data variations. The result informed us that benefit 

transfer across state should be under careful consideration, and ignoring state variations 

could lead to increased benefit transfer errors.   

 Moreover, Essay 1 systematically compares results and conclusions with those 

from 5 previous meta-analysis studies on wetland valuation. By comparing regression 

results and conclusions from my study with two internationally scoped studies (Brander 

et al, 2006; Ghermandi et al, 2010), this essay found that the wetland valuation literature 

is not robust to regional characteristics, and wetland welfare estimates are sensitive to 

geographic extent. The relative importance of various wetland ecosystem services is 
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different in different regions of the world, which depends on site specific socio-economic, 

historical and cultural background and needs of local people. The essay poses questions 

on pooling wetland valuation data from different global regions, especially regions with a 

highly heterogeneous economic development level and ecosystem service preferences. 

Combining cross-continent data also faces challenges of limited observations in certain 

regions such as Africa and Asia. Such combined dataset lacks geographic randomness. 

Ignoring regional differences may lead to distorted estimated parameters. Finally, some 

limitations and challenges of previous meta-analysis also apply to the present study. The 

heterogeneous nature of welfare measures on wetland ecosystem services calls for careful 

use of existing wetland valuation studies for benefit transfer. Site specific studies may be 

better for estimating wetland values. A primary limitation of this analysis is insufficient 

observations for certain categories of valuation methods and ecosystem services. The 

paper calls for more site-specific valuation studies on these less studied yet important 

ecosystem services to allow us to draw conclusions on people’s preferences for a broader 

range of wetland ecosystem functions. 

The second essay examines the spatial spillover effect of wetland welfare 

estimates in North America, and explores the sources and patterns of spatial dependence 

of wetland values. Three groups of spatial weight matrices were constructed and 

incorporated in the spatial econometric model based on threshold distances, the 

ecological similarity and economic similarity of wetland sites in the metadata. Results 

show that positive spatial spillover effect exists in wetland values for all three types of 

spatial neighborhood criteria. The threshold distance defined correlation appeared to be 

strongest and most significant, followed by the ecological similarity and then the 

economic similarity correlation. Sensitivity analysis on the threshold distance based 

models suggested that the spatial dependence on wetland value decreases as the threshold 

distance increases, and finally turns insignificant when wetlands are more than 150km 

away from each other. The paper further explored the spatial correlations between 

different wetland sites by removing the effect of multiple measures from the same 

wetland sites using a bootstrap procedure. Results suggested that ecological and 
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economic similar wetlands have inconclusive evidence of spatial correlation in estimated 

values. Strong evidence of positive spatial correlation was found in all three threshold 

distance models. 

The results of Essay 2 informed us that, not accounting for spatial correlation 

among metadata, theoretically and empirically may lead to inconsistent parameters in 

estimated meta-analysis regression models. Results of this study suggested that spatial 

proximity is an important predictor of wetland values regardless of wetland type and 

function. In part this is captured through shared contexts including resource availability 

and market characteristics. However, similar ecological and economic profiles are 

insufficient to capture shared values when transferring value estimates across spatial 

areas. Results also raised questions whether ecological functions and economic markets 

are sufficient for improving international transfers when studies are beyond geographic 

thresholds. In addition, after the spatial dependence effect of wetland values is controlled 

in spatial proximity models, multiple ecosystem service categories turned to be 

significant and estimation magnitudes increased notably. Results inform us that values of 

wetland functions should be evaluated in an ecosystem setting and account for the impact 

from nearby environmental assets. Further research is needed to explore whether general 

patterns found in this study are consistent across different resource types. Similarly, 

further research is needed to explore the influences on wetland welfare estimates drawn 

by different spatial models, for example, Bayesian modeling, generalized method of 

moments and geographically weighted regression models.  

The third essay developed methods to explore the consequences of ignoring 

spatial externalities of habitat conversions in land management outcomes. I illustrate the 

problem by incorporating a spatial econometric habitat quality prediction model into a 

stochastic optimization framework to maximize the post-fire and post-treatment NSO 

population. Results from this paper inform us that ignoring the spatial habitat connections 

leads to an underestimate of the fuel treatment disturbance and an over-estimate of the 

expected post-fire and post-treatment NSO population. However, the negative externality 
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of habitat conversions depends on the degree of habitat connections. When there is less 

spatial habitat dependence, the difference in the optimal outcome between spatial and 

non-spatial models decreases. Additionally, the amount of total treatment area depends 

on the degree of habitat connections. The optimization outcome suggests less fuel 

treatment for a landscape with a higher degree of habitat connections. The optimization 

model suggests not treating the landscape if degree of habitat connections is too high. 

Moreover, optimization outcome informs us that the spatial configuration of fuel 

treatment matters for the NSO population protection. Ignoring the spatial habitat 

connections leads to a fragmented treatment pattern and fails to protect the core NSO 

habitat from treatment disturbances.  

 The optimization model in Essay only considered wildlife value. However, 

private landowners may be primarily interested in timber value. The optimization in this 

study aims to create a habitat pattern to protect NSO population. Results from this study 

inform us that all spatial models prefer treating young stands with high fire spread rate, 

and avoid treating order trees and low spread rate area. If timber was taken into 

consideration, the optimization framework would select more of these high timber value 

stands for treatment. The optimization framework in Essay 3 is based on many 

assumptions. The study assumes an equal ignition probability in the landscape. Further 

research is needs to explore the differences in management decisions if we account for 

spatially differentiated ignition probabilities. In addition, the optimization program is 

only one period, and assumes that land cover fuel conditions are not changed if no fuel 

treatment is taken place. Such a decision process could be myopic, and the management 

decisions could be suboptimal.  

  Due to the dimensionality of the problem, a heuristic technique, simulated 

annealing, is used to solve the optimization program. It provided us numerical solutions 

and allowed us to compare the differences in management decisions across different 

spatial models. However, heuristics do not guarantee global optimal solutions. As the 
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computer capability for handling high dimension computations increases, further 

empirical work is needed to find out the global optimal solutions.  
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